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Abstract

Aquatic systems are impacted by a wide variety of natural and anthropogenic

challenges. Laboratory studies often focus on impacts of a single factor, ignoring how

these individual factors may interact. This dissertation focuses on the interactions

between polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and two physical challenges (hypoxia

and excessive solar radiation). PAHs are ubiquitous environmental pollutants that occur

in the environment as complex mixtures, the components of which may interact. Some

PAHs are agonists of the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR), which regulates expression of

a number of genes (such as CYP1A) involved in metabolism, often of the same

compounds that induced the AhR. PAHs that are AhR agonists have been shown to

interact synergistically with PAHs that inhibit activity of CYP1A, inducing developmental

deformities in fish. AhR shares a dimerization partner, the aryl hydrocarbon receptor

nuclear translocator (ARNT), with hypoxia-inducible factor 1α (HIF1α), the protein

responsible for regulating hypoxia-induced gene expression, possibly resulting in

competition between the two pathways. Competition would result in decreased

induction of CYP1A under hypoxic conditions, possibly resulting in synergistic

embryonic toxicity between AhR agonist PAHs and hypoxia. In this dissertation, the

results are presented from experiments examining the occurrence of AhR/HIF1α

crosstalk in fish and the developmental consequences of co-exposure to hypoxia and

PAHs. In vitro testing in PLHC-1 cells revealed competition for ARNT in which HIF1α

appeared to out-compete AhR. Induction of an AhR-responsive luciferase reporter by

several AhR agonists (benzo[a]pyrene (BaP), benzo[k]fluoranthene (BkF), and

polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB126)) was reduced under hypoxia and this effect was

eliminated by overexpression of ARNT. Induction of a HIF1α-responsive reporter was
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unaffected by BkF and PCB126. BaP caused an ARNT-independent decrease in both

basal and induced HIF1α reporter activity, possibly due to the previously reported AhR-

independent degradation of HIF1α protein by BaP metabolite BaP-3,6-quinone (Li et al.

2007). Attempts to verify this crosstalk pattern in vivo revealed that BaP-induced

CYP1A expression was further increased under hypoxic conditions. Induction of

hypoxia-inducible genes VEGF and LDHa were unaffected by BaP. The effect of hypoxia

on CYP1A expression was not repeated with BkF or pyrene (PY) and the exact conditions

that result in hypoxic changes in CYP1A expression remain to be determined. Embryonic

toxicity in zebrafish (Danio rerio), including pericardial edema, heart malformations,

and death were synergistically induced by hypoxia and BaP, BkF or complex,

environmentally relevant PAH mixtures. There was no effect of hypoxia on PCB126

toxicity and hypoxia protected from the pericardial edema induced by PY. CYP1A

knockdown mimicked the effects of hypoxia on BkF and PY toxicity and even further

exacerbated BkF toxicity under hypoxic conditions, suggesting a role for metabolism in

the toxicity. Additionally, since two CYP1A inhibitors (fluoranthene (FL) and α-

naphthoflavone (ANF)) had been previously reported to interact synergistically with

hypoxia, three other CYP1A inhibitors (dibenzothiophene, carbazole and 2-

aminoanthracene) were tested. None of them induced toxicity in combination with

hypoxia, indicating that CYP1A inhibition was not the reason for the interaction of FL

and ANF with hypoxia.

A second stressor known to interact with PAHs to induce toxicity is excessive

solar radiation. While most studies of the effects of solar radiation on PAH toxicity have

focused on the effects of UV light on PAHs already absorbed by an organism

(photoactivation), less attention has been paid to the toxic effects of photomodified
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PAHs. We exposed several PAHs to ambient sunlight and subsequently exposed

developing zebrafish to the resulting mixture. Of these, only photo-exposed carbazole

caused developmental toxicity including edema, heart malformations, craniofacial

malformations and death that were not caused by parent carbazole; these effects were

severely exacerbated by hypoxia and significant mortality was also observed.

Additionally, photo-exposed carbazole induced expression of CYP1A and GSTp, likely

resulting from agonism of the AhR and toxicity of this mixture was alleviated by

morpholino knockdown of AhR. Some photoproducts were identified, but none of them

appeared to be involved in the toxicity or supposed AhR induction observed with

photoexposed carbazole. The results of these experiments underscore the importance of

consideration of the interactive effects of physical and chemical stressors when assessing

risks to wildlife populations inhabiting polluted areas.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Overview

According to Hans Selye, stress is the nonspecific result of any demand on an

organism (Selye 1985). Aquatic systems are impacted by a wide array of natural and

anthropogenic stressors, including chemical and physical factors. Often laboratory

studies focus on characterizing the impacts of a single factor, but there has been

significantly less progress made toward determining how these factors may act in concert

with one another. This dissertation examines how polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons

(PAHs) may interact with physical stressors (hypoxia and solar radiation) to cause

developmental toxicity in zebrafish (Danio rerio). The molecular mechanisms of

interactions between hypoxia and PAHs, the developmental consequences of these

interactions, and the interaction between PAH photoproducts and hypoxia will be

discussed herein. The results of these studies have provided evidence of both synergistic

and antagonistic interactions between PAHs and natural stressors, emphasizing the

importance of taking into account such interactions when assessing risk to aquatic

systems.

1.2 Multiple stressors in ecotoxicology

Aquatic organisms are exposed to a wide variety of environmental contaminants

from both point and non-point sources. These contaminants occur in natural systems as

complex mixtures that vary spatially and temporally in chemical composition and

overlap with a landscape of non-chemical stressors that can be natural or anthropogenic.

A map of the distribution and intensity of 17 different major human activities in the
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world’s oceans (including chemical pollution) showed that no fewer than 5 overlapped

anywhere in the world (Halpern et al. 2008). The Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA) performs ecological risk assessments (USEPA 1998) to estimate the risks posed by

environmental stressors to wildlife and ecosystems. Such assessments may include

effects from multiple stressors on multiple levels of biological organization; however,

traditionally the focus has been on the effects of a single chemical or well-defined

mixture of chemicals on the organism level (Munns 2006). While there is an effort to

provide quantitative measures of risk, the output from such assessments is generally

more qualitative due to the absence of sufficient data to perform the assessments

(Callahan and Sexton 2007). While EPA has issued guidelines for dealing with chemical

mixtures in risk assessment (USEPA 2000), additivity is assumed in the absence of

evidence to the contrary. EPA has also issued guidelines for assessing risks in

populations exposed to multiple stressors (USEPA 2003), but there have been few

attempts made to add additional non-chemical stressors to EPA risk assessments of

chemicals in the environment and more information is needed in order to develop

scientifically appropriate assessment methods (Munns 2006).

Studies that have examined the effects of multiple stressors in aquatic systems

have reported a number of non-additive interactions between stressors, underlining the

importance of understanding how multiple stressors may interact to affect risks to

wildlife. In a study on the effects of multiple, non-chemical stressors at 32 sites in

streams running through agricultural land in New Zealand, both antagonistic and

synergistic interactions were observed between stressors, indicating that an assumption

of additivity would not provide an accurate assessment of risk to these systems

(Townsend et al. 2008). Another study examining the effects of habitat quality, food
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abundance, and heavy metals in 46 taxa in a New Zealand harbor revealed that most of

the interactions were either synergistic or antagonistic, while only 6 taxa had only

additive interactions between the stressors examined (Thrush et al. 2008). The same

study reported that interactions between habitat parameters (such as sediment quality

parameters or food availability) tended to be antagonistic, while interactions between the

heavy metals and habitat quality tended to be synergistic, indicating that the risks posed

by chemicals in an already stressed system may be underestimated by conventional risk

assessment measures. In a meta-analysis of 171 studies that reported interactions of at

least two stressors, there was a relatively even distribution of the interactions between

additive, synergistic and antagonistic (Crain et al. 2008). However the overall

interaction effect across all of the studies was synergistic and addition of a third stressor

doubled the number of synergistic interactions. Based on the evidence suggesting that

the USEPA’s default assumption of additivity between stressors is incorrect, more

information is needed regarding how non-chemical stressors may impact the toxicity of

environmental pollutants so that more accurate ecological risk assessment of these

chemicals may be performed. Failure to incorporate the impacts of other environmental

stressors may result in underestimation of risks to aquatic organisms.

The research in this dissertation focuses on the interactive effects of three

common stressors, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, hypoxia and solar radiation.

Although real world exposures involve even more complex combinations of stressors

than those used in these experiments, this work begins to provide an understanding of

the types of interactions that can be expected between chemical and physical

environmental stressors.
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1.3 Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are components of petroleum

(petrogenic PAHs) and products of incomplete combustion (pyrogenic PAHs); sources of

environmental PAHs include forest fires, volcanoes, oil spills, burning of wood and coal,

vehicular activity and industrial processes (Hylland 2006; Ravindra et al. 2008). The

majority of PAHs found in the environment today are from anthropogenic sources (Van

Metre et al. 2000). PAHs are generally less stable than halogenated hydrocarbons such

as poly-chlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and dioxins, and are often biodegraded, but they

tend to bind to sediments and organic matter and can be quite persistent in sediments

(Hylland 2006). In contrast to PCBs and dioxins, environmental concentrations of PAHs

are increasing in the United States in recent years and are highest in areas with paved

roads and high vehicular traffic (Van Metre et al. 2000; Lima et al. 2003; Gigliotti et al.

2005; Mahler et al. 2005; Van Metre and Mahler 2005). In 2004, the United States was

the third highest producer of PAH contamination, behind only China and India, where

burning of biofuels is a major energy source (Zhang and Tao 2009). PAH contamination

is highest per capita in developed countries (United States, Canada, Australia, etc.),

while PAH emission density is highest in the most heavily populated developing nations

(China, India, Singapore, Bahrain, etc.) (Zhang and Tao 2009). Reported effects of

PAHs include carcinogenesis, altered immune function, endocrine effects,

developmental abnormalities, and oxidative stress (Hylland 2006).

PAHs represent a widely varied class of compounds that are found in complex

mixtures in the environment and may interact with one another. Recent research has

shown that PAHs that act as aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) agonists exhibit

synergistic embryotoxicity when applied in concert with PAHs that act as cytochrome
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P4501A (CYP1A) inhibitors (Wassenberg and Di Giulio 2004a; Wassenberg et al. 2005).

This synergistic toxicity results in heart elongation, pericardial edema, tail shortening

and hemorrhaging in developing fish. While these PAHs were only toxic as binary

mixtures of an AhR agonist and CYP1A inhibitor, other PAHs, such as phenanthrene,

pyrene, and benz[a]anthracene have been shown to cause significant embryotoxicity in

zebrafish exposed to each compound singly (Incardona et al. 2004; Incardona et al.

2006), though at molar concentrations 5-150 times higher than total PAH

concentrations in the binary mixtures. More complex mixtures of PAHs, such as may be

found in the environment, elicit significant developmental abnormalities in fish (Ownby

et al. 2002; Barron et al. 2004a; Wassenberg and Di Giulio 2004b; Incardona et al.

2005), possibly due to the synergistic interactions between the PAHs that constitute the

mixture.

1.4 The aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR)

The aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) is a promiscuous cytoplasmic receptor that

binds a wide array of xenobiotic compounds including many PAHs and polyhalogenated

aryl hydrocarbons (pHAHs). Effective AhR agonists are hydrophobic, planar and of an

appropriate size, however considerable variation from this description can be found

among known AhR agonists (Petrulis and Perdew 2002; Denison and Nagy 2003). The

AhR is a member of the Per-Arnt-Sim (PAS) family of transcription factors (named for

the first three members identified) and contains a basic Helix Loop Helix (bHLH)

domain that participates in protein dimerization and DNA binding (Poellinger 2000;

Petrulis and Perdew 2002; Hankinson 2005); it is the only known member of the bHLH

transcription factors that is ligand-activated (Safe 2001). Upon ligand binding, AhR
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translocates to the nucleus and dimerizes with ARNT (aryl hydrocarbon receptor nuclear

translocator). This dimer then binds at specific sites on DNA (referred to as AhR

response elements—AhREs, dioxin response elements—DREs, or xenobiotic response

elements—XREs) and activates transcription of a number of genes involved in

metabolism. A schematic of the AhR pathway is presented in Figure 1.1.

The AhR resides in a dormant state in the cytoplasm associated with several

chaperone proteins, including hsp90 (heat shock protein 90), XAP2 (hepatitis virus B X-

associated protein 2) and p23 (Petrulis and Perdew 2002; Fujii-Kuriyama and Mimura

2005). Each of these chaperone proteins appears to play a role in maintaining the AhR

in a ligand-receptive conformation in the cytoplasm. An hsp90 dimer binds AhR and is

thought to be required for proper protein stability and folding, and its presence appears

to be necessary for ligand binding (Poellinger 2000; Petrulis and Perdew 2002;

Beischlag et al. 2008). XAP2 (which has also been named AIP (AhR interacting protein)

and ARA9 (AhR associated protein 9)) is an immunophilin homolog that appears to be

responsible for masking the nuclear localization signal (NLS) that targets ligand-

activated AhR to the nucleus (Petrulis and Perdew 2002). It has also been reported to

stabilize AhR, resulting in higher cytoplasmic concentrations of the receptor although

some more recent reports suggest that this effect may be an experimental artifact

(Beischlag et al. 2008). p23 appears to prevent AhR-ARNT association prior to ligand

binding and to facilitate nuclear transport of ligand-activated AhR (Beischlag et al.

2008).

Upon ligand-binding, AhR passes into the nucleus, where ARNT stimulates

release of the hsp90 complex and dimerizes with AhR (Fujii-Kuriyama and Kawajiri

2010). The AhR-ARNT dimer recognizes and binds to XREs with a consensus sequence
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of CACGTG. This recognition sequence is the minimum required for binding, however

the flanking nucleotides are very important in determining the affinity of AhR binding at

that gene (Swanson 2002). DNA-bound AhR-ARNT then recruits a number of

coactivators that aid in histone restructuring and polymerase recruitment to promote

transcription of the downstream gene. Coactivators known to bind AhR and enhance

XRE-driven gene expression include SRC-1 (steroid receptor coactivator 1), RIP-140

(receptor interacting protein 140), Rb (retinoblastoma protein), p300, and p/CIP

(p300/CBP cointegrator protein) (Fujii-Kuriyama and Mimura 2005; Hankinson 2005;

Beischlag et al. 2008). Genes known to be activated by the AhR pathway include

cytochrome P4501A (CYP1A), the AhR repressor (AHRR), glutathione S-transferase Ya

(GST-Ya) and NADPH quinone oxidoreductase (Poellinger 2000; Hahn 2002).

While most of what is known about AhR was discovered in mammalian models,

the AhR is well conserved in vertebrates (Hahn 2002; Fujii-Kuriyama and Mimura

2005). In contrast to mammals, fish have multiple AhRs (AhR1 and AhR2, sometimes

with two forms of either isoform), likely due to a gene duplication event that was lost in

mammalian evolution and a subsequent genome duplication that occurred after the

divergence of ray-finned fish from lobe-finned fish (Hahn 2001; Hahn et al. 2006). Both

AhR1 and AhR2 in fish bind dioxin, interact with ARNT and XAP2, bind to XREs and

activate target genes (Hahn 2001; Hahn 2002). However, generally one form binds

xenobiotics with higher affinity and seems to be responsible for most subsequent AhR-

driven gene expression. In Fundulus the predominant gene was assumed to be AhR1

(the ortholog of human AhR) based on mRNA expression data (Karchner et al. 1999;

Hahn 2001), however protein expression data shows no difference between AhR1 and

AhR2 (Merson et al. 2006) and morpholino knockdown of the two genes reveals that
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AhR2 mediates the cardiac teratogenesis induced by aryl hydrocarbons (Clark et al.

2010). In zebrafish, three AhRs have been identified—AhR1a, AhR1b, and AhR2. While

AhR1b and AhR2 have been shown to be active forms of the receptor, AhR1a is not dioxin

responsive as evidenced by low ligand binding and lack of induction of dioxin-responsive

reporter genes in cells expressing AhR1a (Andreasen et al. 2002; Karchner et al. 2005).

While a morpholino targeting AhR2 has been shown to protect from TCDD-induced

embryotoxicity and induction of CYP1A in zebrafish, it had no effect on basal CYP1A

expression nor did it impact development in the absence of TCDD (Prasch et al. 2003),

suggesting that AhR1b may be more important in constitutive AhR activity and its role in

development, while AhR2 may mediate ligand-activated transcription (Karchner et al.

2005).

1.5 Hypoxia

1.5.1 Environmental Hypoxia

Hypoxia is a common occurrence in coastal waters during the warmer months of

the year. Hypoxic zones occur naturally in stratified waters such as areas with strong

temperature and/or salinity gradients; anthropogenic influences can increase the

frequency and severity of such events. A conceptual diagram demonstrating factors that

can influence the development of hypoxia is presented in Figure 1.2. In summer months,

warm water and adequate nutrients promote algal growth (Joyce 2000). This growth is

enhanced by increases in nutrient flow into the system; sources of excess nutrients can

include nitrogen released by fossil fuel use, runoff from large-scale animal production

facilities, fertilizer runoff from farms and lawns, and sewage effluent (Mee 2006). As

algal populations grow, organic matter begins to fall into bottom waters from both
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increased dead matter from algal turnover and death of other algae in deeper, now light-

deprived waters, and increased animal wastes from the fish that thrive feeding on the

increased algal and zooplankton communities (Mee 2006). Bacteria in the bottom

waters break down this organic matter, consuming oxygen; at the same time, decreased

photosynthesis in bottom waters, due to shading from blooms above, causes slower

replenishment of oxygen in deeper water. In well mixed systems, oxygen from surface

waters will be carried into deeper waters and hypoxic zones will not form and persist.

However, in areas with a strong density gradient—such as is created by temperature or

salinity differences through the water column—deeper waters are not mixed with the

well-oxygenated surface waters and persistent hypoxic zones can develop (Diaz 2001;

Mee 2006). Several factors may act to propagate this hypoxia. Bacterial decomposition

and low dissolved oxygen in bottom water alter sediment geochemistry, causing

phosphate and nitrate release from the sediments. These nutrients can further stimulate

algal populations, maintaining blooms for longer periods of time (Joyce 2000). In

addition, changes in nutrient supplies alter the species composition of phytoplankton

communities, often shifting from diatoms to smaller, less digestible types of

phytoplankton. This limits the effectiveness of grazers to control the bloom. In addition,

often in bloom conditions growth of gelatinous organisms increase; these organisms are

a poor food source for fish and important fish stocks may wane. This inefficiency in the

food chain leads to an increase in the amount of organic matter falling to bottom waters,

further increasing the intensity of the hypoxia (Mee 2006). Human influences can

further amplify these food chain effects; commercial fishing on apex predators tends to

cause increases in populations of smaller fish which feed on zooplankton, limiting their

grazing on phytoplankton further and propagating the bloom (Mee 2006).
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There is some debate over to what extent human activities have impacted the

occurrence and persistence of hypoxic zones (Boesch et al. 2001). Outflow of nitrogen

containing compounds to the sea increased by 80% between 1860 and 1990 and is

expected to increase an additional 65% by the mid-21st century (Mee 2006). The effects

of such drastic increases in nutrient supply to coastal water will inevitably affect

ecosystem balance, making hypoxic events more common and severe. The dead zone in

the Black Sea provides a clear example of how hypoxic events closely follow human

activities. Hypoxia first became a major problem in the Black Sea in the 1960s with the

modernization of agricultural practices including increased use of fertilizer and

production of large scale animal facilities, providing a significant input of nitrogen to the

sea. At the same time, there was an increase in polyphosphate detergents being added to

the sea from industrial and urban wastes. The dead zone, at its worst in 1990, was

roughly the size of Switzerland (40,000 km2). However, following the fall of communist

regimes in eastern Europe in 1989, there was an economic decline that led to a decrease

in the farming and industrial practices that were contributing excess nutrients to the Sea.

Within six years, the dead zone had begun to shrink and, while recovery has been slow,

the sea floor is being recolonized (Mee 2006). The close manner in which the dead zone

developed and receded in concert with increases and decreases in anthropogenic

nutrient supplies provides strong evidence for the human influence over the occurrence

of hypoxic zones in our estuaries. The occurrence and severity of hypoxic events are

expected to increase in coming years due to increased human activity and to global

climate change. With global climate change, increased precipitation is expected which

will increase runoff of nutrients used in agriculture or landscaping (Schiedek et al. 2007;

Diaz and Rosenberg 2008). Additionally, increased temperatures and increased input of
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freshwater to coastal systems will increase stratification in coastal waters. However, the

increases in the frequency and severity of storms predicted under climate change models

may help to ameliorate hypoxia in stratified waters by temporarily increasing mixing

(Diaz and Rosenberg 2008).

Yearly hypoxic events occur all along the Atlantic coast of the United States. The

Gulf of Mexico hypoxic zone is the largest hypoxic zone in the western Atlantic Ocean

coastal zone (Rabalais et al. 2001), reaching a maximal size of 21,000 km2 (Mee 2006).

Hypoxia appears west of the inflow of the Mississippi River to the Gulf of Mexico in late

spring and persists as late as October, until the pycnocline is disturbed by winds

resulting from tropical disturbances or cold fronts (Joyce 2000; Rabalais et al. 2001).

The hypoxic zone typically begins at about 4-5 meters of depth or greater, but when

winds run perpendicular to the shoreline, hypoxic waters may push all the way to shore,

causing large scale fish kills (Rabalais et al. 2001). Increased precipitation, leading to

increased flow rates can increase nutrient inputs to and increase stratification of

estuaries causing greater than normal hypoxia, as occurred in Pamlico Sound, NC

following flooding from Hurricanes Dennis, Floyd and Irene in 1999 (Joyce 2000). The

Chesapeake Bay is another area in which considerable concern over the yearly

development of hypoxia has evolved. This estuary is particularly susceptible to hypoxia

due to the presence of isolated basins in the bay, the stratification of waters in the

summer months, and the particularly large area of its watershed in comparison to its

volume (Boesch et al. 2001). Figure 1.3 shows the average dissolved oxygen

concentrations in the Chesapeake Bay during the summer of 2005.

The prevalence of hypoxia in some of our most productive coastal waters makes

its effects on aquatic life and its interactions with the many other anthropogenic
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stressors found in these waters of utmost importance to the ecological health of coastal

waters and to the maintenance of successful fisheries along the coast. Many of the yearly

hypoxic zones, such as the Chesapeake Bay, may be expected to coincide with areas of

moderate to high PAH concentrations, as heavily populated areas often line their banks.

Additionally, in these hypoxic waters, PAHs would be expected to be more persistent as

biodegradation of PAHs is higher in waters well saturated with oxygen (Boyd et al.

2005). A proper understanding of how PAHs and hypoxia interact is necessary for

effective protection of our coastal ecosystems and the fisheries that depend on them.

1.5.2 Effects of hypoxia on aquatic life

The physiological response to hypoxia in fish generally occurs in three stages

aimed at adapting to and surviving in the low-oxygen environment. The first step is an

attempt to maintain oxygen delivery to the tissues despite hypoxic conditions (Wu

2002). Strategies for this include alternate breathing strategies such as surface

breathing in which air is held in the buccal cavity and used to oxygenate water prior to

passing it over the gills. Other strategies include increasing water flow over the gill,

increasing the number of diffused lamellae in the gill, increasing the overall surface area

of the gill, increasing the red blood cell count and increasing the oxygen-binding capacity

of hemoglobin (Wu 2002; Nikinmaa and Rees 2005). Hypoxic zebrafish (Danio rerio)

larvae have been shown to increase red blood cell count and to change perfusion patterns

to keep the brain and muscles well-perfused by redirecting blood from the gut (Schwerte

et al. 2003). In addition, larval zebrafish increase heart rate and cardiac output under

mild hypoxia (half of saturation) to maintain oxygen delivery to tissues (Jacob et al.

2002). If hypoxic events persist, a second stage involving energy conservation is
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generally entered. This is accomplished by reducing metabolism, protein synthesis and

locomotory activity (Wu 2002). Embryonic zebrafish provide an extreme example of this

stage as they can enter a state of suspended animation in which all movement, including

heart beat and cell division, is ceased for up to 24 hours in anoxia or extreme hypoxia

(25% of saturation) (Padilla and Roth 2001; Ton et al. 2003). If hypoxia persists, a third

stage is entered in which energy needs are accomplished through anaerobic metabolism.

In this stage, altered forms of anaerobic respiration may be used and genes involved in

glycolysis are upregulated in an attempt to maintain a sufficient level of ATP production

under chronic hypoxia (Wu 2002; Nikinmaa and Rees 2005). These physiological

changes are reflected in gene expression patterns in hypoxic fish; expression of genes

involved in growth suppression is increased while expression of genes involved in cell

cycle progression, translation, muscle contraction, oxidative carbohydrate metabolism,

cell structure and motility, and cell signaling are decreased (Ton et al. 2003; Nikinmaa

and Rees 2005).

Fish vary widely in their ability to cope with hypoxic conditions. At the extreme

end of this is the crucian carp (Carassius carassius) which can survive several months of

complete anoxia in near-freezing waters (Nilsson and Renshaw 2004) and other

Carassius species, such as the common goldfish (Carrassius auratus), that also can

tolerate varying lengths of anoxic event (Bickler and Buck 2007). These fish undergo

strong metabolic depression to preserve the glycogen stores necessary for anaerobic

metabolism, convert lactate to ethanol and CO2 in order to prevent lactic acidosis, and

have hemoglobin with the highest oxygen affinity known among fish (Bickler and Buck

2007; Nilsson and Ostlund-Nilsson 2008). The metabolic depression involved in this

tolerance is temperature dependent, and these fish are much less tolerant to anoxia at
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higher water temperatures (Nilsson and Renshaw 2004). Hypoxia tolerance has also

been observed in some warm water species, including the epaulette shark (Hemiscyllium

ocellatum Bonnaterre), other coral reef fishes, and several fish from the Amazon basin;

metabolic depression is also seen in these fish, and often adaptation to hypoxic

conditions was more successful following another hypoxia event (Nilsson and Renshaw

2004; Bickler and Buck 2007). In contrast to these species, species that rely heavily on

aerobic metabolism to fuel rapid and/or sustained swimming, such as salmon or tuna,

tend to be more sensitive to hypoxia (Bickler and Buck 2007).

While the coping mechanisms mentioned previously can help aquatic organisms

survive a reduction in available oxygen, there are often considerable physiological

consequences of prolonged hypoxic exposure. Fish in hypoxic conditions generally

demonstrate decreased growth rates, possibly due to decreased feeding behavior during

hypoxia (Wu 2002; Schwerte et al. 2003). In adult carp (Cyprinus carpio), prolonged (8

week) exposure to hypoxia caused a drastic reduction in reproductive success (Wu et al.

2003) with a 55.5% decrease in fertilization rate at the end of the 8 week exposure.

Interestingly, when fertilized eggs from hypoxic parents were reared in normoxic

conditions, a decrease was also seen in hatching success and survival of hatchlings for 24

hours, resulting in a survival rate of only 4.4% for larvae of hypoxic parents. Hypoxic

adult carp also showed decreased gonadal somatic indices and alterations in steroid

hormone levels. While in females all measured hormone levels decreased, in males,

estradiol levels actually increased under hypoxia while testosterone levels decreased. No

clear explanation was offered for the increase in estradiol in the male fish, however the

end result is that reproduction would be expected to cease in carp exposed to prolonged

hypoxia. Embryonic development and growth of zebrafish is slowed under hypoxic
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conditions (Shang and Wu 2004). Additionally, synchronization of development is lost,

with the head developing more slowly than the tail; this was explained by a reduction in

apoptosis in the tail and an increase in the brain of hypoxia embryos. Similarly, black

bream (Acanthopagrus butcheri) embryos exposed to hypoxia for two days experienced

decreased survival, decreased hatching rates, decreased growth and developmental

abnormalities including spinal curvature and an inability to swim (Hassell et al. 2008).

1.6 Hypoxia-inducible factor 1α (HIF1α) and the molecular
responses to hypoxia

Many of the molecular responses to cellular hypoxia are regulated by the

hypoxia-inducible factor 1α (HIF1α), another bHLH/PAS transcription factor (Wenger

2002; Bracken et al. 2003; Dery et al. 2005). HIF1α mRNA is constitutively expressed,

however HIF1α protein is rapidly degraded under normoxic conditions such that the its

half-life is less than five minutes (Dery et al. 2005). Under hypoxic conditions, HIF1α

protein degradation slows and HIF1α accumulates in the cell inducing expression of

hypoxia responsive genes in much the same manner as AhR induces expression of

CYP1A. A schematic diagram of the HIF1α pathway is presented in Figure 1.4.

The normoxic degradation of HIF1α is mediated by the oxygen dependent

degradation domain (ODDD). Under normoxic conditions, HIF prolyl-hydroxylases

(HPHs) hydroxylate two proline residues in the ODDD; activity of the HPHs is oxygen

dependent such that this step does not occur under hypoxia (Wenger 2002; Bracken et

al. 2003; Dery et al. 2005). The von Hippel-Lindau tumor suppressor protein (pVHL)

binds to the hydroxylated ODDD and targets HIF1α for ubiquitination and subsequent

degradation (Wenger 2002; Bracken et al. 2003; Dery et al. 2005). Under hypoxic
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conditions, HIF1α avoids degradation and translocates to the nucleus; HIF1α contains

two nuclear localization signals, a constitutively active one in the bHLH domain and a

hypoxically regulated one in the PAS domain, such that this nuclear localization only

occurs during hypoxia (Bracken et al. 2003). In the nucleus, HIF1α dimerizes with

ARNT (also known as HIF1β), subsequently binding to hypoxia response elements

(HREs) with the consensus sequence A/G CGTG and inducing expression of hypoxia

responsive genes (Wenger 2002). A number of coactivators are known to be involved in

this process, including CBP/p300, SRC-1 and TIF2 (Wenger 2002; Bracken et al. 2003).

Recruitment of these coactivators is also oxygen-dependent; under normoxic conditions

the transactivation domain of HIF1α is hydroxylated, interfering with recruitment of

CBP/p300 and limiting the activity of any HIF1α escaping normoxic degradation

(Wenger 2002; Bracken et al. 2003; Dery et al. 2005). Over 100 HIF1α target genes

have been identified, including genes involved in iron metabolism, vascular

development, erythropoiesis, glucose metabolism, etc.; commonly cited hypoxia

responsive genes include vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), erythropoietin

(EPO), heme oxygenase 1 and lactose dehydrogenase (LDH) (Wenger 2002; Bracken et

al. 2003; Anokhina and Buravkova 2010). These alterations in gene expression lead to

adaptive responses, such as increased production of red blood cells and hemoglobin,

increased growth of blood vessels and a switch to anaerobic metabolism, which allow the

organism to increase the efficiency of oxygen delivery to the tissues while decreasing

reliance on oxygen for cell survival.

Two other HIFs have been identified in mammals, HIF2α and HIF3α. HIF2α

shares with HIF1α a similar genomic organization, modular protein structure, hypoxic

protein stabilization, heterodimerization with ARNT, DNA recognition, DNA binding
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and trans-activation of reporter genes (Wenger 2002). HIF1α is expressed throughout

the body, while HIF2α is preferentially expressed in endothelial, epithelial, neuronal,

fibroblast and macrophage cells (Bracken et al. 2003), suggesting it serve a less general

role in the hypoxia response. Knockouts of both HIF1α and HIF2α are embryo-lethal in

mice, demonstrating that the two are not functionally redundant (Wenger 2002; Bracken

et al. 2003). While little is known about HIF3α, a splice variant of it forms a HIF1α

inhibitor that is expressed in naturally hypoxic tissues, such as the corneal epithelium of

the eye (Wenger 2002). It has been shown to have an HRE in its promoter and to be

inducible by HIF1α activity, however it doesn’t appear to decrease hypoxia-induced gene

expression, leaving its role as a HIF1α inhibitor unclear at the present time (Tanaka et al.

2009).

The molecular responses to hypoxia in fish have not been described to the same

extent as the mammalian responses, however a number of parallels can be drawn. Three

distinct classes of HIFs have been found in fish—HIF1α, HIF2α, and a third class distinct

from any known mammalian HIFs which includes HIF3α in zebrafish and HIF4α in

grass carp (Ctenopharyngodon idella) (Nikinmaa and Rees 2005). Functionally, fish

HIF1αs appear to behave similarly to mammalian forms; HIF1α protein levels and DNA

binding both increase during hypoxia; conservation of the major regulatory regions of

HIF1α, including the proline and asparagines residues that are hydroxylated on

mammalian HIFs, suggests that hypoxic stabilization of HIF1α and subsequent DNA

binding may follow the same mechanism in fish as mammalian HIFs (Nikinmaa and

Rees 2005; Rytkonen et al. 2007; Rytkonen et al. 2008). In addition, the killifish HIF2α

can form DNA-binding complexes with ARNT and the functional domains are well

conserved, suggesting it behaves similarly to mammalian HIFα (Powell and Hahn 2002).
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Several genes known to be hypoxia-inducible in mammals, such as VEGF and LDH have

also been shown to be hypoxia-inducible in fish (Ton et al. 2003; Nikinmaa and Rees

2005).

However, there have been some key differences reported in the molecular

responses of fish to hypoxic conditions. HIF1α in rainbow trout is sensitive to a wide

range of oxygen concentrations that approach normoxia (Soitamo et al. 2001),

suggesting that fish HIFs may be adapted to respond to a wide range of environmental

oxygen conditions, allowing them to adjust to the fluctuations in oxygen that occur in

aquatic habitats. Further supporting this hypothesis is the fact that the ODDD of killifish

HIF2α is the least conserved functional domain on the protein (Powell and Hahn 2002),

a trait which might confer a wider range of responsiveness than observed in mammals.

Interestingly, in analyses of the HIFα sequences from several mammalian species and a

number of fish species with variable hypoxia sensitivity, there was no evidence of

selective changes in the ODDD of fish as a whole (Rytkonen et al. 2007; Rytkonen et al.

2008). However, compared to the mammalian HIFs, there was more relaxed negative

selection in the non-regulatory regions of HIF1α, which may give rise to changes in

protein-protein interactions and the responsiveness of HIF1α to hypoxia (Rytkonen et

al. 2008).

Another key difference between mammalian and fish responses to hypoxia lies in

the manner in which specific genes are regulated by hypoxia. In mammals, EPO is a

hypoxia-inducible gene (Wenger 2002; Bracken et al. 2003). However, in fish EPO does

not appear to be hypoxia inducible; the pufferfish EPO gene has no flanking HRE to

confer hypoxia-sensitivity (Nikinmaa and Rees 2005) and zebrafish EPO is

downregulated during hypoxia rather than being upregulated (Ton et al. 2003). Though,
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to the author’s knowledge, this is the only case that has been discovered of a gene

induced by hypoxia in mammals and not in fish, many hypoxia-responsive genes have

not been examined in fish and it is possible that further differences exist. These

differences indicate that hypotheses regarding the molecular responses to hypoxia in fish

(such as whether or not they show crosstalk with the AhR pathway) will need to be

addressed largely in fish models, rather than using mammalian tools.

1.7 AhR-hypoxia crosstalk

Because they share a common dimerization partner (ARNT), HIF1α and AhR

have been hypothesized to functionally interfere with one another’s action by competing

for ARNT. Most of the efforts to address this hypothesis were performed in mammalian

cell lines and provide limited insight into the potential for in vivo competition between

the hypoxia and AhR response pathways in fish. Additionally, the AhR and hypoxia

pathways also share two or more coactivators (they are both known to utilize p300 and

SRC-1 in activating transcription of their target genes) (Wenger 2002; Bracken et al.

2003; Fujii-Kuriyama and Mimura 2005; Hankinson 2005) for which they may also

compete.

Several studies have been published on the interactions between the AhR and

hypoxia pathways in mammalian cell lines. Most of these studies report that hypoxia or

hypoxia mimics are capable of reducing AhR activity measured as XRE reporter activity,

CYP1A mRNA induction, or EROD activity (Gradin et al. 1996; Gassmann et al. 1997;

Chan et al. 1999; Park 1999; Pollenz et al. 1999; Kim and Sheen 2000; Nie et al. 2001;

Allen et al. 2005; Khan et al. 2007; Zhang and Walker 2007). Fewer report that AhR

agonists (most commonly 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD)) limit hypoxia
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pathway activity measured as HRE reporter activity or mRNA levels of hypoxia-inducible

genes (Chan et al. 1999; Park 1999; Nie et al. 2001). While directional crosstalk (where

HIF1α limits AhR activity, but not vice versa) appears to occur in mammals, the evidence

for true-bi-directional crosstalk between the AhR and HIF1α pathways is less conclusive.

One study reported the reverse pattern of crosstalk, with TCDD reducing induction of a

hypoxia reporter in MCF-7 breast cancer cells, but hypoxia having no effect on induction

of an AhR reporter (Seifert et al. 2008). Reports on the mechanism of this crosstalk are

also contradictory. Allen et al. (2005) report that CYP1A mRNA and enzymatic activity

were decreased under hypoxia, even in HIF1α-null mouse hepatocytes, indicating that

this interaction may not be mediated by HIF1α. However, in human pulmonary

microvascular endothelial cells, HIF2α knockdown by siRNA attenuated the effect of

hypoxia on CYP1A expression, and the combination of hypoxia and AhR2 knockdown by

siRNA acted less than additively to inhibit CYP1A expression, possibly indicating a

common mechanism (Zhang and Walker 2007) and supporting the hypothesis of

competition between AhR and HIFα. Chan et al. (1999) report that human HIF1α

protein is able to decrease AhR/ARNT binding in vitro and that AhR protein can

decrease HIF1α/ARNT binding. Additionally, nuclear protein binding to HREs was

decreased upon treatment with TCDD (Nie et al. 2001). Contrarily, Pollenz et al. (1999)

report no effect of hypoxia on AhR/ARNT dimerization and state that only a small

portion of the cellular ARNT pool is occupied under cellular hypoxia. Overexpression of

ARNT in ZR-75 breast cancer cells failed to alter decreased AhR activity under hypoxia

(Khan et al. 2007). Perhaps most importantly, two groups have reported differences in

AhR/hypoxia crosstalk in different cell lines (Pollenz et al. 1999; Nie et al. 2001); Nie et

al. suggest that the differences seen are due to differences in the AhR:ARNT ratios in the
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cells (H4IIE rat hepatoma cells and Hepa1 mouse hepatoma cells) which had been

previously reported (Holmes and Pollenz 1997), indicating that there may be species

differences in patterns of AhR/hypoxia crosstalk.

Far less is known about the interactions between AhR agonists and hypoxia in

fish and only a few studies address the occurrence of reciprocal AhR/HIF1α crosstalk.

The AhR agonist PCB-77 has been shown to prevent induction of glycolytic enzyme

activity by hypoxia in killifish (Fundulus heteroclitus), however it is unknown whether

this effect resulted from interference with HIF-1α activity or if it was a direct effect on

the enzymes (Kraemer and Schulte 2004). There was a decrease in the activities of

glycolytic enzymes in fish dosed with PCB-77 alone as well, indicating that while this may

be a result of crosstalk, it could also be a direct effect of PCB-77 on glycolytic metabolism.

Hypoxia has been reported to decrease induction of CYP1A mRNA and activity by TCDD,

benzo[a]pyrene (BaP), and β-naphthoflavone (BNF) in zebrafish (Danio rerio) (Prasch et

al. 2004; Matson et al. 2008); however in orange spotted grouper (Epinephelus coioides)

liver explants, no effect of hypoxia on induction of CYP1A mRNA was observed (Yu et al.

2008). There was no observed effect of AhR agonists TCDD and pyrene on expression of

the hypoxia-inducible genes heme oxygenase and VEGF respectively (Prasch et al. 2004;

Hendon et al. 2008); however another AhR agonist, BaP, increased induction of

hypoxia-inducible genes VEGF, LDH-A, EPO, and insulin-like growth factor binding

protein (IGFBP) (Yu et al. 2008). Thus, the pattern of interaction between AhR agonists

and hypoxia in fish remains unclear.

Of interest is the question of how hypoxia and subsequent changes in gene

expression regulated by both the hypoxia and AhR pathways will impact the

developmental toxicity of AhR agonists. In zebrafish larvae treated with TCDD, hypoxia
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protected from pericardial edema, but had no effect on failure of the swim bladder to

inflate (Prasch et al. 2004). It was hypothesized that the cardiac abnormalities induced

by TCDD were a result of inhibition of the hypoxia pathway, which is crucial in normal

cardiovascular development, due to sequestration of ARNT. Seemingly refuting this

hypothesis, zfarnt2-/- mutants did not mimic TCDD toxicity. Subsequent studies

showed that zfarnt1 is the form involved in dioxin toxicity, not zfarnt2, but a morpholino

targeting zfarnt1 also did not mimic dioxin toxicity (Prasch et al. 2006). While TCDD

toxicity is not mediated through sequestration of ARNT from other pathways, it is still

possible that when both pathways are induced simultaneously, competition for ARNT

will occur. The protection from TCDD toxicity seen under hypoxia and knockdown of

zfarnt1 is consistent with a shared mechanism whereby induction of AhR responsive

genes is blocked due to a lack of sufficient ARNT.

As described in Section 1.3, PAHs that act as AhR agonists have been shown to

interact synergistically with PAHs that inhibit CYP1A activity, resulting in a

developmental syndrome that includes pericardial edema and malformations of the

heart (Wassenberg and Di Giulio 2004a; Wassenberg et al. 2005). Similar inhibition by

the model PAH CYP1A-inibitor α-naphthoflavone (ANF) protected from PCB-126

toxicity, indicating a difference between dioxin-like AhR agonists and PAH AhR agonists

(Wassenberg and Di Giulio 2004a). Because hypoxia has also been shown to inhibit

CYP1A activity, it was predicted to exacerbate the toxicity of PAH AhR agonists.

However no interaction was observed between BaP or BNF and hypoxia (Matson et al.

2008). Both BaP and BNF interacted synergistically when CYP1A was inhibited by a

chemical inhibitor to a similar extent as the CYP1A inhibition seen under hypoxia.

Surprisingly, the CYP1A inhibitors fluoranthene (FL) and ANF both interacted with
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hypoxia to induce pericardial edema and, in the case of FL, lordosis in developing

zebrafish. Based on these results, there are likely several mechanisms that contribute to

the interactions between hypoxia and PAHs and they likely extend beyond interactions

between the HIF1α and AhR pathways.

1.8 Photoactivation and photomodification of PAHs

1.8.1 Photoactivation

About 45% of the total energy in sunlight is in the UV range, though a majority of

this light is blocked by the atmosphere, especially at the shorter wavelengths. The

energy of a UV photon is sometimes sufficient to break a covalent bond. Most often

however, the molecule is transferred from the low-energy ground state to the higher

energy electronically excited state; some molecules, including PAHs, can enter a triplet

excited state with unpaired electrons and transfer their energy to another molecule

(Larson and Berenbaum 1988; Yu 2002). This process is referred to as

photosensitization. Phototoxicity can occur when the energy is transferred to biological

molecules such as nucleic acids or proteins or when the energy is transferred to

molecular oxygen, converting it to singlet oxygen and resulting in oxidative stress. The

first recognition of the phototoxic potential of PAHs occurred in 1905 with the

recognition that anthracene was phototoxic to Paramecium and evidence of PAH

phototoxicity has since been reported in invertebrates, aquatic vertebrates and mammals

(Arfsten et al. 1996). The potential phototoxicity of a particular PAH can be predicted by

the highest occupied molecular orbital-lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO-

LUMO) gap, which defines the energy required to elevate an electron from the HOMO to

the LUMO; PAHs with a HOMO-LUMO gap of 7.2 ± 0.4 eV, such as BaP (6.817 eV),
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anthracene (7.279 eV), or pyrene (7.239 eV), also exhibited phototoxicity to Daphnia

magna, whereas PAHs outside this range, such as phenanthrene (8.202 eV),

naphthalene (10.060 eV), and dibenzo[b,i]anthracene (5.328 eV), did not (Newsted and

Giesy 1987; Arfsten et al. 1996). Compounds with too high of a HOMO-LUMO gap do

not absorb light and compounds with too low of a HOMO-LUMO are relatively unstable,

decreasing exposure of the test organism. Additionally, phototoxicity of PAHs to the

fathead minnow (Pimephales promelas) was shown to be highest in compounds with the

shortest phosphorescence lifetime (PLT), indicating a likely role of oxygen in the

phototoxicity since phototoxicity resulting from direct interactions between

photoactivated PAHs and biological molecules would be more probable with longer PLTs

(Oris and Giesy 1987).

1.8.2 Photomodification

Because of the presumed role of photoactivation in the increased toxicity of PAHs

under UV light, most studies on PAH phototoxicity expose to the PAH either prior to or

concurrent with exposure of the test organism(s) to UV light. This method does not take

into account another potentially important mechanism of PAH phototoxicity,

photomodification. Photolysis of PAHs can produce a number of photoproducts, some

of which—such as quinones and nitro-PAHs—are relatively light-stable (Mallakin et al.

2000; Yu 2002). Several of the potential photomodification products of common PAHs

are shown in Figure 1.5. Photomodified PAHs are often more polar than parent PAHs

and have been identified in the more polar fractions of natural sediments from Hamilton

Harbour, Ontario, CA (Lampi et al. 2000). The highest toxicity of these sediments to

Vibrio fischeri was in the most polar fraction and occurred in both simulated solar
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radiation (SSR) and darkness. The less polar fractions containing mostly parent PAH

were most toxic in the presence of SSR. Further evidence of the toxicity of PAH

photoproducts has been seen in duckweed (Lemna gibba) where photoproducts of

anthracene, BaP, FL, phenanthrene and pyrene inhibited growth with LC50s an order of

magnitude lower than those for the parent compounds (Huang et al. 1995). In the case

of anthracene, this toxicity was due to interference with photosynthesis by inhibition of

photosystem I and photo-oxidative damage to photosystem II (Mallakin et al. 2002) and

therefore may be specific to plants. Indeed, anthracene that had been previously

exposed to simulated solar UV radiation was less toxic to PLHC-1 cells than parent

anthracene, possibly indicating a difference between plants and fish with respect to the

toxicity of anthracene photomodification products (Choi and Oris 2003). However,

interpretation of this result is complicated by the fact that many cell lines rely on

anaerobic metabolism despite high levels of available oxygen (Crabtree effect) and

therefore are insensitive to mitochondrial toxicity (Marroquin et al. 2007), so the study

by Choi and Oris (2003) may have overlooked the most likely source of toxicity of

anthracene photoproducts to fish. Out of 14 PAH photoproducts tested in Daphnia

magna, 11 exhibited toxicity and 7 of them exhibited toxicity that was similar to the

toxicity of the parent compound under UV radiation (defined by having a ratio of the

EC50 of the photoproduct to the EC50 of the parent compound under UV light of less

than 3) and one of these (phenanthrenequinone) was more toxic than the photoexposed

parent compound (Lampi et al. 2006). This indicates that photoproduct toxicity may

play a major role in the phototoxicity of PAHs and should be considered as an alternative

mechanism to photoactivation.
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1.8.3 Ecological Relevance

Much of research on the phototoxicity of PAHs has been performed in the

laboratory using lamps to simulate solar radiation. Several factors may limit the

ecological relevance of such studies by making phototoxicity less likely in natural waters.

Organisms in natural environments may exhibit behavioral adaptations to avoid heavy

exposure to PAHs or sunlight, reducing the likelihood of phototoxicity in these species

(McDonald and Chapman 2002). Additionally, the presence of other constituents, such

as dissolved carbon (organic or inorganic), in the water column may reduce availability

of PAHs to organisms and quench PAH excited states, leading to decreased toxicity due

to photoactivation and photomodification (Kochany and Maguire 1994; McDonald and

Chapman 2002). Photodegradation rates are also higher at higher temperatures and

may increase at higher oxygen concentrations, though photodegradation of some PAHs,

including carbazole, is not impacted by oxygen content of the water (Kochany and

Maguire 1994); thus, photomodification may vary seasonally. Additionally, in studies in

which organic solvents are used, the potential for the solvent to act as a photosensitizer

must be taken into consideration (Kochany and Maguire 1994).

Despite these limitations, there is some evidence that sunlight may play a major

role in the ecotoxicity of PAHs. Ecosystem enclosure experiments have shown that the

major processes for removal of low molecular weight PAHs were microbial degradation

and volatilization while the main process for removal of higher molecular weight PAHs

was photochemical degradation, which is in keeping with the fact that smaller PAHs are

more resistant to photochemical degradation than larger ones due to their lower

extinction coefficients at wavelengths present in sunlight (Kochany and Maguire 1994;

Pelletier et al. 2006; Jacobs et al. 2008). Photomodification makes these PAHs more
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likely to be absorbed by organisms in the water column by increasing their solubility, but

not so much so that they no longer accumulate in biological membranes (Lampi et al.

2000). Also, PAH photoproducts have been identified in natural sediments (Lampi et al.

2000), indicating that photomodification is an ecologically relevant phenomenon.

Studies attempting to demonstrate the occurrence of photoactivation in natural systems

have been sparse and incomplete (McDonald and Chapman 2002; Barron 2007). While

there is often indication that photoactivation could happen in the environment—for

example the LD50 for photoactivation of fluoranthene in medaka embryos is exceeded at

0.0 to 271.6 cm depth in waters across the Great Lakes (Diamond et al. 2006)—factors

such as behaviors that reduce exposure to sunlight are rarely taken into consideration.

Thus, while there has been less attention paid to photomodification as a potential

mechanism of PAH phototoxicity, the necessary conditions for the occurrence of

photomodification and subsequent exposure of organisms may be more commonly met

than the conditions for the occurrence of photoactivation. Further examination of the

potential toxicity of PAH photoproducts to aquatic organisms is warranted.

1.9 Dissertation objectives and outline

Certain PAHs have been shown to interact synergistically to induce

developmental toxicity in fish (Wassenberg and Di Giulio 2004a; Wassenberg et al.

2005; Hodson et al. 2007), raising concerns over models that assume additivity in

complex mixtures. In addition to the complex mixtures they occur in, PAHs will co-exist

with a number of other natural and anthropogenic stressors. Studies on the effects of

multiple stressors have revealed that interactions (both synergistic and antagonistic) are

common (Crain et al. 2008; Thrush et al. 2008). The research in this dissertation
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focuses on interactions between PAHs and two common environmental stressors:

hypoxia and sunlight, each of which is hypothesized to interact synergistically with

PAHs.

HIF1α shares a dimerization partner (ARNT) with AhR and the two pathways

may compete when activated simultaneously. Interference with AhR activation would

serve to decrease CYP1A activity, and inhibition of CYP1A both chemically and by

morpholino has been shown to exacerbate the developmental toxicity of AhR agonist

PAHs in fish (Wassenberg and Di Giulio 2004a; Wassenberg et al. 2005; Billiard et al.

2006). Therefore we hypothesized that co-treatment with AhR agonist PAHs and

hypoxia would result in competition between HIF1α and AhR, decreased activity of both

pathways, and subsequent exacerbation of PAH developmental toxicity. This hypothesis

will be addressed in Chapters 2-4 as described below.

Hypothesis 1: AhR and HIF1α compete for the shared dimerization

partner, ARNT, and interfere with one another’s action, resulting

in decreased induction of both pathways and increased PAH

developmental toxicity under coexposure to PAHs and hypoxia.

o To determine whether AhR/HIF1α crosstalk occurs in fish and what

role ARNT has in this crosstalk, PLHC-1 cells were transfected with

AhR- and hypoxia-responsive luciferase reporters and treated with a

combination of hypoxia and one of several AhR agonists. ARNT was

overexpressed to determine if competition for ARNT might explain

observed AhR/hypoxia interactions. (Chapter 2).
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o Expression of AhR and HIF1α inducible genes was examined in

zebrafish embryos treated with BaP and hypoxia to determine if the

crosstalk observed in vitro would also occur in vivo. (Chapter 3).

o The influence of hypoxia on the developmental toxicity of various

PAHs was determined. The role of CYP1A inhibition in PAH/hypoxia

interactions was also discussed. (Chapter 4).

PAHs have also been shown to interact with UV light to induce

phototoxicity. While the majority of research on PAH phototoxicity focuses on

photoactivation of PAHs, photomodification products have also been shown to be

toxic to plants and Daphnia magna (Huang et al. 1995; Mallakin et al. 2002;

Lampi et al. 2006). The toxicity of these photoproducts may be more ecologically

relevant than photoactivation of PAHs in some organisms due to behavioral

patterns that decrease the organisms’ exposure to sunlight. Based on

observations that some older PAH stocks used in preliminary experiments

exhibited greater toxicity than newer stocks used in subsequent experiments, we

hypothesized that the photooxidation products formed when PAHs were exposed

to sunlight would have greater toxicity than the parent PAHs.

Hypothesis 2: PAHs that have been previously exposed to sunlight

exhibit greater embryotoxicity than their parent PAHs. Hypoxia

exacerbates this effect.

○ The effects of photoexposed PAHs to developing zebrafish were

determined. Of the PAHs examined, only carbazole photoproducts

exhibited embryotoxicity. Subsequently, the types of products
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formed, their role in the toxicity and the role of AhR in the toxicity

were examined. (Chapter 5).

Lastly, the conclusions from the research presented in this dissertation

are presented in Chapter 6 along with the implications of these results and

potential future research directions.
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Figure 1-1: Schematic diagram of AhR pathway

AhR is bound by several chaperone proteins in the cytoplasm. On binding of a ligand,
AhR translocates to the nucleus, dimerizes with ARNT, recognizes XREs in gene
promoters, and upregulates genes involved in xenobiotic metabolism and regulation of
AhR. Also shown is one common metabolite of benzo[a]pyrene (BaP), the BaP 7,8-diol
9,10-epoxide. Abbreviations used: AhR (aryl hydrocarbon receptor), 90 (heat shock
protein 90), XAP2 (hepatitis virus B X-associated protein 2), ARNT (aryl hydrocarbon
nuclear translocator), CYP1A (cytochrome P450-1A), AhRR (AhR repressor), GSTA
(glutathione S-transferase a).
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Figure 1-2: Conceptual diagram of factors that affect dissolved oxygen in the Chesapeake Bay.

Source: (Wicks et al. 2007).
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Figure 1-3: Average bottom dissolved oxygen levels in the Chesapeake
Bay in the summer of 2005

Source: (Wicks et al. 2007). Note that oxygen levels used in the experiments in Chapter
4 and Chapter 5 are ~2.7 mg/L and would fall within the yellow-orange region on the
map.
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Figure 1-4: Schematic diagram of HIF1α pathway

Under normoxia, the ODD domain of HIF1α is hydroxylated, tagged with pVHL, and
targeted for ubiquitination and degradation. However, under hypoxic conditions,
hydroxylation of HIF1α is inhibited and HIF1α accumulates in the cell. It translocates to
the nucleus, dimerizes with ARNT, recognizes HREs and regulates expression of genes
involved in the hypoxia response. Abbreviations used: HIF1α (Hypoxia-inducible factor
1α), HPH (HIF prolyl-hydroxylase), pVHL (von Hippel-Lindau tumor suppressor
protein), Ub (ubiquitin), ODDD (oxygen dependent degradation domain), ARNT (aryl
hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator), HRE (hypoxia response element), VEGF
(vascular endothelial growth factor), EPO (erythropoietin), LDHa (lactose
dehydrogenase a).
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Figure 1-5: Possible photoproducts of common PAHs

Photoproducts possible from the photooxidation of anthracene, benz[a]anthracene,
benzo[a]pyrene, phenanthrene and pyrene.
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2 Hypoxia inhibits induction of aryl hydrocarbon
receptor activity in topminnow hepatocarcinoma
cells in an ARNT-dependent manner

This chapter has been published under the same title in the journal Comparative

Biochemistry and Physiology-Part C: Toxicology and Pharmacology, volume 150, issue

number 3, pages 383-389, in the year 2009. The authors are Carrie R. Fleming, Sonya

M. Billiard and Richard T. Di Giulio.

2.1 Background

Environmental hypoxia is a common occurrence in coastal waters and estuaries.

Hypoxic zones occur naturally in stratified waters such as areas with strong temperature

and/or salinity gradients or in coastal upwelling zones; however anthropogenic

influences can increase the frequency, severity, and extent of hypoxic events (Schiedek et

al. 2007; Diaz and Rosenberg 2008). The geographical distribution of hypoxic events

follows the distribution of areas more heavily affected by human activities and regions

such as the Chesapeake Bay, the Gulf of Mexico, and the Black Sea undergo severe

hypoxic or anoxic events during the summer months (Diaz and Rosenberg 2008).

Hypoxia may also be more periodic, coinciding with low tide events, rainfall events, or

changes in wind and tide patterns. The number and frequency of hypoxic events in

coastal ecosystems have been increasing since the 1960s and most models of climate

change predict that hypoxia will become more severe in the future (Schiedek et al. 2007;

Diaz and Rosenberg 2008).

Because hypoxic events are more common in areas with higher human impact,

they are likely to occur in waters that are also impacted by pollution from urban runoff.
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Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are a major component of petroleum and

byproducts of combustion, the most common sources of which are vehicular, wood/coal

burning and industrial processes (Ravindra et al. 2008). While levels of PAHs have been

decreasing in Europe in recent decades, sediment concentrations of PAHs have been

increasing in recent years in the United States and are highest in areas with high

vehicular traffic and paved roads associated with urban sprawl (Van Metre et al. 2000;

Lima et al. 2003; Gigliotti et al. 2005; Mahler et al. 2005; Van Metre and Mahler 2005;

Ravindra et al. 2008). In order to maintain the health of the ecosystems in urban coastal

waters, it is essential to understand how hypoxia affects the fate and toxicity of the

pollutants—such as PAHs—found in these hypoxia-prone waters.

The molecular responses to cellular hypoxia are primarily mediated through

hypoxia-inducible factor 1α (HIF-1α) (Wenger 2002; Bracken et al. 2003). HIF-1α

mRNA is constitutively expressed, but the protein is targeted for ubiquitin-mediated

degradation under normoxic conditions, leading to very low levels of HIF-1α protein in

the normoxic cell. When the cellular environment becomes hypoxic, the hydroxylation

event that targets HIF-1α for ubiquitination is inhibited and HIF-1α accumulates in the

cell. It then translocates to the nucleus and dimerizes with HIF-1β. This dimer

recognizes hypoxia response elements (HREs) in the promoters of hypoxia responsive

genes and initiates the cellular response to hypoxia. HIF-1β is also known as the aryl

hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator (ARNT) due to its capacity to dimerize with

the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) (Wenger 2002). AhR is a cellular receptor that

recognizes a variety of xenobiotics including some chlorinated dibenzo dioxins and

furans, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and PAHs. On binding of these ligands, AhR

translocates to the nucleus and dimerizes with ARNT. This dimer recognizes xenobiotic
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response elements (XREs) on AhR responsive genes and upregulates a number of genes

involved in xenobiotic metabolism and AhR regulation (Poellinger 2000). Because AhR

and HIF-1α share a common dimerization partner, it is possible that if they are activated

simultaneously they may compete for the shared pool of ARNT and interfere with one

another’s action.

This hypothesis has been addressed in a number of mammalian cell culture

systems. Most report that hypoxia or hypoxia mimics are capable of reducing AhR

activity measured as XRE reporter activity, mRNA induction of AhR-inducible gene,

CYP1A, or its activity, 7-ethoxyresorufin-O-deethlyase (EROD) activity (Gradin et al.

1996; Gassmann et al. 1997; Chan et al. 1999; Park 1999; Pollenz et al. 1999; Kim and

Sheen 2000; Nie et al. 2001; Allen et al. 2005; Khan et al. 2007; Zhang and Walker

2007) while fewer report that AhR agonists (most commonly TCDD) limit hypoxia

pathway activity measured as HRE reporter activity or mRNA levels of hypoxia-inducible

genes (Chan et al. 1999; Park 1999; Nie et al. 2001).

Because hypoxia is such a prevalent environmental stressor, it is important to

understand how AhR agonists (such as some environmentally relevant PAHs) may

interact with hypoxia in aquatic organisms. There have been far fewer studies reported

on the interactions between AhR agonists and hypoxia in fish and of those only a few

address the occurrence of reciprocal crosstalk. AhR agonist, PCB-77 has been shown to

prevent induction of glycolytic enzyme activity by hypoxia in killifish (Fundulus

heteroclitus), however it is unknown whether this effect resulted from interference with

HIF-1α activity or if it was a direct effect on the enzymes (Kraemer and Schulte 2004).

There was a decrease in the activities of glycolytic enzymes in fish dosed with PCB-77

alone as well, indicating that while this may be a result of crosstalk, it could also be a
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direct effect of PCB-77 on glycolytic metabolism. Hypoxia has been reported to decrease

induction of CYP1A mRNA and activity in zebrafish (Danio rerio) (Prasch et al. 2004;

Matson et al. 2008); however in orange spotted grouper (Epinephelus coioides) liver

explants, no effect of hypoxia on induction of CYP1A mRNA was observed (Yu et al.

2008). There was no effect seen of AhR agonists TCDD and pyrene on expression of the

hypoxia-inducible genes heme oxygenase and VEGF respectively (Prasch et al. 2004;

Hendon et al. 2008); however another AhR agonist, benzo[a]pyrene (BaP) increased

induction of hypoxia-inducible genes VEGF, LDH-A, EPO, and IGFBP (Yu et al. 2008).

Thus, the pattern of interaction between AhR agonists and hypoxia in fish remains

unclear and the role of ARNT in such interactions has not been directly addressed. This

study utilizes a topminnow hepatocarcinoma cell line to address interactions between

the hypoxia and AhR pathways due to competition for a shared dimerization partner

(ARNT). We hypothesized that activation of the AhR pathway would result in decreased

induction of the hypoxia pathway under low oxygen conditions and that hypoxia would

result in decreased induction of the AhR pathway by AhR agonists. We also

hypothesized that this interaction was due to competition for ARNT and would be

eliminated when ARNT expression was artificially increased.

2.2 Materials and Methods

2.2.1 Vectors

The pAHRDtkLuc3 vector (subsequently referred to as AhR reporter) was a gift

from Alvaro Puga and consists of the mouse Cyp1a1 AhRD enhancer, which contains

three XREs, inserted into a modified pGL2 vector containing the herpes simplex virus

type 1 thymidine kinase minimum promoter driving the firefly (Photinus pyralis)
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luciferase gene (Chang and Puga 1998). The N449pGL3 vector (subsequently referred to

as HIF reporter) was a gift from Bernard Rees and Trish Schulte and consists of the

Fundulus heteroclitus ldh-b promoter driving a pGL3 luciferase reporter vector (Rees et

al. 2009). The pcDNA-FhARNT2 vector (subsequently referred to as ARNT expression

vector) was a gift from Mark Hahn and consists of the pcDNA3.1 vector with the

Fundulus heteroclitus ARNT2 gene driven by the CMV promoter (Karchner et al. 2002).

The Renilla control vector is available from Promega (Madison, WI) as pRL-CMV and is

the sea pansy (Renilla reniformis) luciferase gene driven by the CMV enhancer and early

promoter elements and provides constitutive expression of sea pansy luciferase as an

internal control for transfection efficiency in dual luciferase assays. The empty

pcDNA3.1 vector is available from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA).

2.2.2 Cell culture and transfection

The PLHC-1 cell line (ATCC #CRL-2406), a topminnow (Poeciliopsis lucida)

hepatocellular carcinoma line, was cultured in phenol-free L-15 media (Gibco,

Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) with 10% FBS and 50 mg/L gentamicin (hereafter referred to

as L15-complete) in sealed plug-cap T-75 culture flasks at 28ºC and split 1 to 10 every 3-4

days as needed to maintain the cells below 90% confluency. For each experiment, cells

from 90% confluent flasks were trypsinized and plated in 24-well tissue culture plates at

a concentration of 4*105 cells/ml and 500 µL total volume/well and allowed to grow

overnight. Cells were then transfected using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad,

CA) following manufacturer’s protocol. Transfection mastermixes for each combination

of vectors were prepared by adding the following components in order: 100 µL L15 (no

serum or antibiotics added); 0.5 µg luciferase reporter vector (HIF reporter or AhR
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reporter); 0.025 µg Renilla control vector; 0, 0.25, 0.5 or 1.0 µg ARNT expression vector

or empty pcDNA3.1; and 2µL Lipofectamine 2000 for each well to be transfected. Cells

were transfected in antibiotic-free media at 28ºC for 6 hours then returned to L15-

complete.

2.2.3 Cell dosing

Transfected cells were dosed 24 hours after the end of the transfection with

benzo[a]pyrene (BaP), benzo[k]fluoranthene (BkF) or 3,3’4,4’,5-pentachlorobiphenyl

(PCB-126) in L15-complete. Stock solutions of BaP, BkF and PCB-126 were in DMSO

and appropriate solvent controls were used. Final concentrations of DMSO in the media

were below 0.05%. For each experiment, four replicate wells were dosed for each

treatment and at least three replicate experiments were run for each combination of

vector and chemical insult. Immediately following dosing, plates to be treated with

hypoxia were placed in a Heraeus Heracell 150 Tri-Gas Cell Culture Incubator (Thermo

Scientific, Waltham, MA) set to 1% oxygen and 28°C. Normoxic plates were maintained

at 28ºC in an incubator with unaltered atmospheric composition (~21% oxygen). While

oxygen levels were not measured in experimental plates due to the need for rapid cell

lysis prior to reoxygenation, dissolved oxygen was measured in cell culture media

exposed to 1% oxygen for 24 hours. Dissolved oxygen was measured with an OM-4

oxygen meter (Microelectrodes, Inc., Bedford, NH) calibrated with saturation equal to

21% (the same setting as the Heracell incubator). Oxygen levels at the end of 24 hours

were 1-1.4% (which is within the error of the OM-4 oxygen meter). Removal of the media

to normal oxygen resulted in rapid equilibration with the air and oxygen levels were back

around 21% after 1 hour.
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2.2.4 Dual-luciferase assay

Immediately following the end of the 24 hour dosing period, media was removed

from the plates and they were rinsed with phosphate buffered saline solution (PBS).

They were passively lysed in 100 μL Passive Lysis Buffer (Promega, Madison, WI) on a

shaker at 150 rpm for 20 minutes. Lysate was processed immediately or stored at -80ºC

until analysis. Activity of the firefly luciferase reporter vector and the Renilla luciferase

control vector were measured in a DL Ready TD 20/20 Luminometer (Turner

Biosystems, Sunnyvale, CA) using the Dual-Luciferase Reporter Assay System (Promega,

Madison, WI) according to manufacturer protocol.

2.2.5 Data analysis and Statistics

For each sample, a ratio of the firefly luciferase reporter vector activity and the

Renilla luciferase control vector was calculated. Results for the HIF reporter were

normalized to normoxia DMSO values; results for the AhR reporter were normalized to

oxygen-matched DMSO values. Statistical testing was performed in SPSS (SPSS, Inc.,

Chicago, IL). For each set of experimental conditions (vector(s)/AhR agonist

combination) a two-way ANOVA was performed. There were differences in degree of

induction between replicate experiments (p<0.05) which may have resulted from slight

differences in the composition of the transfection mixes prepared for each replicate

experiment. Replicate experiments were treated as a covariate where needed to account

for this systematic effect. In all cases where there was a significant effect of replicate

experiment, the effects of oxygen level and AhR agonist were the same with only the

degree of vector induction impacted.
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2.3 Results

In order to test for crosstalk between the AhR and hypoxia pathways in fish,

PLHC-1 cells were transfected with the AhR reporter vector or the HIF reporter vector

and dosed with 0, 500, 1000, or 1500 nM BaP and hypoxia or normoxia. The AhR

reporter activity was induced 3.3 to 3.6 fold over DMSO by these doses of BaP (Figure

2.1A). Hypoxia slightly increased basal AhR reporter activity 1.26+/-0.06 fold over

normoxia DMSO (data not shown, p<0.001). Under hypoxia, the level of induction of

AhR reporter activity by BaP was reduced to 2.6 to 3.0 fold over hypoxia DMSO with a

significant interaction between BaP and oxygen level (p<0.02). HIF reporter activity

was induced by hypoxia to 1.6 fold over normoxia DMSO (Figure 2.1B). BaP decreased

this induction to 1.3 to 1.4 fold over normoxia DMSO however this was not characteristic

of crosstalk because BaP also reduced HIF reporter activity in the normoxic samples to

0.7 to 0.9 fold below normoxia DMSO. While there was a significant main effect of BaP

(p<0.001) there was not a significant interaction between BaP and oxygen level (p=0.8).

Because most of the published studies on AhR-hypoxia pathway crosstalk have

used TCDD as the AhR agonist, this experiment was repeated with a dioxin-like AhR

agonist (PCB-126) to determine if the same patterns would be seen with this type of

agonist. Similar to BaP, the level of induction of AhR reporter activity by PCB-126 was

reduced in hypoxic cells (Figure 2.2A). PCB-126 induced AhR reporter activity 5.2 to 6.3

fold over DMSO under normoxia and 3.0 to 3.5 fold over DMSO under hypoxia; there

was a significant interaction between PCB-126 and oxygen level (p<0.001). Again, there

was a slight induction of basal AhR activity under hypoxia (1.39+/-0.10 fold over

normoxia DMSO, data not shown, p<0.001). Contrary to what was seen with BaP,
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induction of HIF reporter activity by hypoxia was unaffected by PCB-126 (Figure 2.2B).

In these experiments, HIF reporter activity was induced by hypoxia to 1.8 fold over

normoxia DMSO samples; the PCB-126/hypoxia samples were also induced 1.8 fold over

normoxia DMSO. There was neither a significant main effect of PCB-126 (p=0.7) nor a

significant interaction between PCB-126 and oxygen level (p=0.96).

To determine whether the inhibitory effect of BaP on hypoxia pathway activity

was a trait of PAH AhR agonists or more specific to BaP, another PAH AhR agonist (BkF)

was used. BkF induced AhR reporter activity 6.4 to 7.1 fold over DMSO levels; this

induction was decreased under hypoxia to 5.0 to 5.5 fold over DMSO levels (Figure

2.3A). There was a significant interaction between BkF and oxygen level (p<0.01).

Hypoxia slightly increased basal AhR activity to 1.29+/-0.06 fold over normoxia DMSO

(data not shown, p<0.001). In these experiments, hypoxia induced HIF reporter activity

1.6 fold over normoxia DMSO levels (Figure 2.3B). This induction was slightly increased

by BkF to 1.7 to 1.8 fold over normoxia DMSO levels and normoxic HIF reporter activity

was increased to 1.1 to 1.2 fold over DMSO. There was a significant main effect of Bkf

(p<0.02), but no interaction between BkF and oxygen level (p=0.97).

If the effects of BaP on HIF reporter activity and hypoxia on AhR reporter activity

were based on competition for ARNT, overexpression of ARNT in these cells should

eliminate these effects. Cells were transfected as in the previously described BaP

experiments, but with the addition of 0, 0.25, or 1.0 μg of the ARNT expression vector.

In these experiments, AhR reporter activity was induced by 500 nM BaP to 3.6 fold over

DMSO levels; this induction was reduced to 2.8 fold under hypoxia (Figure 2.4). With

the addition of 0.25 μg of the ARNT expression vector to the transfection mix the effect

of hypoxia was eliminated, with a 3.4 fold induction under normoxia and a 3.3 fold
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induction under hypoxia. The addition of 1.0 μg of the ARNT expression vector reversed

the trend with a 2.9 fold induction under normoxia and a 3.2 fold induction under

hypoxia. There was a significant global oxygen*BaP*ARNT interaction (p<0.001). In

ANOVAs run on the data split by ARNT concentration, there was a significant

oxygen*BaP interaction in the cells with no added ARNT (p<0.001). However the

oxygen*BaP interaction term in the cells with 0.25 μg of the ARNT expression vector

added was not significant (p=0.6) and the interaction term with 1.0 μg of the ARNT

expression vector added was marginally non-significant (p=0.07). The effect of

overexpression of ARNT was found to be specific to ARNT as co-transfection of empty

pcDNA3.1 vector in the place of the ARNT expression vector yielded results similar to

those with the AhR reporter vector alone. Induction of the AhR reporter was reduced

under hypoxia (data not shown, p<0.001).

The role of ARNT in the effects of BaP on HIF reporter activity was also assessed.

Cells were transfected as in the previously described BaP experiments, but with the

addition of 0, 0.25, 0.5, or 1.0 μg of the ARNT expression vector. Results were similar

regardless of whether or not ARNT was added, indicating that the effects of BaP on HIF

reporter activity are not mediated by ARNT. In these experiments, hypoxia induced HIF

reporter activity 1.5 fold over normoxia DMSO and this level of induction was reduced to

1.1 to 1.2 fold over normoxia DMSO by co-exposure to BaP; under normoxia, BaP

reduced HIF reporter activity to 0.6 to 0.9 fold less than normoxia DMSO (Figure 2.5A).

The effects of BaP on HIF activity were unchanged when ARNT was overexpressed in

these cells. Hypoxic induction of HIF reporter activity in cells with 0.25 μg of the ARNT

expression vector added to the transfection mix was 2.1 fold over normoxia DMSO with

BaP reducing this induction to 1.2 to 1.5 fold over normoxia DMSO; under normoxia,
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BaP reduced HIF reporter activity to 0.4 to 0.8 fold below normoxia DMSO (Figure

2.5B). In cells with 0.5 μg of the ARNT expression vector added, hypoxic induction of

HIF reporter activity was 1.6 fold over normoxia DMSO with BaP reducing this induction

to 1.0 to 1.3 fold over normoxia DMSO; under normoxia, BaP reduced HIF reporter

activity to 0.4 to 0.8 fold below normoxia DMSO (Figure 2.5C). In cells with 1.0 μg of

the ARNT expression vector added, hypoxic induction of HIF reporter activity was 2.0

fold over normoxia DMSO with BaP reducing this induction to 1.4 to 1.6 fold over

normoxia DMSO; under normoxia, BaP reduced HIF reporter activity to 0.5 to 0.7 fold

over normoxia DMSO (Figure 2.5D). There was no global ARNT*BaP*oxygen

interaction (p=0.4). However, in the global ANOVA, there was a significant main effect

of ARNT (p<0.001), indicative of the different levels of induction seen with the addition

of different levels of ARNT. It is likely that these differences were caused by slight

differences in the transfection mixes prepared for each ARNT concentration; this is

supported by the lack of an ARNT dose response in the induction levels. Thus it may be

more appropriate to treat each ARNT concentration as a separate experiment. Doing so,

we find with no ARNT expression vector added there is a significant main effect of BaP

(p<0.001) but no BaP*oxygen interaction (p=0.5). Similarly, with 0.25, 0.5, or 1.0 μg of

the ARNT expression vector added, there is a significant main effect of BaP (p<0.001 for

each ARNT concentration), but no BaP*oxygen interaction (p=0.1, 0.2, and 0.36

respectively). Thus, overexpression of ARNT failed to alter the effects of BaP on HIF

reporter activity.
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2.4 Discussion

Because the AhR and hypoxia pathways share a common dimerization partner

(ARNT), it is possible that activation of both pathways simultaneously will result in

depletion of the shared pool of ARNT and crosstalk between the two pathways. Most

reports of potential crosstalk in mammalian cell culture systems indicate that hypoxia or

hypoxia mimics are capable of reducing AhR activity measured as XRE reporter activity,

CYP1A mRNA induction or EROD activity (Gradin et al. 1996; Gassmann et al. 1997;

Chan et al. 1999; Park 1999; Pollenz et al. 1999; Kim and Sheen 2000; Nie et al. 2001;

Allen et al. 2005; Khan et al. 2007; Zhang and Walker 2007) while fewer report that AhR

agonists (most commonly dioxin) limit hypoxia pathway activity measured as HRE

reporter activity or mRNA levels of hypoxia-inducible genes (Chan et al. 1999; Park

1999; Nie et al. 2001). While directional crosstalk appears to occur in mammals, the

evidence for true bi-directional crosstalk is less conclusive. One study reported the

reverse pattern of crosstalk, with TCDD reducing induction of a hypoxia reporter in

MCF-7 breast cancer cells, but hypoxia having no effect on induction of an AhR reporter

(Seifert et al. 2008). Additionally, two groups have reported differences in AhR/hypoxia

crosstalk in different cell lines (Pollenz et al. 1999; Nie et al. 2001); Nie et al. suggest that

the differences they see are due to differences in the AhR:ARNT ratios in the cells (H4IIE

rat hepatoma cells and Hepa1 mouse hepatoma cells) indicating that there may be

species differences in patterns of AhR/hypoxia crosstalk.

Because many of the waterways contaminated with AhR agonists, such as PAHs,

PCBs and dioxins, will experience periods of hypoxia at some point during the year, it is

important to understand the interactions between the hypoxia and AhR pathways in

aquatic organisms such as fish. While the results of studies performed in mammalian
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cells are informative, the differences found in the responses of rat and mouse cells

suggest that pathway interactions may be species specific and will need to be studied in

fish directly. Furthermore, differences exist between the mammalian and fish hypoxia

and AhR pathways which may alter interactions between the two pathways. For

example, there is only one AhR gene in mammals, while fish have two AhRs (AhR1 and

AhR2) as a result of a gene duplication; additionally they may have multiple forms of

each AhR1 and AhR2 as a result of a genome duplication (Hahn 2002; Hahn et al. 2006).

It is thought that the functions of AhR in mammals are split between the two AhRs in

fish as AhR2 (the form that is most active in inducing CYP1A) lacks some sequence

motifs present in human AhR and has a different tissue expression profile (Hahn 2002;

Hahn et al. 2006). Both fish and mammals have HIF-1α and HIF-2α, but like AhR,

additional forms of HIF have been found in fish (HIF-3α in zebrafish and HIF-4α in

grass carp) (Nikinmaa and Rees 2005). Additionally, the range of oxygen concentrations

over which HIF-1α is activated is much wider in fish and extends toward normoxic

conditions (Soitamo et al. 2001) and some genes, such as erythropoietin (EPO), which

are hypoxia-inducible in mammals behave differently in fish (Ton et al. 2003; Nikinmaa

and Rees 2005). It is possible that differences in the expression, activity and sequences

of AhR and HIF-1α in fish and mammals lead to differences in interactions between the

two pathways, limiting the value of evidence from mammalian studies in understanding

how hypoxia may affect the fate and toxicity of AhR agonists in fish.

In the current study, AhR activity—measured as induction of an XRE driven

luciferase reporter—was induced by BaP, PCB-126 and BkF; the induction with each of

these compounds was decreased by concurrent exposure to hypoxia (Figures 2.1A, 2.2A,

2.3A). These results are corroborated by evidence of decreased induction of CYP1A
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mRNA in TCDD/hypoxia treated zebrafish (Prasch et al. 2004) and decreased induction

of EROD activity in BaP/hypoxia treated zebrafish (Matson et al. 2008). However

another study reported no effect of hypoxia on induction of CYP1A mRNA in juvenile

orange spotted grouper liver explants (Yu et al. 2008), perhaps indicating species

differences between fish. This difference may also be attributable to differences in the

level of hypoxia used in the studies. While the studies by Prasch et al. (2004) and

Matson et al. (2008) involved exposure of whole embryos to hypoxia, the study by Yu et

al. (2008) directly exposed liver explants to 3% oxygen. It is unknown how that level

relates to the tissue hypoxia experienced by the zebrafish embryos; however, this level of

oxygen is three times higher than the level used in the current study and may account for

the lack of effect seen in their study versus the current one.

While induction of AhR activity by all three AhR agonists used in this study was

inhibited by hypoxia, the three did not affect hypoxia pathway activity in the same

manner. The HIF reporter vector, which is driven by the Fundulus heteroclitus LDH-B

promoter, was induced by 1% oxygen between 1.5 and 2.1 fold over normoxic controls

(Figures 2.1B, 2.2B, 2.3B). This level of induction is comparable to the ~2.7 fold

induction of LDH-A in hypoxia-exposed zebrafish reported by Ton et al. (2003). PCB-

126 had no effect on induction of the HIF reporter vector (Figure 2.2B). Similarly,

Prasch et al. (2004) reported no effect of TCDD on hypoxic induction of heme oxygenase

mRNA in developing zebrafish. Induction of HIF reporter activity was reduced by BaP

as expected under the crosstalk hypothesis, however it also reduced HIF reporter activity

under normoxic conditions (Figure 2.1B). In contrast, Yu et al. (2008) reported that BaP

and hypoxia act synergistically to induce the hypoxia responsive genes vascular

endothelial growth factor (VEGF), lactate dehydrogenase-a (LDH-A), EPO and insulin-
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like growth factor binding protein (IGFBP) in juvenile orange spotted grouper liver

explants. It has been reported that a BaP metabolite, BaP-3,6-dione (BPQ), decreased

VEGF expression in human A549 cells through increased degradation of HIF-1α protein

while another metabolite, BaP-diol-epoxide (BPDE), had no effect (Li et al. 2007). While

Li et al. (2007) found no effect of BPDE, another study reported induction of VEGF by

BPDE in Cl41 mouse cells in a HIF-1α independent, AP-1 dependent manner (Ding et al.

2006). It is possible that the inhibition of HIF reporter activity by BaP was due to BPQ-

mediated HIF-1α degradation. If so, conditions that shift metabolism of BaP toward

producing more BPDE and less BPQ might eliminate this effect, and activation of AP-1

by BPDE may confuse results regarding whether HIF-1α activity is affected by AhR

activation.

BkF exhibited the opposite effect of that exerted by BaP on HIF reporter activity,

with activity increased under both normoxic and hypoxic conditions (Figure 2.3B). This

effect was very minor in scale and may have no biological implications. The reason for

this increase in HIF reporter activity is unclear, but may be related to production of

reactive oxygen species (ROS) during BkF metabolism. In juvenile orange spotted

grouper liver explants, treatment with hypoxia and an ROS inducer, DDC

(diethyldithiocarbamate), led to synergistic induction of two hypoxia responsive genes

(EPO and IGFBP) that did not occur with DDC alone (Yu et al. 2008). While this may

help explain why there is elevated HIF activity in the hypoxia/BkF cotreatments, it is

unclear why basal activity is increased by BkF.

It appears that similar to mammals, most of the evidence in fish points to

directional crosstalk in which activation of the hypoxia pathway limits activity of the AhR

pathway, but not vice versa, though there may be some differences seen with individual
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AhR agonists. It is possible that this pattern indicates that HIF-1α is able to sequester

ARNT from AhR while the converse does not occur. In vitro, HIF-1α protein has been

shown to inhibit AhR/ARNT dimer formation (Gradin et al. 1996) and AhR/ARNT DNA

binding (Chan et al. 1999). In the same studies, AhR protein had no effect on HIF-

1α/ARNT dimer formation (Gradin et al. 1996) but inhibited HIF-1α/ARNT DNA

binding (Chan et al. 1999). This supports the idea that HIF-1α may be able to sequester

ARNT from AhR, while AhR cannot sequester ARNT from HIF-1α. However the effects

on HIF-1α/ARNT DNA binding suggest that other mechanisms of crosstalk may be

involved. The hypoxia and AhR pathways also share coactivators (SRC-1 and p300)

which are required for transcription (Wenger 2002; Bracken et al. 2003; Fujii-Kuriyama

and Mimura 2005; Hankinson 2005); competition for these factors may also be

occurring and would account for decreased activity of the hypoxia pathway in absence of

an effect on HIF-1α/ARNT dimer formation. Contrary to Gradin et al. (1996) and Chan

et al. (1999), Pollenz et al. (1999) reported no effect of hypoxia on AhR/ARNT dimer

formation in nuclear extracts from several cell lines from different species. They also

report that the cellular response to hypoxia uses only 12-15% of the total ARNT pool,

suggesting that ARNT may not be limiting; a caveat of this is that it remains unknown

what portion of the total ARNT pool is unbound and available for dimerization. Further

supporting the idea that ARNT may not be involved in interactions between hypoxia and

the AhR pathway, overexpression of ARNT in ZR-75 breast cancer cells failed to

eliminate the effects of hypoxia on induction of EROD, DRE reporter activity, and CYP1A

protein levels (Khan et al. 2007).

The current study is the first report of the role of ARNT in AhR-hypoxia crosstalk

in fish. The effect of hypoxia on induction of AhR reporter activity was eliminated by
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overexpression of ARNT (Figure 2.4A), supporting the hypothesis that competition for

ARNT is responsible for the interference between hypoxia and the AhR pathway.

Importantly, the AhR reporter vector consists of the herpes simplex virus type 1

thymidine kinase minimum promoter with three XREs preceding it. Therefore,

induction of AhR reporter activity represents action of the AhR at the XREs and not

activity of any specific AhR responsive gene. Therefore although these data support the

hypothesis that HIF-1α may be able to sequester ARNT from active AhR in fish cells, it

does not predict the activity of a particular AhR-responsive gene as other aspects of

promoter structure may affect transcription. In a microarray experiment with Hep3B

cells exposed to a hypoxia-mimic (CoCl2) and dioxin, complex patterns of crosstalk were

reported and analysis of the promoter regions of genes in which crosstalk was observed

revealed associations with binding sites of many transcription factors including HIF-1α,

AhR, SRF, Sp-1, NF-kB and Ap-2 (Lee et al. 2006). Therefore, while this study supports

the hypothesis that HIF-1α may compete with AhR for a shared pool of ARNT and thus

interfere with the expression of AhR-regulated genes, other mechanisms of crosstalk

may also be occurring and further study is necessary to understand how this will affect

the expression of specific AhR-regulated genes and the toxicity of AhR agonists to fish.

Although we saw no evidence of bi-directional crosstalk in which AhR activation

would interfere with induction of hypoxia pathway activity, BaP was found to reduce

both basal and induced activity of the HIF reporter (Figure 2.1B). This pattern was not

seen with the two other AhR agonists used in this study. Given that this effect was not

seen with a stronger AhR agonist, PCB-126, it seems unlikely that it was due to AhR

sequestering ARNT from the very small basal levels of HIF-1α protein in the normoxic

cell, suggesting some other mechanism is involved. As mentioned previously the unique
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effects of BaP may be due to effects of one of its metabolites. BPQ has been reported to

increase degradation of HIF-1α protein (Li et al. 2007) which would result in the

observed pattern of reduced basal and induced hypoxia pathway activity.

2.5 Conclusions

These data support the hypothesis that HIF-1α can compete with AhR for a

shared ARNT pool in fish cells, limiting the activation of the AhR pathway. We did not,

however, see evidence that AhR can sequester ARNT from HIF-1α, so this may be one-

sided crosstalk. One caveat of this is that the AhR construct used in this study was an

XRE reporter and was not driven by the full promoter of an AhR-responsive gene. Thus

while we have shown the possibility of an effect of hypoxia on AhR pathway activity, it is

possible that other motifs in the promoters of specific AhR-responsive genes will

interfere with this crosstalk yielding gene-specific results. Measurement of expression of

hypoxia and AhR inducible genes in whole fish is necessary to determine the potential

consequences of this crosstalk.
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Figure 2-1: AhR and HIF reporter activity in PLHC-1 cells exposed to
BaP and hypoxia

(A) Fold induction of AhR reporter vector activity in PLHC-1 cells exposed to 500, 1000
or 1500 nM BaP. Hypoxia inhibited induction of the AhR reporter by BaP (hypoxia main
effect p<0.001; hypoxia*BaP effect p<0.02). Bars are means normalized to DMSO +/-
SE, n (replicate wells) = 20-28. (B) Fold change of the HIF reporter vector activity in
PLHC-1 cells exposed to 500, 1000, or 1500 nM BaP. BaP decreased activity of the HIF
reporter (BaP main effect p<0.001) but did not interact with hypoxia (hypoxia*BaP
interaction p>0.05). Bars are means normalized to normoxia DMSO +/- SE, n (replicate
wells) = 20-22.
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Figure 2-2: AhR and HIF reporter activity in PLHC-1 cells exposed to
PCB-126 and hypoxia.

(A) Fold induction of AhR reporter vector activity in PLHC-1 cells exposed to 20 or 200
nM PCB-126. Hypoxia inhibited induction of the AhR reporter by PCB-126 (hypoxia
main effect p<0.001; hypoxia*PCB effect p<0.001). Bars are means normalized to DMSO
+/- SE, n (replicate wells) = 12. (B) Fold change of the HIF reporter vector activity in
PLHC-1 cells exposed to 20 or 200 nM PCB-126. PCB-126 failed to affect induction of the
HIF reporter by hypoxia (PCB main effect p>0.05; hypoxia*PCB effect p>0.05). Bars are
means normalized to normoxia DMSO +/- SE, n (replicate wells) = 11-12.
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Figure 2-3: AhR and HIF reporter activity in PLHC-1 cells exposed to
BkF and hypoxia.

(A) Fold induction of AhR reporter vector activity in PLHC-1 cells exposed to 500, 1000
or 1500 nM BkF. Hypoxia inhibited induction of the AhR reporter by BkF (hypoxia main
effect p<0.001; hypoxia*BkF effect p<0.01). Bars are means normalized to DMSO +/-
SE, n (replicate wells) = 15-16. (B) Fold change of HIF reporter vector activity in PLHC-1
cells exposed to 500, 1000 or 1500 nM BkF. BkF significantly, but slightly increased HIF
reporter activity (BkF main effect p<0.02) but failed to interact with hypoxia
(hypoxia*BkF effect p>0.05). Bars are means normalized to normoxia DMSO +/- SE, n
(replicate wells) = 12.
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Figure 2-4: Overexpression of ARNT eliminates the effect of hypoxia
on BaP-induced AhR reporter activity in PLHC-1 cells

Fold induction of AhR reporter vector activity in PLHC-1 cells exposed to 500 nM BaP
and transfected with 0, 0.25, or 1 µg of the ARNT expression vector. The effect of hypoxia
on AhR reporter activity was eliminated by ARNT overexpression (global
hypoxia*BaP*ARNT interaction p<0.001; oxygen*BaP interaction for AhR-Luc p<0.001;
oxygen*BaP interaction for AhR-Luc/0.25ARNT p>0.05; oxygen*BaP interaction for
AhR-Luc/1.0ARNT p>0.05). Bars are means normalized to DMSO +/- SE, n (replicate
wells) = 12-16.
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Figure 2-5: Overexpression of ARNT does not change the effect of BaP on HIF reporter activity
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Figure 2-5 (cont.): Fold change of the HIF reporter vector activity in PLHC-1 cells
exposed to 500, 1000, or 1500 nM BaP and co-transfected with (A) 0, (B) 0.25, (C) 0.5
and (D) 1.0 µg of the ARNT expression vector. Over expression of ARNT failed to
eliminate the effects of BaP on HIF reporter activity (ARNT*hypoxia*BaP interaction
p>0.05; BaP main effect for HIF reporter p<0.001; BaP main effect for HIF
reporter/0.025ARNT p<0.001; BaP main effect for HIF reporter/0.5ARNT p<0.001;
BaP main effect for HIF reporter/1.0ARNT p<0.001). Bars are means normalized to
normoxia DMSO +/- SE, n (replicate wells) = 12-14.
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3 Crosstalk between AhR and HIF-1α in vivo

3.1 Introduction

The aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) and hypoxia inducible factor 1α (HIF1α)

share a common dimerization partner, the aryl hydrocarbon receptor nuclear

translocator (ARNT). When both pathways are activated simultaneously there may be

competition for the shared pool of ARNT, interfering with normal pathway function.

Attempts to test this hypothesis in mammalian cell lines have revealed mixed results as

to whether there is true crosstalk between the two pathways and the involvement of

ARNT in this crosstalk (Gradin et al. 1996; Gassmann et al. 1997; Chan et al. 1999; Park

1999; Pollenz et al. 1999; Kim and Sheen 2000; Nie et al. 2001; Allen et al. 2005; Khan

et al. 2007; Zhang and Walker 2007). Importantly, crosstalk patterns were found to

differ between cell lines, possibly due to species differences (Pollenz et al. 1999; Nie et al.

2001). In fish hepatocarcinoma (PLHC-1) cells, hypoxia inhibited activation of the AhR

pathway, but only one of the three AhR agonists tested inhibited HIF1α activity (Fleming

et al. 2009). The effect of hypoxia on AhR activity appeared to be mediated through

ARNT as overexpression of ARNT reversed the inhibitory effect of hypoxia on AhR

induction. As all of these studies were performed in immortalized cell lines, they

represent the behavior of cells in an abnormal state. Further in vivo research is needed

to determine the relevance of the crosstalk observed in fish cells.

In developing zebrafish (Danio rerio), hypoxia decreased the induction of CYP1A

mRNA and activity by TCDD, BaP and BkF (Prasch et al. 2004; Matson et al. 2008).

However in liver explants from orange spotted grouper (Epinephelus coioides), hypoxia

had no effect on induction of CYP1A mRNA (Yu et al. 2008). TCDD had no effect on
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hypoxic induction of heme oxygenase in developing zebrafish, though there was a non-

significant decrease in expression in the cotreated fish compared to fish treated with

hypoxia alone (Prasch et al. 2004). Additionally, there was no effect of pyrene on VEGF

expression in developing sheepshead minnows (Cyprinodon variegatus) (Hendon et al.

2008). In grouper liver explants, BaP enhanced the induction of several hypoxia-

inducible genes, producing the opposite effect to that expected under the crosstalk

hypothesis (Yu et al. 2008). It remains unclear whether AhR-HIF1α crosstalk occurs in

vivo in fish. In the current study, I aimed to examine the occurrence of crosstalk in

developing zebrafish exposed to PAHs and hypoxia. Results from these experiments did

not show any clear evidence of competition between AhR and HIF1α in developing

zebrafish and the interactions seen may vary with the AhR agonist used, the level of

oxygen used, the duration of exposure, and the stage of development. Because of this

complexity this work was ceased in favor of pursuing the research presented in Chapter

5, however preliminary results are presented here.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Animal Care

Wild-type adult zebrafish (Danio rerio) obtained from Ekkwill Waterlife

Resources (Gibsonton, FL) were fed a mixture of live Artemia (Brine Shrimp Direct,

Ogden, UT) and a 50/50 mixture of Zeigler Adult Zebrafish Complete Diet (Aquatic

Habitats, Apopka, FL) and Cyclop-eeze (Argent Laboratories, Redmond, WA). They

were maintained at 27°C on a 14h light, 10h dark cycle. Egg collection boxes were placed

in tanks housing males and females together. Eggs were removed from collection boxes,
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rinsed with 30% Danieau water (Nasevicius and Ekker 2000) and screened for

fertilization and normal development. Embryos were maintained at 28.5°C in 1X

Danieau on a 14h light, 10h dark cycle throughout treatment. All fish care and

experimental techniques were reviewed and approved by the Duke University

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (A279-08-10).

3.2.2 Chemical Dosing and Hypoxia Exposures

Zebrafish eggs were screened at 24 hpf for normal development and placed five

per vial in 20 mL glass scintillation vials containing 7.5 mL 30% Danieau. In each

experiment, six replicate vials per set of treatment conditions were prepared. Each vial

was dosed independently. BaP was used at a final nominal concentration of 100 μg/L.

Controls were dosed with DMSO as a carrier control; final concentrations of DMSO were

0.02% (v/v). Embryos remained in dosing solution from time of dosing until the end of

the exposure (exposure times ranged from 12h to 72h).

Hypoxia exposures were performed in a Heraeus Heracell 150 Tri-Gas Cell

Culture Incubator (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA). This incubator was maintained at

the same temperature (28.5°C) and light cycle (14h light, 10h dark) as the normoxic

embryos. Hypoxia exposures were performed at 6.0 to 7.4% oxygen (with ambient air

assumed to be 21% oxygen); oxygen adjustment was accomplished by injection of

nitrogen into the incubator and was regulated constantly throughout the exposure. Once

placed in the hypoxia incubator, the oxygen in the vials was allowed to equilibrate with

the ambient air. Preliminary testing indicated that it took approximately 6-8 hours for

dissolved oxygen in the vials to equilibrate with 7.4% oxygen (approximately 2.7 mg/L),

so the actual hypoxia exposure began gradually.
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3.2.3 RNA Extraction and Reverse Transcription

Embryos were manually hatched if necessary, then placed in RNA Later (Ambion,

Foster City, CA) overnight at 4°C before being transferred to -80°C for storage. Two

vials of 5 embryos were pooled for each replicate. RNA extractions were performed with

RNABee following manufacturer protocol (Tel-Test, Friendswood, TX). Briefly, RNA

Later was removed and zebrafish embryos were homogenized in RNABee. Chloroform

was added and the aqueous and organic components of this mixture were separated by

centrifugation. The aqueous layer containing RNA was removed and the RNA was

precipitated with isopropanol and washed with 75% ethanol. Pelleted RNA was then

dissolved in nuclease-free water and stored at -80°C until reverse transcription. RNA

quantity and quality were assessed spectrophotometically using a Nano Drop ND-100

(Wilmington, DE). Reverse transcription was performed using the Omniscript

complementary DNA (cDNA) synthesis kit for Reverse Transcription (Qiagen, Valencia,

CA) using 500 ng RNA per reaction, random hexamer primers, and RNase inhibitor

(RNaseOUT, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). After reverse transcription, cDNAs were diluted

to a working stock of 4 ng/μL.

3.2.4 Quantitative Real-Time PCR (qPCR)

Β-actin primer sequences were designed by Kyle Erwin (Duke University);

sequences are forward: AAGATCAAGATCATTGCTCCC (Grimes et al. 2008)and reverse:

CCAGACTCATCGTACTCCT (unpublished). CYP1A primers were published previously

(Timme-Laragy et al. 2007); sequences are forward: AGGACAACATCAGAGACATCACCG

and reverse: GATAGACAACCGCCCAGGACAGAG. VEGF and LDHa primers were
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designed by Dr. Cole Matson (Duke University); sequences are: VEGF forward:

CGGATGTGTTACTTTGACCCACGA, VEGF reverse:

GCAGCCTTTACAGCAGACAGATGGAGGA, LDHa forward:

CACAGTTGAAGATGGCCTCA, and LDHs reverse: TGTGCGTCTTGAGAAACAGG. 25 μL

qPCR reactions were performed with 200 nmol of each primer, 12.5 μL 2x SYBR Green

PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA), 4 ng cDNA, and nuclease-free

water. qPCR reactions were performed in an ABI PRISM 7300 Real Time PCR System

(Applied Biosystems) under the following thermal cycle profile: 10 min at 95°C, 40

replicates of 15 sec at 95°C then 1 min at 60°C, and finally a dissociation curve

calculation step. All samples were run in duplicate. Data were analyzed using the 7300

System SDS Software version 1.3.1 (Applied Biosystems). The comparative CT method

(Livak and Schmittgen 2001) was used to determine fold induction of CYP1A mRNA by

comparing its CT to that of the reference gene, β-actin.

3.2.5 Statistics

For preliminary range finding experiments (Figures 3-1 and 3-2), sample sizes

were 2-3 pools of embryos and only one replicate of each experiment was performed. No

statistics were performed on these experiments. For crosstalk experiments (Figure 3-3),

in which 2-3 experiments were performed for each set of conditions and n=5-9 pools of

embryos, statistical significance was assessed using JMP version 8 (Cary, NC). ANOVA

was used to test for treatment effects and interactions. In the case of significant ANOVA,

a post hoc Tukey’s HSD test was performed to determine statistical significance of

pairwise comparisons. A p value of 0.05 was used for determination of statistical

significance in all cases.
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 Time courses and hypoxia dose response for hypoxia-inducible
gene induction

A preliminary experiment conducted at 6.8% oxygen with the embryos exposed

from 24 to 54 hpf revealed 1.6 fold induction of LDHa and 2.3 fold induction of VEGF by

hypoxia (Figure 3-1). Subsequent experiments were performed at a range of oxygen

concentrations (6.0%, 6.5%, 7.0% and 7.4%). The high end of the range was chosen

because this was the level used in the in vivo developmental toxicity experiments

presented in Chapters 4 and 5 and the low end of the range was chosen because

embryonic mortality started to appear at 6.0% oxygen. At each oxygen level, a time

course was performed with a range of exposure durations (12h, 18h, 24h, 36h, 48h, 72h);

not all durations were performed with each oxygen concentration due to the availability

of zebrafish embryos for dosing. Fold induction of LDHa and VEGF under each set of

exposure conditions is presented in Figure 3-2. Values presented represent average fold

change compared to time matched normoxic controls. Data are presented this way so as

to best show induction under hypoxic conditions, but were also analyzed with all

timepoints normalized to the 24h normoxic control (Figure 3-3). A two-fold increase in

basal LDHa expression was observed at 96 hpf, but no changes in basal expression were

observed earlier. This elevation may be transient as another study reported no elevation

of LDHa expression in normoxic zebrafish at 72 or 120 hpf (Ton et al. 2002); there is

also no indication of elevated rates of anaerobic metabolism until much later in

development (Jacob et al. 2002; Barrionuevo et al. 2010). Basal expression of VEGF

varied slightly over time with minimum expression at 60 hpf (Figure 3-3). As seen in
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Figure 3-2, LDHa was induced by hypoxia early in the exposure (usually 12-18h), never

reached 2 fold induction, and was inconsistent across oxygen concentrations. The best

induction with respect to variability occurred at 6.5% oxygen after an 18h exposure. The

highest induction of VEGF seen (2 fold) was at 6% oxygen after 36 hours of exposure.

There was again no induction seen at 7% oxygen and a high degree of variability in

induction at 7.4% oxygen. Induction of VEGF was longer lived than induction of LDHa,

with induction still observed after a 48h exposure in the 6.5% oxygen exposure. Because

a small amount of mortality was observed at 6.5% oxygen and good induction of both

genes had been observed in the preliminary experiment at 6.8% oxygen, this was the

level chosen for crosstalk experiments and experimental durations were 12h, 24h, and

48h.

3.3.2 AhR/HIF1α crosstalk

100 μg/L BaP induced CYP1A 35 to 50 fold under normoxia and 40 to 105 fold

under hypoxia (6.8% oxygen) (Figure 3-4A). Induction of CYP1A by BaP was higher

under hypoxia after a 24h exposure duration, but not significantly higher after 12h or

48h hypoxia exposures. LDHa was induced about 1.7 fold under hypoxia after 12 hours

of exposure, but induction was absent at later timepoints (Figure 3-4B). There was no

effect of BaP on induction of LDHa. VEGF was also induced 1.7 fold by hypoxia, but not

until 48h of exposure (Figure 3-4C). Induction with BaP co-exposure was 1.9 fold over

normoxic DMSO and was not significantly different from hypoxia DMSO values.
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3.4 Discussion

These results do not support the hypothesis of competition between AhR and

HIF1α for a shared ARNT pool in vivo. Activation of HIF1α by hypoxia failed to decrease

CYP1A activation by AhR agonist BaP and activation of AhR by BaP failed to alter

induction of HIF1α-responsive genes LDHa and VEGF. CYP1A induction was actually

greater under hypoxia after 24h and was similarly, but not statistically significantly,

increased at 48h. This is in contrast to the inhibitory effect of hypoxia seen on induction

of CYP1A by TCDD (Prasch et al. 2004) and BNF (Cole Matson, personal

communication) in zebrafish. Hypoxia did not impact the induction of CYP1A by BaP in

orange spotted grouper liver explants (Yu et al. 2008) nor by BkF or PY in zebrafish (see

Figure 4-5). The effects of hypoxia on the activation of the AhR pathway by agonists may

vary by agonist. It is possible that AhR activation is being inhibited by hypoxia in all

cases, but that the lifetime of the PAHs is increased under hypoxia, which would result in

prolonged activation of AhR activity (and possibly the increased activity seen at 24h in

this study). The reason for the differences in response between the various PAHs (BaP

here, BaP and PY in Chapter 4, and BNF in Cole Matson’s experiments) is unclear,

though slightly different levels of hypoxia were used in these studies, which may

contribute to these differences.

There was no impact of BaP on hypoxic induction of either LDHa or VEGF. In

both cases, average fold induction never exceeded 2 fold. This low level of induction

would make it difficult to detect small changes in HIF1α activity due to AhR activation.

EPO and IGFBP primers have also been tested and neither provided any greater

induction under hypoxic conditions. If further study is to be performed on the
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occurrence of crosstalk in vivo, primers for other hypoxia responsive genes should be

designed and tested for maximal levels of induction. Furthermore, as many of the genes

under the control of HIF1α are differentially expressed throughout development, a more

clear picture may be obtained by doing these experiments in adults. It is likely that

results will vary across stage of development, level of hypoxia, type of agonist, and

duration of exposure. Due to the complex nature of these interactions, the lack of any

clear evidence of competition between AhR and HIF1α in developing zebrafish, and more

interesting results coming from the experiments presented in Chapter 5, these

experiments were not pursued further.
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Figure 3-1: Induction of LDH and VEGF under 6.8% oxygen

Fold change of LDHa and VEGF in zebrafish exposed to hypoxia (6.8% oxygen). Values
are average fold change and are normalized to normoxic controls. Zebrafish were dosed
at 24hpf and placed in RNALater 30h afterward for RNA isolation. Error bars are ± SE.
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Figure 3-2: Time course and oxygen dose response for induction of
LDHa and VEGF in zebrafish larvae.

Expression of LDHa and VEGF in zebrafish larvae exposed to hypoxia or normoxia for
various durations. The lighter bars in each color family are mean expression under
normoxia and the darker bars are mean expression under hypoxia. Values presented are
fold change over time-matched normoxia controls. Oxygen concentrations for the
hypoxia samples and the duration of exposure for each sample are given on the x-axis.
Error bars are ± SE.
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Figure 3-3: Normoxic developmental changes in expression of VEGF
and LDHa.

Expression of LDHa and VEGF in zebrafish larvae exposed to normoxia for various
durations. Bars are mean expression averaged across several experiments. Values
presented are fold change over the values for a 24h exposure. Embryos were dosed at
24hpf and the duration of exposure is listed on the x-axis. Error bars are ± SE.
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Figure 3-4: Expression of CYP1A, LDHa, and VEGF upon exposure to
hypoxia (6.8% oxygen) and BaP
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Figure 3.4 (cont.) Average fold change (relative to time-matched normoxia DMSO) of
CYP1A, LDH, and VEGF in zebrafish exposed to BaP (100 μg/L) and/or hypoxia (6.8%
oxygen). (A) Induction of CYP1A by BaP is increased under hypoxia after a 24h duration.
(B) BaP has no effect on the induction of LDHa by hypoxia. (C) BaP has no effect on the
induction of VEGF by hypoxia. X-axis labels show dose (DMSO or 100 μg/L BaP) and
duration of exposure (12h, 24h, or 48h). Y-axis is average fold change relative to time-
matched normoxic DMSO controls. Error bars are ± SE. Bars that do not share a letter
are significantly different in post-hoc pairwise comparisons.
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4 The role of CYP1A inhibition in the embryotoxic
interactions between hypoxia and polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and PAH mixtures in
zebrafish (Danio rerio)

This chapter has been submitted for publication under the same title in the

journal Ecotoxicology. The authors are Carrie R. Fleming and Richard T. Di Giulio.

4.1 Introduction

The polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) consistute a widely variable group

of compounds that are components of petroleum (petrogenic PAHs) and byproducts of

combustion (pyrogenic PAHs); common sources of environmental PAHs are vehicular

activity, oil spills, wood/coal burning, and industrial processes (Hylland 2006; Ravindra

et al. 2008). Unlike some other major classes of organic environmental contaminants

(such as polyhalogenated aromatic hydrocarbons), environmental concentrations of

PAHs have been increasing in the United States in recent years and are highest in areas

with paved roads and high vehicular traffic (Van Metre et al. 2000; Lima et al. 2003;

Gigliotti et al. 2005; Mahler et al. 2005; Van Metre and Mahler 2005). Known toxic

effects of PAHs on aquatic organisms include carcinogenesis, oxidative stress,

impairment of immune responses, endocrine effects, and altered development (Hylland

2006).

Hypoxia occurs naturally in highly stratified waters (such as those with

strong temperature or salinity gradients), but its occurrence is increased by human

influences such as nutrient inputs from sewage waste and agriculture. The occurrence

and severity of hypoxic events have been increasing as a result of human activities in
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coastal zones and are predicted to increase further with global climate change (Schiedek

et al. 2007; Diaz and Rosenberg 2008). Hypoxic events occur regularly in areas heavily

impacted by human activity such as the Chesapeake Bay, the Gulf of Mexico, and the

Black Sea (Diaz and Rosenberg 2008) and so will often overlap with waters

contaminated by PAHs.

In addition to their co-occurrence in the environment, there is a mechanistic

basis for addressing interactions between PAHs and hypoxia. It has been suggested that

aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) agonists (including some PAHs) may interact with

hypoxia due to competition for a dimerization partner (ARNT—the AhR nuclear

translocator) shared between the AhR pathway and the pathway responsible for hypoxia

responsiveness (HIF-1α—hypoxia inducible factor 1α). Although there has been some

disagreement over whether the two pathways compete by this mechanism in mammalian

cells (Gradin et al. 1996; Gassmann et al. 1997; Chan et al. 1999; Park 1999; Pollenz et al.

1999; Kim and Sheen 2000; Nie et al. 2001; Allen et al. 2005; Khan et al. 2007; Zhang

and Walker 2007; Seifert et al. 2008), we have shown that hypoxia can limit AhR

induction by benzo[a]pyrene (BaP), benzo[k]fluoranthene (BkF), and dioxin-like AhR

agonist polychlorinated biphenyl 126 (PCB-126) and that competition for ARNT is at

least partially responsible for this interaction in topminnow (Poeciliopsis lucida)

hepatocarcinoma cells (Fleming et al. 2009). Therefore, in order to appropriately

estimate the risks posed by these stressors to aquatic life, it is necessary to understand

their impacts jointly as well as singly.

In zebrafish larvae treated with AhR agonist TCDD (2,3,7,8-

tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin), hypoxia protected from pericardial edema, but had no

effect on failure of the swim bladder to inflate (Prasch et al. 2004). However, no change
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in toxicity was seen in zebrafish larvae treated with hypoxia and PAH AhR agonists

benzo[a]pyrene (BaP) or β-naphthoflavone (BNF) (Matson et al. 2008). Surprisingly,

the same study revealed a strong synergy between hypoxia and (fluoranthene) FL and (α-

naphthoflavone) ANF, with severe pericardial edema and, in the case of FL, lordosis

appearing at the otherwise non-toxic concentrations. Thus, the mechanism(s)

underlying interactions between PAHs and hypoxia appear to be complex and extend

beyond effects resulting from interference between the AhR and hypoxia signaling

pathways. In the current study, we survey the interactions between hypoxia and a wider

variety of compounds including three PAH AhR agonists (BaP, BkF, and pyrene—PY),

one dioxin-like AhR agonist (PCB-126), and three CYP1A inhibitors (dibenzothiophene—

DBT, carbazole—CB, and 2-aminoanthracene—AA) (structures shown in Figure 4-1) with

respect to developmental toxicity in zebrafish and revisit the role that CYP1A inhibition

may play in this toxicity. We also examine the effects of hypoxia on the developmental

toxicity of binary or complex mixtures of PAHs in order to better understand the

potential ecological relevance of PAH-hypoxia interactions.

4.2 Materials and Methods

4.2.1 Fish care

Wild-type adult zebrafish (Danio rerio) obtained from Ekkwill Waterlife

Resources (Gibsonton, FL) were fed a mixture of live Artemia (Brine Shrimp Direct,

Ogden, UT) and a 50/50 mixture of Zeigler Adult Zebrafish Complete Diet (Aquatic

Habitats, Apopka, FL) and Cyclop-eeze (Argent Laboratories, Redmond, WA). They

were maintained at 27°C on a 14h light, 10h dark cycle. Egg collection boxes were placed
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in tanks housing males and females together. Eggs were removed from collection boxes,

rinsed with 30% Danieau water (Nasevicius and Ekker 2000) and screened for

fertilization and normal development. Embryos were maintained at 28.5°C in 1X

Danieau on a 14h light, 10h dark cycle throughout treatment. All fish care and

experimental techniques were reviewed and approved by the Duke University

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (A279-08-10).

4.2.2 Chemicals

Benzo[a]pyrene (BaP), benzo[k]fluoranthene (BkF), dibenzothiophene (DBT), 2-

aminoanthracene (AA), carbazole (CB), pyrene (PY), and 7-ethoxyresorufin (ER) were

obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). PCB-126 was a gift of Dr. Margaret Kirby

(Duke University Medical Center). All stocks except for Elizabeth River Sediment

Extract (ERSE) were made in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and stored in glass amber vials

at -20°C. Coal Tar Extract (CT) was obtained from the Standard Reference Materials

Program (SRM #1597a, NIST, Gaithersburg, MD). The original CT extract was prepared

in toluene, so a dosing stock was made by evaporating the toluene and the dissolving the

extract in an equal volume of DMSO. Total PAH concentration in the extract was

4,363.83 mg/L. ERSE was prepared as follows. Sediment was obtained from the

Atlantic Wood Industries Superfund Site on the Elizabeth River in Portsmouth, Virginia

(36°48’27.48”N, 76°17’35.77”W). It was combined with distilled water in a 1:1 ratio by

weight and mixed thoroughly by shaking. Following removal of the sediment by

centrifugation at 3400 g for 15 minutes, the extract was stored at -80°C until use.
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4.2.3 Morpholino injections

These methods were based on previously published methodology for morpholino

injection in zebrafish embryos (Billiard et al. 2006). We used a morpholino (Gene Tools,

Philomath, OR) that had been previously designed to block initiation of translation for

zebrafish cytochrome P450-1A (5’-TGGATACTTTCCAGTTCTCAGCTAT-3’) (Carney et al.

2004). The standard Gene Tools control morpholino (5’-

CCTCTTACCTCAGTTACAATTTATA-3’) was used as the control morpholino for these

experiments. Morpholinos were used at a dilution of 100 μM in 30% Danieau for

injection (Nasevicius and Ekker 2000). Morpholinos were tagged with a 3’-end

carboxyfluorescein modification to verify injection success. For injections, embryos at

the one- to four-cell stage were injected with approximately 3 nL of morpholino using a

Narishige IM300 Microinjector (East Meadow, NY). Embryos were screened at 24hpf

for normal development and strong-uniform fluorescence prior to dosing.

4.2.4 Chemical dosing

Zebrafish eggs were screened at 24 hpf for normal development and placed five

per vial in 20 mL glass scintillation vials containing 7.5 mL 30% Danieau. In each

experiment, three replicate vials per dose were prepared and multiple replicate

experiments were performed for each set of experimental conditions. Each vial was

dosed independently. Concentrations of BaP were chosen to be higher than the 10 μg/L

that failed to interact with hypoxia in the experiments by Matson et al. (2008) and the

highest concentration was chosen based on preliminary deformity screening. BaP was

used at final nominal concentrations of 100, 250 and 500 μg/L. BkF and PCB-126

concentrations were chosen based on preliminary screening. Final nominal
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concentrations of BkF and PCB-126 were 1, 10, 100 and 200 μg/L BkF and 10, 100, 500,

1000, 5000, and 10000 ng/L PCB-126. DBT and PY have both been previously reported

to be embryotoxic to zebrafish at concentrations of 54 μM and 5 μM respectively

(Incardona et al. 2004). This equates to 9950 μg/L DBT and 1010 μg/L PY. We

therefore dosed with PY at 500 and 1000 μg/L. The highest concentration of DBT that

we could dissolve in DMSO was 10 mg/mL so the highest DBT concentration tested was

limited by solubility and a desire to keep DMSO levels low and in keeping with our other

experiments. Nominal concentrations of DBT used for dosing were 1000 and 2000

μg/L. CB has been used as a CYP1A inhibitor at 500 μg/L (Wassenberg et al. 2005) as

has AA (Wassenberg and Di Giulio 2004a). These two compounds were used at 500

μg/L and 1000 μg/L as CYP1A inhibitors in binary mixtures as well as at 2000 μg/L to

test for potential toxicity at higher doses. Solubility also limited testing even higher

concentrations of AA and CB. The coal tar extract was dosed at dilutions of 1, 5, 10, and

50 parts CT stock per million parts 30% Danieau, resulting in total PAH concentrations

of 4, 22, 44, and 218 μg/L, respectively, based on the initial total PAH concentration of

4363.83 mg/L reported by NIST. The ERSE has a salinity of 6 ppt so all dosing solutions

were adjusted to have a matching final salinity. The highest dilution of ERSE used was

20%, so all controls for this experiment were exposed to a solution with 4 parts 30%

Danieau water and 1 part 30% Danieau water that had been adjusted to 6 ppt salinity

with Instant Ocean Sea Salt (Foster & Smith, Rhinelander, WI). Dilutions of ERSE used

were 1, 2, 5, 10 and 20%; the 6ppt Danieau was used to adjust salinity of all dilutions to

match the salinity of the 20% dilution. Additionally, two binary mixtures were tested:

mixtures of BaP and AA with BaP at 250 μg/L and AA at 500 and 1000 μg/L and

mixtures of BaP and CB with BaP at 250 μg/L and CB at 500 and 1000 μg/L. For all
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experiments except for ERSE—in which 6 ppt Danieau was used—controls were dosed

with DMSO as a carrier control; final concentrations of DMSO were 0.02-0.03% (v/v).

Embryos remained in dosing solution from 24 hpf until 96 hpf when they were rinsed in

30% Danieau prior to imaging.

4.2.5 Hypoxia exposures

Hypoxia exposures were performed in a Heraeus Heracell 150 Tri-Gas Cell

Culture Incubator (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA). This incubator was maintained at

the same temperature (28.5°C) and light cycle (14h light, 10h dark) as the normoxic

embryos. Hypoxia exposures were performed at 7.4% oxygen (with ambient air assumed

to be 21% oxygen); oxygen adjustment was accomplished by injection of nitrogen into

the incubator and was regulated constantly throughout the 72 hour exposure (24 hpf to

96 hpf). Once placed in the hypoxia incubator, the oxygen in the vials was allowed to

equilibrate with the ambient air. Preliminary testing indicated that this process took

approximately 6-8 hours so the actual hypoxia exposure began gradually and dissolved

oxygen would not have reached 7.4% (approximately 2.7 mg/L, with normoxic saturation

at ~8.0 mg/L) until about 32 to 34 hpf.

4.2.6 In vivo 7-ethoxyresorufin-O-deethylase (EROD) and deformity
screening

An in vivo EROD activity assay (Billiard et al. 2006) was used to measure CYP1A

activity. This assay is modified from in ovo EROD methods developed in killifish

(Fundulus heteroclitus) (Nacci et al. 1998; Nacci et al. 2005). As described in more

detail by Billiard et al. (2006), after 21 μg/L (7-ethoxyresorufin) ER was added during
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dosing at 24 hpf, larvae were rinsed at 96 hpf. They were anesthetized with MS222,

immobilized in a 3% methylcellulose solution, and imaged at 50X in a left lateral

orientation with a rhodamine red filter set (Zeiss Axioskop, Thornwood, NY, USA). The

fluorescent resorufin metabolite accumulates in the gastrointestinal tract of the

zebrafish. EROD values (fluorescent intensity) are expressed as percent normoxia

control. Imaging for deformity screening was performed at the same time as EROD and

images were captured under brightfield at 50X. Images were analyzed using IPLabs

Software (BD Biosciences, Rockville, MD) or ImageJ

(http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/index.html). The 2D area of the pericardium was manually

traced then measured by the software. Results are presented as percentage of normoxia

control values. Sample images demonstrating a range of pericardial edema are

presented in Figure 4-2.

4.2.7 RNA extraction and reverse transcription

Embryos dosed for gene expression experiments were exposed for 24 hours (from

24 hpf to 48 hpf) and then fixed in RNA Later (Ambion, Foster City, CA) overnight at 4°C

before being transferred to -80°C for storage. Two vials of 5 embryos were pooled for

each replicate and there was a minimum of 3 replicates of 10 embryo pools used for each

treatment condition. RNA extractions were performed with RNABee following

manufacturer protocol (Tel-Test, Friendswood, TX). Briefly, RNA Later was removed

and zebrafish embryos were homogenized in RNABee. Chloroform was added and the

aqueous and organic components of this mixture were separated by centrifugation. The

aqueous layer containing RNA was removed and the RNA was precipitated with

isopropanol and washed with 75% ethanol. Pelleted RNA was then dissolved in
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nuclease-free water and stored at -80°C until reverse transcription. RNA quantity and

purity were assessed spectrophotometically using a Nano Drop ND-100 (Wilmington,

DE). Reverse transcription was performed using the Omniscript complementary DNA

(cDNA) synthesis kit for Reverse Transcription (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) using 500 ng RNA

per reaction, random hexamer primers, and RNase inhibitor (RNaseOUT, Invitrogen,

Carlsbad, CA). After reverse transcription, cDNAs were diluted to a working stock of 4

ng/μL.

4.2.8 Quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR)

Β-actin primer sequences were a gift of Kyle Erwin and Margaret Kirby;

sequences are forward: AAGATCAAGATCATTGCTCCC (Grimes et al. 2008) and reverse:

CCAGACTCATCGTACTCCT (not yet published). CYP1A primers were published

previously (Timme-Laragy et al. 2007); sequences are forward:

AGGACAACATCAGAGACATCACCG and reverse: GATAGACAACCGCCCAGGACAGAG.

25 μL qPCR reactions were performed with 200 nmol of each primer, 12.5 μL 2x SYBR

Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA), 4 ng cDNA, and nuclease-

free water. qPCR reactions were performed in an ABI PRISM 7300 Real Time PCR

System (Applied Biosystems) under the following thermal cycle profile: 10 min at 95°C,

40 replicates of 15 sec at 95°C then 1 min at 60°C, and finally a dissociation curve

calculation step. All samples were run in duplicate. Data were analyzed using the 7300

System SDS Software version 1.3.1 (Applied Biosystems). The comparative CT method

(Livak and Schmittgen 2001) was used to determine fold induction of CYP1A mRNA by

comparing its CT to that of the reference gene, β-actin.
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4.2.9 Statistics

Since each vial was dosed independently, data were pooled by vial for analysis.

Statistical significance was ssessed using JMP version 8 (Cary, NC). ANOVA was used to

test for treatment effects and interactions. In the case of significant ANOVA, a post hoc

Tukey’s HSD test was performed to determine statistical significance of pairwise

comparisons. A p value of 0.05 was used for determination of statistical significance in

all cases.

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Effects of mild hypoxia on zebrafish development

For the purposes of this study, we have conducted hypoxia exposures at 7.4%

oxygen (~2.7 mg/L). Estuaries across the world, including several on the eastern coast of

the United States are known to undergo much more severe hypoxia (less than 1 mg/L) on

a seasonal or periodic basis (Diaz 2001). Because this study is concerned with potential

interactions between hypoxia and PAHs rather than the primary developmental effects of

hypoxia, we have chosen a slightly higher level of dissolved oxygen at which minimal

effects on development were seen. Sample images of DMSO control zebrafish larvae

(~96 hpf) exposed to hypoxia or normoxia are presented in Figure 4-3. While

development appeared to be progressing normally in hypoxic fish, there was a slight

developmental delay evident at this oxygen level. This is most evident in the lack of

swim bladder inflation (which generally occurs during the time that the images were

captured), and the underdeveloped jaw. Delayed inflation of the swim bladder has been

previously reported in zebrafish exposed to 3.0 mg/L dissolved oxygen (Prasch et al.
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2004). More severe hypoxia (0.5-0.8 mg/L) has been reported to cause slowed

development of the head structures, spinal deformities, a lack of vascular development,

and increased mortality (Shang and Wu 2004). While there is a slight difference in the

shape of the pericardial cavity in hypoxic fish in the current study, the heart developed

and beat normally and the overall area of the pericardium in hypoxia-exposed fish was

not significantly different from normoxic fish in any of the experiments described below.

4.3.2 The role of CYP1A in interactions between AhR agonist PAHs
and hypoxia

Previous research has shown that PAH-type AhR agonists exhibit synergistic

developmental toxicity with chemical CYP1A inhibitors that act by varied mechanisms

(Wassenberg and Di Giulio 2004a; Wassenberg et al. 2005). Similarly, knockdown of

CYP1A mRNA by morpholino injection exacerbated the toxicity of model PAH-type AhR

agonist BNF (Billiard et al. 2006). While hypoxia inhibited CYP1A activity to a similar

extent as the chemical inhibitor, fluoranthene, it failed to exacerbate toxicity of 10 μg/L

BaP whereas synergistic toxicity was observed in zebrafish embryos treated with a

BaP/FL mixture (Matson et al. 2008). In the current study, higher concentrations of

BaP (100, 250 and 500 μg/L) were tested for interaction with hypoxia to see if further

activation of AhR would impact interactions between BaP and hypoxia. Hypoxia

decreased basal CYP1A activity, measured by EROD activity, to 52% of normoxic controls

and EROD levels remained below normoxic DMSO levels in all hypoxia/BaP co-

treatments (Figure 4-4A). None of the concentrations of BaP tested produced any

apparent signs of toxicity under normoxic conditions at 96 hpf; however, pericardial

edema was induced by the highest concentration under hypoxia and there was an
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apparent dose response. In some cases, the pericardial edema was accompanied by yolk

sac edema, but no other outward signs of toxicity were evident.

We also examined the effects of BkF, a PAH that is a five times more potent AhR

agonist than BaP in fish (Barron et al. 2004b), in combination with hypoxia. BkF

induced CYP1A activity 460-560% over DMSO under normoxic conditions. Under

hypoxia, basal CYP1A activity was reduced, non-significantly, to 45% of normoxic

controls; while some induction relative to hypoxic controls was seen with the addition of

BkF, CYP1A activity under hypoxia never exceeded basal activity under normoxia (Figure

4-4B). At the highest doses of BkF, average pericardial area was not different from

controls, but there was a higher incidence of pericardial edema (fish with pericardial area

measurements of 120% or greater compared to controls); 22 and 23% of fish treated with

100 μg/L and 200 μg/L BkF respectively exhibited pericardial edema compared to 2% of

fish in the normoxia DMSO group (p<0.002). BkF interacted with hypoxia (p<0.001) to

induce significant pericardial edema (140-220% control). The pericardial edema

observed in hypoxia/BkF treated fish was sometimes accompanied by yolk sac edema

and heart malformations.

While neither BkF nor BaP exhibit significant embryotoxicity under normoxic

conditions at the concentrations tested, PY has been reported to cause pericardial

edema, dorsal curvature and abnormalities in circulation in zebrafish larvae (Incardona

et al. 2004). PY is an AhR agonist, but is 600 times less potent than BaP and 3300 times

less potent than BkF in fish (Barron et al. 2004b). Fish dosed with 500 or 1000 μg/L PY

exhibited high background fluorescence in the yolk which prevented proper

measurement of EROD activity in these fish. qPCR verified that 1000 μg/L PY induced

CYP1A mRNA, but at a level about 10 fold lower than CYP1A induction by 10 or 100 μg/L
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BkF (Figure 4-5). Pericardial edema was induced up to 140 % control by 1000 μg/L PY

and concomitant exposure to hypoxia eliminated this effect (Figure 4-4C). No spinal

curvature was seen in this study, but dosing conditions were different from those used by

Incardona et al. (2004) and may account for the differences in PY toxicity seen between

that study and the current one.

As mentioned above, BNF has been shown to interact synergistically with

inhibition of CYP1A both chemically (Wassenberg and Di Giulio 2004a; Wassenberg et

al. 2005) and by morpholino injection (Billiard et al. 2006). However, CYP1A

morpholino (CYP1A-mo) knockdown has been shown to protect from embryotoxic

effects of PY (Incardona et al. 2005), which is a much weaker AhR agonist than BNF,

BaP or BkF. Thus, the effects of CYP1A knockdown by morpholino parallel the effects of

hypoxia in coexposure with these compounds. This observation led us to test the

hypothesis that BkF toxicity would be exacerbated by CYP1A-mo in a manner similar to

coexposure to hypoxia. We also present the results of exposures of CYP1A-mo injected

fish to PY under our dosing conditions, which differ from those used by Incardona et al.

(2005). Induction of CYP1A activity by BkF under normoxia was reduced by CYP1A-mo

injection from 630-660% of control values to 160-230% of control values (Figure 4-6A).

Under hypoxia, basal CYP1A activity is reduced to 44% of control values, but is still

induced slightly by BkF (92-140% of control values). However, with the addition of

CYP1A-mo, induction by BkF is completely prevented. BkF was non-toxic at 10 and 100

μg/L in normoxic zebrafish larvae, however pericardial edema was induced at up to

200% of control values in CYP1A-mo injected larvae exposed to BkF (Figure 4-6B).

Hypoxia also interacted with BkF to induce pericardial edema at up to 200% of control

values and this effect was exacerbated by CYP1A-mo injection with up to 390% control
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pericardial edema in these fish. There was also significant mortality in fish treated with

CYP1A-mo and BkF under hypoxia (Figure 4-6C). Pyrene induced pericardial edema

170% over control values under normoxia (Figure 4-6D). CYP1A-mo and hypoxia

protected from this toxicity to a similar extent, reducing edema to 122% and 125% of

controls respectively. There was no significant mortality in pyrene treated, CYP1A-mo

injected embryos. There was no effect of control morpholino injection on the

embryotoxicity of BkF or PY (Figure 4-7).

The similarity in response to cotreatment with BkF and hypoxia or CYP1A-mo

seems to suggest that CYP1A inhibition and hypoxia may be interacting with BkF

through similar mechanisms. The question remains, however as to why there is a

difference between interactions of PAH AhR agonists with chemical CYP1A inhibitors

and interactions with hypoxia. It is possible that hypoxia and chemical or morpholino

CYP1A inhibition are acting through different mechanisms to produce similar

developmental effects. One suggested mechanism of coplanar PCB toxicity is oxidative

stress through uncoupling of the electron flow between CYP1A and its substrate

(Schlezinger et al. 2006). A similar mechanism could be imagined for PAHs interacting

with competitive inhibitors of CYP1A activity, however, increased toxicity is also seen

with the CYP1A inhibitor piperonyl butoxide, which binds to the heme group of the CYPs

and prevents uncoupling (Hodgson and Philpot 1974; Testa and Jenner 1981) and also

with decreased CYP1A protein levels caused by CYP1A-mo, suggesting a more direct role

of decreased CYP1A activity in these interactions. Another possibility is that decreased

activity of CYP1A shifts metabolism of the PAHs to more toxic metabolites. BaP, a PAH

AhR agonist with well-characterized metabolism, undergoes multistep oxidations by

CYPs to produce a wide variety of metabolites, some of which are innocuous and others,
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such as the 7,8-diol 9,10-epoxide and the quinones, which are capable of binding to DNA

or inducing oxidative stress (Miller and Ramos 2001). Although there was no noticeable

change in the concentration of BaP or its metabolites in killifish (Fundulus heteroclitus)

embryos exposed to BaP with or without FL (Wills et al. 2009), many of the metabolites

examined could not be detected in the embryos, so a shift in metabolic profile remains a

possibility in the interaction of AhR agonists and CYP1A inhibitors. Furthermore,

evidence of synergistic activation of the responses to oxidative stress was observed in

zebrafish embryos exposed to a combination of BNF and ANF (Timme-Laragy et al.

2009). The combination of BaP and hypoxia has also been shown to increase oxidative

stress in orange-spotted grouper (Epinephelus coiodes) liver explants (Yu et al. 2008).

While it is possible that inhibition of CYP1A chemically or by morpholino knockdown

can shift metabolism to other CYPs resulting in increased production of toxic metabolites

that induce oxidative stress, hypoxia would limit activity of other enzymes as well as

CYP1A. Hypoxia may also increase the proportion of BaP or BkF present as toxic

metabolites, but by extending the half-life of these compounds through overall decreased

rates of metabolism and possibly decreased rates of conjugation and elimination. ANF

and FL have also been shown to synergistically induce mRNA levels of AhR-responsive

genes (Timme-Laragy et al. 2007; Van Tiem personal communication) while hypoxia had

no effect on CYP1A mRNA levels in the current study (Figure 4-5). This would further

exaggerate the differences in the effects hypoxia and chemical CYP1A inhibition may

have on PAH metabolism. A third hypothesis regarding the synergy between PAH AhR

agonists and CYP1A inhibition suggests that decreased metabolisms leads to a longer

half-life of the PAH and thus prolonged stimulation of the AhR pathway resulting in

developmental effects similar to those caused by dioxin. The lack of an effect of hypoxia
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on CYP1A expression suggests that this is not the mechanism behind the interactions

between BaP and BkF and hypoxia. Therefore we propose that hypoxia is acting in a

similar, but not identical manner as CYP1A inhibition to alter the metabolic profile of

PAH AhR agonists resulting in a higher proportion of toxic metabolites. Further study is

necessary to address this hypothesis.

The third AhR agonist tested, PY, is 600 times less potent as an AhR agonist than

BaP (Barron et al. 2004b) and CYP1A activity measured by EROD was not detectable

above background levels of fluorescence in this study. It is therefore not surprising that

PY did not interact with hypoxia in the same manner as stronger PAH AhR agonists did.

Incardona et al. (2004) reported that the toxicity of PY was reduced by morpholino

knockdown of CYP1A, suggesting that PY toxicity is elicited by a toxic metabolite

produced by CYP1A. Under our dosing conditions, which differ considerably from those

used by Incardona et al. (2004), CYP1A-mo protected from PY toxicity to a similar extent

as the protection seen under hypoxia (Figure 4-6), suggesting that hypoxia may be

protecting from PY by preventing its metabolism by CYP1A. Compared to BaP, PY

metabolism appears to be relatively simple with most of the parent pyrene being

converted to 1-hydroxypyrene (1-HP) (Law et al. 1994). While 1-HP has been reported to

be mutagenic and toxic to natural microbial assemblages and nematodes (Lambert et al.

1995; Hauser et al. 1997; Hwang et al. 2001), a literature search uncovered no reports of

toxicity of 1-hydroxypyrene to fish. The identity of the pyrene species responsible for its

embryotoxicity remains unclear; however, it appears that hypoxia may inhibit its

formation by inhibiting CYP1A activity.
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4.3.3 Interactions between hypoxia and dioxin-like AhR agonist, PCB-
126

Previous research showed that hypoxia may protect from some of the

developmental effects of TCDD (Prasch et al. 2004), an AhR agonist with 780 times the

potency of BkF (Barron et al. 2004b). Since our results with BaP and BkF indicate

synergistic interactions with hypoxia while Prasch et al. (2004) report antagonistic

interactions between hypoxia and TCDD, we tested for interactions between the dioxin-

like AhR agonist, PCB-126, and hypoxia. PCB-126 induced CYP1A activity up to 380% of

controls (maximal value seen at 1000 ng/L PCB-126). Basal CYP1A activity was

decreased under hypoxia; while co-exposure to PCB-126 did increase CYP1A activity

slightly in hypoxia-exposed larvae, there were no significant differences from controls in

any of the hypoxia-exposed groups (Figure 4-4D). The highest concentrations of PCB-

126 used in this study (5 and 10 μg/L) induced pericardial edema under both normoxia

(162% control) and hypoxia (201-203% control). While edema was slightly worse in the

hypoxic treatments, there was not a significant interaction between oxygen level and

PCB-126 (p=0.2). We did not see the protection reported with TCDD and hypoxia.

Similarly mixed results have been reported about the effects of CYP1A suppression on

the toxicity of dioxin-like compounds. CYP1A inhibition by ANF protected from PCB-126

toxicity in killifish embryos (Wassenberg and Di Giulio 2004a), while CYP1A knockdown

by morpholino injection had no effect on TCDD toxicity to developing zebrafish (Carney

et al. 2004). While it remains unclear under what circumstances hypoxia may protect

from the embryotoxicity of dioxin-like compounds, it is clear that they do not interact

synergistically with hypoxia in the same manner as the PAH AhR agonists BaP and BkF,

supporting disparate mechanisms of developmental toxicity for the PAHs and dioxin like

compounds.
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4.3.4 Interactions between hypoxia and CYP1A inhibitors

The CYP1A inhibitors FL and ANF have also been shown to interact with hypoxia

to induce pericardial edema and, in the case of FL, lordosis at otherwise non-toxic levels

of both the inhibitor and hypoxia (Matson et al. 2008). It is possible that other PAHs

known to inhibit CYP1A in fish may also exhibit synergistic toxicity with hypoxia. DBT,

CB, and AA are known to inhibit CYP1A activity in fish (Watson et al. 1995; Wassenberg

et al. 2005) and were tested for interactions with hypoxia in the current study. While

there was a significant DBT*oxygen interaction in the ANOVA, there was no clear

pattern of dose response and the greatest change in pericardial area was only 8%

different from controls indicating no biologically significant effect of DBT on pericardial

area (Figure 4-8A). No other signs of toxicity were observed in fish treated with DBT

and/or hypoxia. Additionally, there was no significant induction of pericardial edema in

fish treated with either AA or CB in the presence or absence of hypoxia (Figure 4-8B-C).

No embryotoxicity was observed in fish co-treated with hypoxia and CYP1A inhibitors in

the current study, indicating that CYP1A inhibition alone was not sufficient to induce

toxicity under hypoxia.

4.3.5 Interactions between hypoxia and PAH mixtures

PAHs occur in the environment as complex mixtures with components that vary

in size, structure, and biological action. AhR agonist PAHs and CYP1A-inhibiting PAHs

have been shown to exhibit synergistic embryotoxicity in binary mixtures (Wassenberg

and Di Giulio 2004a; Wassenberg et al. 2005) and more complex, environmentally

relevant PAH mixtures may exhibit greater toxicity than predicted by additive toxicity of
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the component PAHs (Billiard et al. 2008). Since we have found that individual PAHs

may interact with hypoxia both antagonistically and synergistically or not at all, it is

difficult to predict how hypoxia may impact the toxicity of PAH mixtures. Zebrafish

embryos were treated with binary mixtures of BaP and either AA or CB in the presence

and absence of hypoxia to test for potential interactive effects between hypoxia and

synergistically toxic mixtures of PAHs. Hypoxia, AA, and CB reduced basal CYP1A

activity to less than 50% of normoxic control values (Figure 4-9A, 4-10A). Though BaP

induced CYP1A activity by 180-200% over controls, cotreatment with hypoxia, AA or CB

inhibited activity to below control levels. BaP interacted synergistically with 1000 μg/L

AA to induce pericardial edema, however no toxicity was seen in the BaP/CB

combinations tested under normoxia (Figure 4-9B, 4-10B). This is in contrast to the

elevated embryonic deformities reported by Wassenberg et al. (2005) in killifish exposed

to BNF and CB. The lack of interaction we observed under normoxia may indicate a

species difference in response between killifish and zebrafish or may result from the

greater toxicity of BNF (which induced mild deformities on its own at higher doses in

killifish) compared to BaP. Hypoxia interacted with the BaP/AA combinations

synergistically to exacerbate pericardial edema and induce mortality (Figure 4-9B, 4-9C).

Although pericardial edema was more severe in fish treated with a combination of

BaP/CB under hypoxia than with BaP alone under hypoxia, there was not a significant

BaP*CB*oxygen interaction (Figure 4-10B). There was elevated mortality in fish treated

with BaP and 1000μg/L CB under hypoxia (Figure 4-10C). Hypoxia may further

exacerbate the toxicity of synergistic PAH mixtures.

More complex environmental mixtures of PAHs include compounds that may act

through many different mechanisms and interact with hypoxia differently. We examined
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the embryotoxicity of two such mixtures in the presence and absence of hypoxia. The

Atlantic Wood Industries Superfund site located on the Elizabeth River in Portsmouth,

VA is heavily contaminated with PAHs originating from creosote used in wood treatment

operations on site between 1926 and 1992 (USEPA 2007). Sediment extract from this

site (ERSE) induced CYP1A activity maximally (420% of control values) at a dilution of

1% under normoxia; under hypoxia, CYP1A activity was below normoxic control levels at

all dilutions of ERSE tested (Figure 4-11A). Although there was a trend of increasing

pericardial area with increasing ERSE concentration under normoxia, even the highest

dilution was not significantly different from control values. Hypoxia severely

exacerbated the toxicity of the ERSE, inducing significant pericardial edema at all

dilutions tested and significant mortality at dilutions above 2% with 100% mortality at

the 20% dilution of ERSE (Fig. 4-11A, 4-11B).

Coal tar is another complex mixture consisting primarily of PAHs; coal tar

derived PAHs are sometimes found at high concentrations in natural waterways

(MacKay and Gschwend 2001; D'Affonseca et al. 2008; Yang et al. 2010). Unlike ERSE,

the coal tar extract consists entirely of PAHs in known concentrations, providing an ideal

environmentally relevant mixture for laboratory experiments. Concentrations reported

in this study are parts per million dilutions from the original stock. CYP1A activity was

induced maximally (670% of control values) at 1 ppm under normoxia (Figure 4-11C).

Basal CYP1A activity was reduced under hypoxia and maximal activity (130% of control

values at 1 ppm CT) was not distinguishable from control values. 50 ppm CT induced

pericardial edema 210% under normoxia; hypoxia exacerbated this effect, inducing more

severe pericardial edema (220% of control values at 10 ppm and 390% of control values

at 50 ppm) and mortality (51% at 10 ppm and 92% at 50 ppm) (Figure 4-11C, 4-11D).
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Total PAH concentrations in these experiments were only 4 to 218 μg/L, indicating that

severe toxicity may occur when PAH contamination co-occurs with environmentally

relevant levels of hypoxia.

Environmental mixtures of PAHs are very complex and may contain PAHs that

interact with hypoxia both synergistically and antagonistically, making it difficult to

estimate the toxicity of these mixtures under reduced oxygen conditions. It is possible

that some mixtures will exhibit enhanced toxicity under hypoxia while others will be

unchanged or protected. Both of the mixtures tested here contain high levels of AhR

agonists such as BkF and BaP, and CYP1A inhibitors such as FL. It is possible that

mixtures such as weathered crude oil, in which the toxicity is mediated by low-molecular

weight PAHs acting through AhR independent mechanisms (Incardona et al. 2005),

would interact differently. However, it has been reported that knockdown of CYP1A

exacerbates toxicity of weathered crude oil (Incardona et al. 2005), so hypoxia may act

similarly as was observed with BkF and PY.

4.4 Conclusions

Hypoxia was found to exacerbate the toxicity of BaP and BkF as well as several

mixtures of PAHs including binary mixtures and more complex environmental mixtures.

Conversely, hypoxia protected from the embryotoxicity of PY and had no effect on the

toxicity of PCB-126, AA, CB, or DBT. Knockdown of CYP1A by morpholino mimicked the

effects of hypoxia on BkF and PY toxicity, indicating that altered metabolism of these

compounds under hypoxia may play a role in how their toxicity is impacted by low

oxygen conditions. The severe exacerbation of a well-characterized environmentally

relevant PAH mixture (coal tar extract) indicated that the ecotoxicity of PAHs in natural
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waterways may be underestimated in situations where seasonal fluctuations in dissolved

oxygen are not taken into consideration.
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Figure 4-1 Structures of the chemicals used in this chapter.
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Figure 4-2: Sample images of varying degrees of pericardial edema.

Bars represent the normalized 2D area of the pericardium of each accompanying image.
Images are not all from the same exposure, but are presented as a visual reference for the
degrees of pericardial edema caused by various exposures in our experiments.
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Figure 4-3: Sample images of normoxia and hypoxia control
zebrafish.

Sample images of normoxia (21% O2) and hypoxia (7.4% O2) control zebrafish at 96 hpf.
There is a slight delay in development, most apparent at this stage by the lack of swim
bladder inflation and the underdeveloped jaw.
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Figure 4-4: EROD activity and pericardial edema in zebrafish larvae
exposed to AhR agonists and hypoxia or normoxia.
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Figure 4-4 (Cont.) EROD activity (lines) and pericardial area (bars) of zebrafish larvae
exposed to AhR agonists and hypoxia or normoxia. (A) Benzo[a]pyrene. EROD activity
was induced by BaP and reduced under hypoxia (oxygen*BaP interaction: p<0.001).
BaP had no effect on the size of the pericardium under normoxia, but induced pericardial
edema under hypoxia (oxygen*BaP interaction: p<0.02). (B) Benzo[k]fluoranthene.
EROD activity was induced by BkF and reduced under hypoxia (oxygen*BkF interaction:
p<0.001). BkF did not induce pericardial edema under normoxia, however under
hypoxia, severe pericardial edema was observed (oxygen*BkF interaction: p<0.001). (C)
Pyrene. EROD was not measured in PY treated embryos due to high background
fluorescence. Pericardial edema induced by PY was eliminated on co-exposure to
hypoxia (oxygen*PY interaction: p<0.002). (D) PCB-126. EROD activity was induced by
PCB-126 and reduced under hypoxia (oxygen*PCB interaction: p<0.001). Pericardial
edema was induced in by high concentrations of PCB-126 under both normoxia and
hypoxia, but there was no interaction (oxygen*PCB interaction: p=0.2). Treatments that
do not share a letter are significantly different from one another in pairwise comparisons
(p<0.05); uppercase letters refer to pericardial area measurements and lowercase letters
refer to EROD measurements. Error bars are +/- standard error.
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Figure 4-5: Induction of CYP1A mRNA by BkF or PY in zebrafish
larvae.

BkF and PY both induced CYP1A mRNA over control levels (main effect of BkF:
p<0.0001; main effect of PY: p<0.0001). Data presented are means of fold change
compared to normoxia DMSO values +/- standard error. Treatments that do not share a
letter are significantly different from one another in pairwise comparisons (p<0.05).
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Figure 4-6: The effects of CYP1A morpholino on zebrafish larvae exposed to BkF or PY and hypoxia or
normoxia.
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Figure 4-6 (Cont.) BkF (A, B, C) BkF-induced EROD activity was decreased by the
CYP1A-mo and by hypoxia and the effect of BkF on EROD activity under hypoxia was
eliminated by CYP1A-mo (BkF*oxygen*mo interaction: p<0.002). Hypoxia and the
CYP1A-mo interacted with BkF to induce pericardial edema at otherwise non-toxic
concentrations (BkF*oxygen*mo interaction: p<0.004). Hypoxia and CYP1A-mo
interacted with BkF to induce mortality at otherwise non-lethal concentrations
(BkF*oxygen*mo interaction: p<0.03). PY (D) 1000 μg/L PY induced pericardial
edema under normoxic conditions; concurrent treatment with hypoxia or CYP1A-mo
prevented this effect (PY*oxygen*mo interaction: p<0.04). Treatments that do not share
a letter are significantly different from one another in pairwise comparisons (p<0.05).
Error bars are +/- standard error.
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Figure 4-7: The effects of control morpholino injection on zebrafish larvae exposed to BkF or PY and
hypoxia or normoxia.
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Figure 4-7 (Cont.) BkF (A, B, C) BkF-induced EROD activity was decreased by
hypoxia and the control-mo did not alter these effects (BkF*oxygen interaction:
p<0.0001; morpholino main effect: p=0.8; BkF*oxygen*morpholino interaction: p=0.5).
Hypoxia interacted with BkF to induce pericardial edema at otherwise non-toxic
concentrations and control-mo had no effect on this interaction (BkF*oxygen
interaction: p<0.0001; morpholino main effect: p=0.9; BkF*oxygen*morpholino
interaction: p=0.7). Hypoxia interacted with BkF to induce mortality at otherwise non-
lethal concentrations, and control morpholino had no effect on this interaction
(BkF*oxygen interaction: p<0.0008; morpholino main effect: p=0.7,
BkF*oxygen*morpholino interaction: p=0.9). PY (D) 1000 μg/L PY induced pericardial
edema under normoxic conditions; concurrent treatment with hypoxia prevented this
effect and control-mo had no effect (PY*oxygen interaction: p<0.002; morpholino main
effect: p=0.8; PY*oxygen*morpholino interaction: p=0.9). Treatments that do not share
a letter are significantly different from one another in pairwise comparisons (p<0.05).
Error bars are +/- standard error.
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Figure 4-8: Pericardial area of zebrafish larvae exposed to CYP1A
inhibitors and hypoxia or normoxia.
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Figure 4-8 (Cont.) (A) Dibenzothiophene. There was a statistically significant
interaction between hypoxia and DBT with respect to pericardial area (oxygen*DBT
interaction: p<0.003), but no biologically significant changes in the size of the
pericardial sac under either oxygen condition. Treatments that do not share a letter are
significantly different from one another in pairwise comparisons (p<0.05). (B)
Carbazole. There was no effect of CB or hypoxia on 2D pericardial area (oxygen*CB
interaction: p=0.996). (C) 2-aminoanthracene. There was no effect of AA or hypoxia on
2D pericardial area (oxygen*AA interaction: p=0.6). Error bars are +/- standard error.
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Figure 4-9: EROD activity, pericardial area, and mortality of zebrafish
larvae exposed to BaP, AA, or BaP/AA and hypoxia or normoxia.
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Figure 4-9 (Cont.) EROD activity (A), pericardial area (B), and mortality (C) of
zebrafish larvae exposed to BaP, AA, or BaP/AA and hypoxia or normoxia. (A) EROD
activity was induced by BaP and reduced by AA and hypoxia (oxygen*BaP interaction:
p<0.004; BaP*AA interaction: p<0.001; BaP*oxygen*AA interaction: p=0.3). (B) BaP
did not induce pericardial edema under normoxia, but interacted with AA to induce
pericardial edema (BaP*AA interaction: p<0.0001). Hypoxia exacerbated the toxicity of
the BaP/AA combination (BaP*AA*oxygen interaction: p<0.03). (C) No mortality was
induced by BaP, AA or the combination of the two under normoxia. However, significant
mortality was seen in BaP/AA treated larvae co-exposed to hypoxia (BaP*AA*oxygen
interaction: p<0.0001). X axis labels: N=normoxia, H=hypoxia. Treatments that do not
share a letter are significantly different from one another in pairwise comparisons
(p<0.05). Error bars are +/- standard error.
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Figure 4-10: EROD activity, pericardial area, and mortality of
zebrafish larvae exposed to BaP, CB, or BaP/CB and hypoxia or normoxia.
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Figure 4-10 (Cont.) EROD activity (A), pericardial area (B), and mortality (C) of
zebrafish larvae exposed to BaP, CB or BaP/CB and hypoxia or normoxia. (A) EROD
activity was induced by BaP and reduced by CB and hypoxia (oxygen*BaP interaction:
p<0.002; BaP*CB interaction: p<0.006; BaP*oxygen*CB interaction: p=0.08). (B) BaP
did not induce pericardial edema under normoxia with or without CB, however under
hypoxia, pericardial edema was induced by BaP and this was exacerbated by CB
(oxygen*BaP interaction: p<0.001; BaP*CB interaction: p<0.001; oxygen*BaP*CB
interaction: p=0.7). (C) There was elevated mortality in fish treated with BaP, 1000μg/L
CB and hypoxia. (Significant ANOVA p<0.0001, but no significant main or interactive
effects; lowest p-value was for main effect of BaP p=0.2). X axis labels: N=normoxia,
H=hypoxia. Treatments that do not share a letter are significantly different from one
another in pairwise comparisons (p<0.05). Error bars are +/- standard error.
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Figure 4-11: EROD activity, pericardial area, and mortality of zebrafish larvae exposed to environmentally
relevant PAH mixtures and hypoxia or normoxia.
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Figure 4-11 (Cont.) EROD activity (lines), pericardial area (bars), and mortality
(tables) of zebrafish larvae exposed to environmentally relevant PAH mixtures and
hypoxia or normoxia. ERSE (A, B) EROD activity was induced by ERSE and reduced by
hypoxia (oxygen*ERSE interaction: p<0.0001). ERSE induced pericardial edema non-
significantly under normoxia and this effect was exacerbated by hypoxia (oxygen*ERSE
interaction: p<0.002). There was no significant mortality in fish treated with ERSE and
normoxia, however under hypoxia there was mortality at higher doses of ERSE
(oxygen*ERSE interaction: p<0.0001). CT (C,D) EROD activity was induced by CT and
reduced by hypoxia (oxygen*CT interaction: p<0.0001). CT induced pericardial edema
at 50ppm under normoxia and this effect was exacerbated by hypoxia (oxygen*CT
interaction: p<0.0001). There was no significant mortality in fish treated with CT and
normoxia, however under hypoxia there was mortality at higher doses of CT (oxygen*CT
interaction: p<0.0001). Treatments that do not share a letter are significantly different
from one another in pairwise comparisons (p<0.05); white uppercase letters refer to
pericardial area measurements and black lowercase letters refer to EROD
measurements. Error bars are +/- standard error.
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5 Teratogenic effects of photomodified carbazole on
zebrafish (Danio rerio) embryos are mediated by
the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR)

5.1 Introduction

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are ubiquitous environmental

pollutants that have been shown to cause developmental deformities, including cardiac

malformations, pericardial and yolk sac edema, and craniofacial malformations in fish

(Hylland 2006). The toxicity of some PAHs appears to be mediated through the aryl

hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) (Billiard et al. 2006; Incardona et al. 2006) and toxicity

may be exacerbated by interactions within mixtures of PAHs (Wassenberg and Di Giulio

2004a; Wassenberg et al. 2005). Toxicity of some PAHs is also exacerbated by

environmentally relevant levels of hypoxia and the toxicity of some complex PAH

mixtures is severely exacerbated by hypoxia (Chapter 4).

Some PAHs can also be photoactivated, resulting in increased toxicity. The

phototoxic potential of PAHs has been recognized since 1905 and evidence of

phototoxicity has been reported in a wide array of species, including invertebrates,

aquatic vertebrates and mammals (Arfsten et al. 1996). The generally accepted

mechanism of PAH phototoxicity is for the molecule to become excited by UV light, enter

into a triplet excited state with unpaired electrons, and then transfer that energy to

another molecule; this may be a biological molecule, resulting in damage to cellular

components or it may be molecular oxygen, leading to oxidative stress (Larson and

Berenbaum 1988; Yu 2002). Due to the short-lived nature of excited state molecules, the

PAH must have already been absorbed by the biological receptor or otherwise exist in

very close proximity to it for this to occur. A third possible mechanism of PAH
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phototoxicity is through toxicity of the products of photolysis or photooxidation.

Although early studies indicated that photoproducts of anthracene did not play a role in

phototoxicity to fish (Bowling et al. 1983), there has since been evidence showing toxicity

of PAH photoproducts in plants and Daphnia (Huang et al. 1995; Mallakin et al. 2002;

Lampi et al. 2006). Additionally, preliminary studies in our laboratory regarding

interactions between PAHs and hypoxia revealed embryotoxicity using some older

chemical stocks that could not be replicated when newer chemicals were ordered for

more formal experimentation. We hypothesized that the modification of these chemicals

over time may have been a result of oxidation and such products may also be produced

by photomodification under environmentally relevant conditions. The experiments

presented here were designed to test the hypothesis that photo-exposed PAHs form

photoproducts that interact synergistically with hypoxia to induce developmental toxicity

in zebrafish. We tested this hypothesis with a variety of PAHs and only carbazole was

found to induce developmental toxicity after being exposed to ambient sunlight.

Therefore, further experiments involving the mechanism of this toxicity and the

potential identity of the photoproducts involved were pursued only with carbazole.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Fish care

Wild-type adult zebrafish (Danio rerio) obtained from Ekkwill Waterlife

Resources (Gibsonton, FL) were fed a mixture of live Artemia (Brine Shrimp Direct,

Ogden, UT) and a 50/50 mixture of Zeigler Adult Zebrafish Complete Diet (Aquatic

Habitats, Apopka, FL) and Cyclop-eeze (Argent Laboratories, Redmond, WA). They

were maintained at 27°C on a 14h light, 10h dark cycle. Egg collection boxes were placed
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in tanks housing males and females together. Eggs were removed from collection boxes,

rinsed with 30% Danieau water (Nasevicius and Ekker 2000) and screened for

fertilization and normal development. Embryos were maintained at 28.5°C in 1X

Danieau on a 14h light, 10h dark cycle throughout treatment. All fish care and

experimental techniques were reviewed and approved by the Duke University

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (A279-08-10).

5.2.2 Chemicals

Benzo[a]pyrene (BaP), benzo[k]fluoranthene (BkF), dibenzothiophene (DBT), 2-

aminoanthracene (AA), carbazole (C), pyrene (PY), anthracene (ANT), 7-ethoxyresorufin

(ER), indole, 2-methyl indole (2MI), 3-methyl indole (3MI), 3-acetylindole (3AI), indole-

2-carboxylic acid (I2CA), indole-3-carboxylic acid (I3CA), and isatin were obtained from

Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Indigo was obtained from TCI (Tokyo, Japan).

Indirubin was synthesized following previously published methods (Moon et al. 2006).

All dosing stocks were made in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and stored in glass amber

vials at -20°C until use.

5.2.3 Sunlight exposure

Sunlight exposures were performed using DMSO stocks as well as aqueous

dosing solutions. For the first round of sunlight exposures, 7 mL of each DMSO stock

was placed in a 30 mL Pyrex beaker and placed on the roof of a building in Durham, NC

to be exposed to ambient sunlight from 9AM until 7PM on October 8, 2009. Chemical

stocks exposed on this date included 5 mg/mL BaP, 1 mg/mL BkF, 10 mg/mL DBT, 10

mg/mL AA, 10 mg/mL C, 5 mg/mL PY, and 10 mg/mL ANT. At the end of the exposure,
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stocks were stored in glass vials in the dark at -20°C. Subsequent sunlight exposures

were performed with only carbazole.

On October, 20, 2009, a carbazole stock (7 mL of 10 mg/mL in DMSO) was

exposed in a round glass dish 3 cm deep and 5 cm in diameter, resulting in a total liquid

depth of about 0.4 cm. It was stored in the dark in a glass vial overnight at 4°C then

exposed again on October 21, 2009, such that that stock received two days of sunlight

exposure. On the second day, another carbazole stock was exposed in the same manner

as the first, but for only one day. Stocks were stored in glass vials in the dark at -20°C

until used for dosing or chemistry. The duration of exposure on both days was 9AM

until 5PM.

On February 26, 2010, another set of exposures was performed. Once again, 7mL

of a 10 mg/mL carbazole stock in DMSO was exposed in the same manner as the ones on

October 20 and 21, 2009. Additionally, 300 mL of dosing solution was prepared by

adding an unexposed carbazole stock to 30 % Danieau (Nasevicius and Ekker 2000) to

achieve a final concentration of 2 mg/L carbazole. This was exposed in a round glass

dish 6 cm deep and 12.5 cm in diameter, resulting in a total liquid depth of about 2.4 cm.

This solution was stored in a glass bottle in the dark at 4°C until use. On March 20, 2010

another exposure of dosing solution was performed in the same manner as the one on

February 26, 2010 to provide sufficient materials for morpholino gene knockdown

experiments (described below). Each of these sunlight exposures was conducted from

9AM until 5PM.

Each of the days chosen for sunlight exposures was predicted to be sunny and

clear, eliminating the problem of cloud cover. All exposures were conducted in Durham,

NC (35.988088, -78.928759).
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5.2.4 Prediction of solar spectra

Predicted solar spectra for the days when sunlight exposures were performed

were produced using the Bird Simple Spectral Model (Bird and Riordan 1986), which

was available for download at http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/models/spectral/ as of

October 14, 2010. The predicted solar spectra presented represent the direct solar

radiation hitting the surface of the earth in Durham, NC (35.988088, -78.928759) at

noon on the day indicated. Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) values were obtained from the

Walker Branch (35.95, -84.28) site on AERONET (Holben 2010). Because data were not

available for the specific months in which the exposures were performed, the average

AOD value for each month was used. Total ozone values were obtained for each day of

sunlight exposure from NASA’s Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer site (NASA 2010).

Values for total precipitable water vapor at noon each day were obtained from Suominet

(Ware et al. 2000); values used were from the NCRD site.

5.2.5 Temperature and solar radiation values

Solar radiation and temperature values were obtained for each of the days on

which sunlight exposures were conducted. Values were obtained from the National

Climatic Data Center station NC Durham 11 W—Duke Forest—Duke University (NCDC

2010). Measurements at the station are reported hourly and the minimum, maximum

and mean values are presented here along with the total solar radiation for the duration

of the exposure (sum of the hourly measurements during the exposure).
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5.2.6 Morpholino injections

These methods were based on previously published methodology for morpholino

injection in zebrafish embryos (Billiard et al. 2006). We used a morpholino (Gene Tools,

Philomath, OR) that had been previously designed to block initiation of translation for

zebrafish aryl hydrocarbon receptor 2 (AhR2) (5’-TGTACCGATACCCGCCGACATGGTT-

3’) (Teraoka et al. 2003). The standard Gene Tools control morpholino (5’-

CCTCTTACCTCAGTTACAATTTATA-3’) was used as the control morpholino for these

experiments. Morpholinos were used at a dilution of 100 μM in 30% Danieau for

injection (Nasevicius and Ekker 2000). Morpholinos were tagged with a 3’-end

carboxyfluorescein modification to verify injection success. For injections, embryos at

the one- to four-cell stage were injected with approximately 3 nL of morpholino using a

Narishige IM300 Microinjector (East Meadow, NY). Embryos were screened at 24hpf

for normal development and strong-uniform fluorescence prior to dosing.

5.2.7 Chemical dosing

Zebrafish eggs were screened at 24 hpf for normal development and placed five

per vial in 20 mL glass scintillation vials. In each experiment, three replicate vials per

dose were prepared and multiple replicate experiments were performed for each set of

experimental conditions. For experiments with DMSO stocks, 7.5 mL 30% Danieau was

added to each vial and then each vial was dosed independently with an appropriate

volume of DMSO stock. For experiments where an aqueous dosing solution was exposed

to sunlight prior to dosing, this solution was warmed to room temperature in the dark,

then an appropriate volume of dosing solution was added to each vial to achieve the

desired final concentration in 7.5 mL total volume. The remaining volume was made up
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with 30% Danieau. Controls were dosed with DMSO as a carrier control; final

concentrations of DMSO were 0.02-0.03% (v/v). Embryos remained in dosing solution

from 24 hpf until 96 hpf when they were rinsed in 30% Danieau prior to imaging.

5.2.8 Hypoxia exposures

Hypoxia exposures were performed in a Heraeus Heracell 150 Tri-Gas Cell

Culture Incubator (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA). This incubator was maintained at

the same temperature and light cycle as the normoxic embryos, described above.

Hypoxia exposures were performed at 7.4% oxygen (with ambient air assumed to be 21%

oxygen); oxygen adjustment was accomplished by injection of nitrogen into the

incubator and was regulated constantly throughout the 72 hour exposure (24 hpf to 96

hpf). Once placed in the hypoxia incubator, the oxygen in the vials was allowed to

equilibrate with the ambient air. Preliminary testing indicated that this process took

approximately 6-8 hours so the actual hypoxia exposure began gradually and dissolved

oxygen would not have reached 7.4% (approximately 2.7 mg/L) until about 32 to 34 hpf.

5.2.9 In vivo 7-ethoxyresorufin-O-deethylase (EROD) and deformity
screening

An in vivo EROD activity assay (Billiard et al. 2006) was used to measure CYP1A

activity. This is assay is modified from in ovo EROD methods developed in killifish

(Fundulus heteroclitus) (Nacci et al. 1998; Nacci et al. 2005). As described in more

detail by Billiard et al. (2006), after 21 μg/L (7-ethoxyresorufin) ER was added during

dosing at 24 hpf, larvae were rinsed at 96 hpf. They were anesthetized with MS222,

immobilized in a 3% methylcellulose solution, and imaged at 50X in a left lateral

orientation with a rhodamine red filter set (Zeiss Axioskop, Thornwood, NY, USA). The
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fluorescent resorufin metabolite accumulates in the gastrointestinal tract of the

zebrafish. EROD values (fluorescent intensity) are expressed as percent normoxia

control. Imaging for deformity screening was performed at the same time as EROD and

images were captured under brightfield at 50X. Images were analyzed using IPLabs

Software (BD Biosciences, Rockville, MD) or ImageJ

(http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/index.html). The 2D area of the pericardium was manually

traced then measured by the software. Results are presented as percentage of normoxia

control values.

5.2.10 RNA extraction and reverse transcription

Embryos dosed for gene expression experiments were exposed for 24 hours (from

24 hpf to 48 hpf) and then fixed in RNA Later (Ambion, Foster City, CA) overnight at 4°C

before being transferred to -80°C for storage. Two vials of 5 embryos were pooled for

each replicate and there was a minimum of 3 replicates of 10 embryo pools used for each

treatment condition. RNA extractions were performed with RNABee following

manufacturer protocol (Tel-Test, Friendswood, TX). Briefly, RNA Later was removed by

pipetting and zebrafish were homogenized in RNABee. Chloroform was added and the

aqueous and organic components of this mixture were separated by centrifugation. The

aqueous layer containing RNA was removed and the RNA was precipitated with

isopropanol and washed with 75% ethanol. Pelleted RNA was then dissolved in

nuclease-free water and stored at -80°C until reverse transcription. RNA quantity and

purity were assessed spectrophotometically using a Nano Drop ND-100 (Wilmington,

DE). Reverse transcription was performed using the Omniscript complementary DNA

(cDNA) synthesis kit for Reverse Transcription (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) using 500 ng RNA
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per reaction, random hexamer primers, and RNase inhibitor (RNaseOUT, Invitrogen,

Carlsbad, CA). After reverse transcription, cDNAs were diluted to a working stock of 4

ng/μL.

5.2.11 Quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR)

Primer sequences used in these experiments are presented in Table 5-1. β-actin

primer sequences were a gift of Kyle Erwin and Margaret Kirby (Duke University

Medical Center) and the forward primer is described in Grimes et al. (2008).

Cytochrome P450-1A (CYP1A) primers were published previously (Timme-Laragy et al.

2007), as were glutathione S-transferase π (GSTp) and glutamate-cysteine ligase

catalytic subunit (GCLc) primers (Timme-Laragy et al. 2009) and glutathione peroxidase

1 (GPx), CuZn superoxide dismutase (CuZnSOD or SOD1) and Mn superoxide dismutase

(MnSOD or SOD2) primers (Malek et al. 2004). 25 μL qPCR reactions were performed

with 200 nmol of each primer, 12.5 μL 2x SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied

Biosystems, Foster City, CA), 4 ng cDNA, and nuclease-free water. qPCR reactions were

performed in an ABI PRISM 7300 Real Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems) under

the following thermal cycle profile: 10 min at 95°C, 40 replicates of 15 sec at 95°C then 1

min at 60°C, and finally a dissociation curve calculation step. All samples were run in

duplicate. Data were analyzed using the 7300 System SDS Software version 1.3.1

(Applied Biosystems). The comparative CT method (Livak and Schmittgen 2001) was

used to determine fold induction of CYP1A mRNA by comparing its CT to that of the

reference gene, β-actin.
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5.2.12 Chemistry

For those samples in DMSO, 3 mL was diluted with 3 mL of deionized water in a

glass centrifuge tube, 10 mL of dichloromethane (DCM) was added and samples were

vortexed for 20 s and then extracted for 30 min in the dark on an end-over-end shaker.

The organic fraction was removed, and the extraction was repeated two more times and

added to the first fraction. Samples were acidified to pH 2 with 1 drop concentrated HCl

and extracted an additional 3 times. For these samples, the organic fractions from the

unacidified and acidified extractions were concentrated separately to 500 µL using rapid

evaporation (Turbo Vap, Zymark Inc.) followed by gentle evaporation under N2.

Aqueous samples were extracted using a similar procedure, except acidified and

unacidified extractions were combined during the concentration step, and extractions

used 100 mL of sample, 100 mL of DCM, and 2 drops of HCl. Half (250 µL) of the

extract was derivatized with 0.75 mL ethereal diazomethane solution for 2 h at 4°C in the

dark, evaporated to dryness under a gentle stream of N2, and resuspended in 250 µL

DCM. To the remaining 250 µL of the extract, 100 µL of an internal standard mix

containing 2 µg mL-1 each of d8-naphthalene, d10-phenanthrene, d10-pyrene and d12-

benzo[a]pyrene were added, and extracts were analyzed for carbazole and carbazole

degradation products by gas chromatography and mass spectrometry (GC/MS) (Agilent

GC 6890N, MS 5975) in electron impact (EI) mode with splitless injection (280°C).

Separation of analytes was achieved on a DB-XLB column (30 m, 250 µm nominal

diameter, 0.25 µm film thickness; J&W Scientific) using an oven temperature program

with a thermal gradient (40°C for 0.6 min, increase to 280°C over 10 min, hold at 280°C

for 14 min) under constant flow at 1.3 ml min-1. For degradation product identification,

GC/MS analyses were conducted in scan mode. All quantitative analyses were conducted
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using selected ion monitoring (SIM). For DMSO solutions, the amounts of compound

extracted in the acidified and unacidified extractions were summed. Structures,

identification support and references, and ions used in SIM analyses of carbazole and

carbazole degradation products are presented in Table 5-2 and Figure 5-1. References to

structure numbers in text, tables and figures are presented in bold italics; e.g.,

“carbazole (12).”

Identification and concentration of carbazole and several degradation products

were determined using authentic standards: indole (1, Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), 2-methyl

indole (3, Aldrich), 3-methyl indole (4, Aldrich), 3-acetylindole (7, Aldrich), indole-2-

carboxylic acid ( 9, Aldrich), indole-3-carboxylic acid ( 10, Aldrich), isatin (11, Fluka, St.

Louis, MO), and indigo ( 18, TCI, Tokyo, Japan). Indirubin (19) used for identification

and quantitation of samples was synthesized according to Moon et al. (2006), and

determined to be >95% purity based on GC/MS and melting point analyses. All other

degradation products were identified using spectral libraries (NIST 2005), and/or by

comparison to reference spectra from previously published research. Where authentic

standards were not available and spectral libraries were used for identification,

degradation product spectra showed 93% or greater match to library spectra, and

amounts of all these products were reported as relative response of peak area for the

appropriate quantification ion (see Table 5-2) compared to that of the appropriate

internal standard.

Embryos used for chemistry were dosed at 24 hpf and flash frozen at 48 hpf.

They were then thawed, manually dechorionated, weighed and homogenized in 15

μL/mg methanol (first experiments) or acetone (second experiments, used for easier

homogenization). They were then extracted three times with 4 mL ethyl acetate,
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combining all three extractions for each sample. Extractions were concentrated under

N2, exchanged into DCM and filtered through a 0.45 μm nylon membrane. Internal

standards were added and samples were analyzed for carbazole and photomodification

products by GC/MS-EI as described above.

5.2.13 Statistics

Since each vial was dosed independently, data were pooled by vial for analysis.

Statistical significance was assessed using JMP version 8 (Cary, NC). ANOVA was used

to test for treatment effects and interactions. In the case of significant ANOVA, a post

hoc Tukey’s HSD test was performed to determine statistical significance of pairwise

comparisons. A p value of 0.05 was used for determination of statistical significance in

all cases.

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Sunlight exposures

The sunlight exposures performed in this study were performed in October,

February, and March, when days are shorter and sunlight is less direct than during the

summer months. Predicted solar spectra along with actual measurements of

temperature and solar radiation are presented for October 21, 2009, February 26, 2010,

and March 20, 2010 (Figure 5-2). The spectrum and measurements for October 20,

2009 are not presented for simplicity, but were very similar to the measurements for

October 21, 2009. Also, a predicted spectrum and climate data are presented for the

most recent summer solstice (June 21, 2010). The weather on each of these days was

sunny, such that differences between them are not due to cloud cover. The predicted
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spectra for all three days are relatively similar, though the ones from February and

March strangely show higher predicted peak solar irradiance than June. This appears to

be related to the values for aerosol optical depth used, which were monthly averages and

may have incorporated a number of overcast days in June. Total measured solar

irradiance, however, was highest in June as would be expected. The lowest total solar

radiation was seen in October, with slightly higher radiation in February and even higher

radiation in March. In addition to differences in solar radiation, there were substantial

differences in temperature for the days when the experiments were conducted.

Temperatures in February (low of 0.3°C, mean of 5.3°C) were much lower than in

October (low of 13.2°C, mean of 21.0°C). Thus any differences seen between the DMSO

stock exposed for a single day in October and the one exposed for a single day in

February may be related to different temperatures during exposure rather than different

solar radiation. Both temperatures and solar radiation were higher in March than in

February, so differences between the dosing solutions from these days may result from

greater rates of photomodification in March.

5.3.2 Developmental effects of PAH photoproducts

In preliminary experiments, BaP, BkF, AA, ANT, PY, C, and DBT were all exposed

to ambient sunlight from 9AM to 7PM on a sunny day (October 8, 2009). Embryos were

dosed at 24 hpf and were screened for deformities at 96 hpf. In this preliminary

experiment, deformity screening was performed visually at the microscope and fish were

noted as either deformed or not. Of the compounds tested, carbazole was the only case

where embryo-toxicity was observed with the photomodified compound that was not
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observed with the unmodified compound. Therefore, only carbazole was used in

subsequent experiments.

At 96 hpf, embryos dosed with sunlight-exposed carbazole DMSO stocks (CD)

exhibited pericardial edema, yolk sac edema, craniofacial malformations, and lack of

swim bladder inflation (Figure 5-3). Hypoxia exacerbated these effects; heart

deformities were also present in some embryos as a lack of proper looping and

elongation of the heart. Significant mortality was also observed in zebrafish embryos

exposed to a combination of CD and hypoxia (Table 5-3).

Quantification of pericardial edema in CD exposed embryos revealed that a

second day of sunlight exposure resulted in more severe pericardial edema (Figure 5-4A,

5-4B), but not a similar increase in mortality (Table 5-3). This may indicate that the

photoproduct(s) responsible for the toxicity are relatively photostable such that a second

day of sunlight exposure results in further accumulation of photoproduct without further

photolysis of the relevant photoproducts formed in the first day of exposure or that

further photomodification is producing more teratogenic products. Pericardial edema

was also more severe in fish dosed with CD exposed on February 26, 2010 than in fish

dosed with CD exposed on October 21, 2009 (Figure 5-4A, 5-4D) while mortality was

lower with the highest concentration of the CD from February, 26, 2010 (Table 5-3). The

measured solar radiation on the two days was comparable, so any differences between

the photoproducts formed on the two days would be best explained by differences in the

spectra on the two days (in which there was greater radiation in the UV range predicted

for February than October) or to lesser rates of photomodification at lower temperatures

(average temperature on October 21, 2009 was 21.0°C while the average temperature on

February 26, 2010 was 5.3°C). Another possible interpretation of both instances of
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increased severity of pericardial edema with similar or slightly lower mortality than the

CD from October 21, 2009 is that the individuals from the experiments with the October

21, 2009 CD with the most severe edema had already died at screening whereas the

individuals with the most severe edema were still alive in the experiments with CD from

February 26, 2010 and/or the 2 day CD from October 20 and 21, 2009. Therefore, it is

possible that there were similar levels of toxicity between all three of these carbazole

solutions, with differences appearing due to slightly delayed mortality in the most severe

cases of edema in the latter two exposures. Exposure of an aqueous carbazole dosing

solution to sunlight (CA) rather than the DMSO stock resulted in a shift of the dose

response curve to the right, indicating a reduction in toxicity. The most likely

explanation for this is that, due to the larger volume, liquid depths in the aqueous

carbazole sunlight exposure were about 2.4 cm compared to only 0.4 cm in the DMSO

stock exposures, resulting in attenuation of UV light and less excitation of carbazole

compared to the DMSO stock exposures. However, some solvents are capable of acting

as photosensitizers (Kochany and Maguire 1994) and it is possible that the greater

toxicity of the photo-exposed DMSO stock is due to photosensitization. Sunlight

exposure of DMSO (without carbazole) did not result in any embryotoxicity (data not

shown), eliminating the possibility of phototoxic effects of DMSO resulting in the

differences between the toxicity of the CD and CA solutions.

5.3.3 Mechanism of toxicity of sunlight-exposed carbazole

Some common photoproducts of PAHs, such as quinones, are capable of inducing

oxidative stress (Mallakin et al. 2000; Mallakin et al. 2002; Yu 2002). Because of this,

and because PAH mixtures which induce a similar set of developmental endpoints have
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been shown to induce antioxidant genes (Timme-Laragy et al. 2009), expression of a

number of genes that are induced by prooxidants was examined. There was no

significant induction of GPx, MnSOD, or CuZnSOD and expression of GcLc was lower in

embryos exposed to either parent carbazole or a photo-exposed carbazole DMSO stock

(CD) (Figure 5-5). These same genes are induced by the combination of α-napthoflavone

and β-naphtoflavone and inhibited by knockdown of the antioxidant response element

transcription factor, NRF2 (Timme-Laragy et al. 2009), so it does not appear that

antioxidant defenses are being stimulated by photomodified carbazole. GSTp was

induced 3-4 fold by CD, but not induced by parent carbazole. Because GSTp may be

regulated by AhR in addition to NRF2, expression of CYP1A was also examined in these

embryos. CYP1A was induced 150-200 fold by CD and not induced by parent carbazole.

This level of induction is similar to the synergistic induction reported in zebrafish treated

with a combination of model PAHs α-napthoflavone and β-naphthoflavone (Timme-

Laragy et al. 2007), slightly higher than the 115 fold induction seen in zebrafish embryos

treated with 2 ng/mL 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) (Prasch et al. 2004),

and higher than the ~85 fold induction seen with 100 μg/L BkF (Figure 4-5). Such

pronounced induction of CYP1A and GSTp by CD suggests that something in this

mixture is acting as a potent agonist of the AhR. CYP1A activity (EROD) was measured

in zebrafish embryos exposed to each of the photo-exposed DMSO stocks (CD) and the

photo-exposed aqueous dosing solution (CA). Unmodified carbazole has been previously

shown to act as a CYP1A inhibitor (Wassenberg et al. 2005) which is further indicated by

our results in here; EROD activity was reduced by all concentrations of parent carbazole

(Figure 5-6C). All of the CD and CA solutions induced EROD to some extent (values

range from 120-310% control) (Figure 5-6A,B,D,E), indicating that the induction of
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CYP1A gene expression seen in Figure 5-5 was sufficient to overcome the inhibition of

CYP1A protein activity by any unmodified carbazole remaining in the photo-exposed

solutions.

To test the role of the presumed AhR agonists in the toxicity of sunlight exposed

carbazole, morpholino knockdown of AhR2 was performed. There was no toxicity

evident with carbazole alone, and knockdown of AhR2 did not affect this (Figure 5-7).

CD from October 21, 2010 significantly induced pericardial edema to about 200% of

control levels under normoxia and about 430% of control under hypoxia. Knockdown of

AhR2 by morpholino significantly reduced this effect with 130% control pericardial

edema under normoxia and 160% control under hypoxia. While there was also

decreased mortality in the morpholino-injected embryos, this effect was not statistically

significant (Table 5-4). AhR2 knockdown also provided partial protection from

pericardial edema induced by CA under hypoxia; non-injected embryos showed a 300%

induction of pericardial edema while there was only a 210% induction in injected

embryos. These results support a role for AhR2 in the developmental toxicity we

observed with photomodified carbazole. Rescue of toxicity caused by both CD and CA

under hypoxia was incomplete, with significantly elevated pericardial edema still existing

in AhR2-mo injected embryos. This may indicate that there is also an alternate, non-

AhR mediated mechanism for the toxicity of photoactivated carbazole, but could also be

the result of incomplete knockdown of AhR via the morpholino. These results are

consistent with a role of AhR in the developmental toxicity of other known PAH or

polyhalogenated aromatic hydrobarbon (pHAH) AhR agonists to zebrafish (Prasch et al.

2003; Teraoka et al. 2003; Carney et al. 2004; Billiard et al. 2006). Protection by
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morpholino knockdown of AhR2 was also incomplete in most of these studies, but

complete in most of the toxic endpoints measured by Prasch et al. (2003).

5.3.4 Identity of carbazole photomodification products

Only a small percentage of carbazole was converted to quantified photoproducts

during the sunlight exposures in these experiments (Figure 5-8A). In both of the single

day exposures of DMSO stocks (CD), about 1% of the carbazole was converted; in the

two-day exposure, this amount was doubled as expected. When an aqueous dosing

solution was exposed to sunlight (CA), only about 0.4% of the carbazole was converted to

photoproducts. This difference is most likely a result of a greater liquid depth in this

exposure compared to the DMSO exposures, though it may also indicate that

photosensitization is taking place in the DMSO solution as some other solvents have

been reported to act as photosensitizers (Kochany and Maguire 1994). In either case, the

implication is that these reactions may take place much more slowly in the natural

environment where light attenuation in the water will be greater. Additionally, natural

substances in the water column may complex with PAHs or quench excited states and

prevent photolysis (Kochany and Maguire 1994). Possibly counteracting the potential

sources for inhibition of photomodification in natural waters, these experiments were

performed in the spring and autumn. During summer months, days are longer, solar

radiation is greater, and temperatures are warmer, all of which will enhance

photomodification. Additionally, these exposures were performed over a maximum of

two days while carbazole in natural waters will be exposed to sunlight over much longer

time frames. Further experimentation is needed under more environmentally relevant

conditions to determine the potential for carbazole photomodification in natural waters
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and the likelihood that significant developmental toxicity might be seen following

exposure to these photoproducts.

Twenty one photoproducts were identified by GC/MS and comparison to a

spectral library (NIST 2005). Due to the high amount of carbazole remaining in the

photoexposed solutions, a number of other photoproducts may be hidden under the

carbazole peak and could not be identified. The identified photoproducts included

indole and a number of indole derivatives, carbazole derivatives and carbazole dimers

(Figure 5-1). Several of these compounds, such as the methylated derivatives and the

phenothiazine may indicate a role of the DMSO in the formation of the photoproducts.

DMSO was used in these studies to allow for maintenance of concentrated chemical

stocks without high levels of solvent toxicity. While sources of sulfur and carbon in

natural waters may allow for formation of these photoproducts, they are not the types of

products typically reported from photomodification of PAHs, further emphasizing the

importance of confirming these results with a more environmentally relevant

experimental design.

Of the identified products, ten were quantified with the use of available

standards. Quantification of these compounds revealed that there was a shift in the most

prevalent photoproducts between the DMSO stocks and the aqueous dosing solution. In

all three of the DMSO stocks exposed to sunlight, the most prevalent of the quantified

photoproducts was I2CA (Figure 5-8B). In the aqueous solution, there is a shift toward

I3CA and isatin. Oddly, when a dosing solution was made with the DMSO stock from

February 26, 2010 and then incubated for 72h at 28°C to simulate the embryo exposures,

there was also a shift from I2CA to I3CA. It is unclear why there would be a shift from

one isomer to another when the DMSO stock is added to 30% Danieau. Quantities of
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each photoproduct measured are available in Table 5-5. When carbazole and carbazole

photoproducts were measured in zebrafish embryos that had been exposed to CD, a

much lower percentage of carbazole was found (less than 20% in all cases) (Figure 5-9A).

Often, PAH photoproducts are more accessible than the parent compound; exposure of

organisms in the water column to the compounds is increased because they are more

water soluble than parent PAHs, yet still lipophilic enough to accumulate in biological

membranes (Lampi et al. 2000). Not surprisingly, I3CA, the isomer that was dominant

in the aqueous solutions, is also the isomer that is most prevalent in the embryos, though

I2CA was found at 10-40% as well (Figure 5-9B). There were no consistent differences

between embryos exposed under hypoxia and normoxia. While there was more

carbazole and isatin per egg in the eggs from the hypoxia exposures in the experiments

with 50 eggs pooled, the same was not true in the experiments with 100 eggs pooled.

5.3.5 Role of photoproducts in toxicity

Each of the photoproducts quantified was tested for its ability to induce CYP1A

activity and developmental toxicity in zebrafish embryos. None of the photoproducts

induced pericardial edema or any other apparent embryotoxicity (Table 5-6). EROD

activity was induced by 2MI (180% control), 3MI (160% control), I2CA (430% control)

and indigo (160% control). In none of these cases was EROD activity induced strongly

enough to account for the induction (about 200% control) seen with photo-exposed

carbazole, which contained a very high amount of parent carbazole, a CYP1A inhibitor.

EROD activity was actually decreased to 68% control by indirubin. Both indigo and

indirubin have been found to be strong AhR agonists in yeast assays, with indirubin

acting as a stronger agonist than TCDD (Adachi et al. 2001). However, unlike TCDD,
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indigo and indirubin are easily metabolized in liver cells and have been found to be less

potent than TCDD in mammalian cells (Knockaert et al. 2004; Sugihara et al. 2004).

Even though there is reduced activity relative to TCDD in these studies, AhR and CYP1A

activity was still significantly induced by indirubin in mammalian cells. It is unclear why

there was a decrease in EROD activity with indirubin in our experiments. It is possible

that indirubin is not an agonist in fish as it is in mammals, but further testing would be

necessary to confirm this. In preliminary experiments with a dose response curve

spanning five orders of magnitude, EROD induction was never seen with indirubin. At

the highest concentration (1 μM), the yolk of the fish was purple (the same color as the

indirubin dosing stocks), indicating that it is not an issue of the compounds not crossing

the chorion or otherwise not being absorbed.

Synergistic toxicity between PAHs that act as AhR agonists and those that inhibit

CYP1A has been demonstrated previously (Wassenberg and Di Giulio 2004a;

Wassenberg et al. 2005; Billiard et al. 2006). Because 2MI, 3MI, I2CA, and indigo have

been shown to induce CYP1A activity, presumably through AhR pathway activation, and

there is a high concentration of the CYP1A inhibitor carbazole in the photoexposed

solutions, we hypothesized that the toxicity seen in the photoexposed carbazole solutions

resulted from interactions between AhR agonist photoproducts and carbazole. However,

no toxicity was seen in binary mixtures of carbazole and each of the four CYP1A-inducing

photoproducts (Figure 5-10). Additionally, as expected, there was no EROD induction

present when any of the proposed AhR agonists was dosed in concert with carbazole. It

does not appear that the photoproducts tested were responsible for the EROD induction

seen in this study nor that the embryotoxicity observed resulted from synergistic

interactions between these compounds and parent carbazole.
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To ensure that other, unanticipated mixture effects are not happening between

the quantified photoproducts, simulated photo-exposed mixtures were generated with

carbazole and each of the quantified photoproducts at the concentrations measured by

GC/MS. Mixtures were generated to simulate the highest concentration used in these

studies (2000 μg/L carbazole). None of the simulated mixtures caused any

developmental toxicity and EROD induction was inhibited in all cases (Figure 5-11),

likely due to the high concentration of carbazole present in all of the simulated mixtures.

The identity of the photoproduct(s) responsible for the induction of CYP1A and

developmental toxicity seen with exposure to photo-exposed carbazole remains

uncertain.

5.4 Conclusion

We have demonstrated that exposure of carbazole to ambient sunlight results in

the production of a variety of photoproducts. One or more of these photoproducts

induces CYP1A mRNA and activity, likely through AhR agonism; induction of mRNA is

on par with CYP1A induction by TCDD. Photo-exposed carbazole also induces

significant developmental toxicity in zebrafish which is exacerbated by hypoxia and

mediated by AhR. It remains unclear which photoproduct(s) are responsible for the

strong CYP1A induction and teratogenesis; there is a strong possibility that the observed

toxicity is a result of synergism between the parent carbazole, a CYP1A inhibitor, and

whichever photoproduct(s) are inducing CYP1A so strongly. Further experimentation is

necessary to confirm the environmental relevance of this phenomenon and to attempt to

identify the photoproducts involved.
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Figure 5-2: Predicted solar spectra and actual solar radiation and temperatures during sunlight exposures
and on the summer solstice.
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Figure 5-2 (cont.) Predicted solar spectra for three of the days on which sunlight
exposures were conducted (October 21, 2009, February 26, 2010, and March 20, 2010)
and for the summer solstice (June 21, 2010) are presented in the graphs. Methods used
to predict spectra are presented in section 5.2.4. Numbers in the upper right of each
graph represent the following statistics regarding temperature (in °C) and solar radiation
(in W/m2) for the exposure duration (9AM-5PM) on each day: Tmin and Rmin are the
minimum temperatures and solar radiation measurements, respectively; Tmax and Rmax

are the maximum temperatures and solar radiation measurements, respectively; Tmean

and Rmean are the mean temperatures and solar radiation measurements, respectively;
and Rtotal is the summed hourly solar radiation measurements for exposure duration.
Temperature and solar radiation measurements are from the National Climatic Data
Center station NC Durham 11 W – Duke Forest – Duke University (NCDC 2010) and are
reported hourly.
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Figure 5-3: Effects of carbazole previously exposed to sunlight on
developing zebrafish.

Representative images of 96 hpf zebrafish larvae that were treated with a previously
photo-exposed (February 26, 2010) carbazole DMSO stock (CD). Pericardial edema,
yolk sac edema, craniofacial malformations and failure of the swim bladder to inflate are
all evident in exposed fish. Hypoxia severely exacerbated these effects and a stringy
heart deformity can be seen in these fish.
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Figure 5-4: Pericardial edema in zebrafish exposed to carbazole or
photo-exposed carbazole.
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Figure 5-4 (cont.) Average normalized two-dimensional pericardial area of zebrafish
embryos exposed from 24 hpf to 96 hpf to carbazole (C) and photo-exposed carbazole
(CD or CA). (A) Carbazole was exposed for 8 hours to sunlight on October 21, 2009, then
zebrafish embryos were dosed with the resultant mixture. This mixture induced
pericardial edema and concomitant hypoxia exposure exacerbated this effect.
Carbazole*oxygen interaction: p<0.0001. (B) Carbazole was exposed for 8 hours a day
for two days on October 21 and 22, 2009, then zebrafish embryos were dosed with the
resultant mixture. This mixture induced pericardial edema and concomitant hypoxia
exposure exacerbated this effect. Carbazole*oxygen interaction: p<0.0001. (C) Zebrafish
embryos were dosed with carbazole that had been stored away from light. There was no
effect of carbazole on pericardial area (main effect: p=0.6) nor was there any impact of
hypoxia on this (Carbazole*oxygen interaction: p=0.7). (D) Carbazole was exposed for 8
hours to sunlight on February 26, 2010, then zebrafish embryos were dosed with the
resultant mixture. This mixture induced pericardial edema and concomitant hypoxia
exposure exacerbated this effect. Carbazole*oxygen interaction: p<0.0001. (E) A 2000
μg/L aqueous carbazole dosing solution was exposed for 8 hours to sunlight on February
26, 2010, then zebrafish embryos were dosed with the solution or dilutions of it. There
was a non-significant increase in pericardial area with exposure to the dosing solution
and this was significantly exacerbated by hypoxia. Carbazole*oxygen interaction:
p<0.0001. Error bars are +/- standard error. Treatments not sharing a letter are
significantly different from one another in post hoc testing (p<0.05).
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Figure 5-5: Gene expression changes in response to treatment with
carbazole (C) or photo-exposed carbazole (CD).

Fold change of oxidative stress or AhR responsive genes in zebrafish embryos exposed to
C or CD from October 21, 2009 for 24h. There was no change in expression of GPx
(p=0.5), MnSOD (p=0.9), or CuZnSOD (p=0.06) with exposure to C or CD. There was
decreased expression of GcLc under exposure to both C and CD (p<0.009). There was
induction of GSTp (p<0.0001) and CYP1A (p<0.0001) by CD, but not C. Values
presented are means ± SE. Treatments not sharing a letter are significantly different
from one another in post hoc testing (p<0.05).
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Figure 5-6: EROD activity in zebrafish embryos exposed to carbazole
or photo-exposed carbazole.
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Figure 5-6 (Cont.) Average EROD induction in zebrafish larvae exposed from 24 hpf
to 96 hpf to carbazole (C) or photo-exposed carbazole (CD or CA). (A) Carbazole was
exposed for 8 hours to sunlight on 10-21-09, then zebrafish embryos were dosed with the
resultant mixture. This mixture induced EROD activity and concomitant hypoxia
exposure eliminated this effect. Carbazole*oxygen interaction: p<0.0001. (B) Carbazole
was exposed for 8 hours a day for two days on 10-21-09 and 10-22-09, then zebrafish
embryos were dosed with the resultant mixture. This mixture induced EROD activity
and concomitant hypoxia exposure reduced this effect. Carbazole*oxygen interaction:
p<0.0001. (C) Zebrafish embryos were dosed with carbazole that had been stored away
from light. EROD activity was reduced by carbazole (main effect: p<0.001) and hypoxia
(main effect: p<0.0002) but there was no significant interaction between the two
(Carbazole*oxygen interaction: p=0.08). (D) Carbazole was exposed for 8 hours to
sunlight on 2-26-10, then zebrafish embryos were dosed with the resultant mixture. This
mixture induced EROD activity (main effect p<0.03) and hypoxia exposure reduced
EROD activity (p<0.0003), but there was no significant interaction (Carbazole*oxygen
interaction: p=0.2). (E) A 2000 μg/L aqueous carbazole dosing solution was exposed
for 8 hours to sunlight on 2-26-10, then zebrafish embryos were dosed with the solution
or dilutions of it. EROD activity was induced by the 100μg/L dilution and hypoxia
eliminated this effect (Carbazole*oxygen interaction p<0.0001). Error bars are ±
standard error. Treatments not sharing a letter are significantly different from one
another in post hoc testing (p<0.05).
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Figure 5-7: Knockdown of AhR2 by morpholino protects from the
embryotoxicity of photo-exposed carbazole.

Average normalized two-dimensional pericardial area of zebrafish embryos exposed
from 24 hpf to 96 hpf to normoxia or hypoxia and 2000 μg/L carbazole (C), carbazole
DMSO stocks exposed to sunlight on 10-21-09 (CD) or a carbazole dosing solution
exposed to sunlight on 3-20-10 (CA). No toxicity was induced by carbazole. CD induced
pericardial edema under both normoxia and hypoxia and AhR2-mo ameliorated this
effect. CA induced pericardial edema under hypoxia and AhR2-mo ameliorated this
effect. (Carbazole*oxygen*morpholino interaction: p<0.0001). Error bars are ±
standard error. Treatments not sharing a letter are significantly different from one
another in post hoc testing (p<0.05).
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Figure 5-8: Production of carbazole photoproducts under natural
sunlight.
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Figure 5-8 (Cont.) Quantification of carbazole photomodification products under
varying conditions in natural sunlight. (A) Percentage of carbazole converted to
photoproducts. Only 0.5 to 2% of carbazole was converted to photomodified products
during exposure to ambient sunlight. (B) Relative abundance of the quantified
photomodification products. In all of the cases where a DMSO stock was exposed to
sunlight (CD), indole-2-carboxylic acid was the primary product identified. When an
aqueous dosing solution was exposed to sunlight (CA), indole-3-carboxylic acid was the
primary product identified. Oddly, when a dosing solution was made by adding CD to
water and incubating for the typical embryonic exposure period, the primary product
identified was indole-3-carboxylic acid and not indole-2-carboxylic acid.
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Figure 5-9: Absorption of carbazole photoproducts by zebrafish
embryos.
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Figure 5-9 (Cont.) Quantification of carbazole and carbazole photomodification
products in zebrafish embryos exposed to CD from February 26, 2010. Embryos were
exposed from 24 hpf to 48 hpf to 2000 μg/L CD then frozen for analysis. Treatments are
N- (Normoxia) and H- (Hypoxia) CD50: 50 embryos per replicate were pooled and
homogenized in methanol; N- and H-CD100: 100 embryos per replicate were pooled
and homogenized in acetone. Measurements were normalized to the number of eggs
used. (A) About 80-95% of the quantified products found in embryos was photoproduct
rather than parent carbazole. Error bars are ± SE. (B) The primary products found in
embryos were indole-2-carboxylic acid and indole-3-carboxylic acid.
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Figure 5-10: Pericardial edema and EROD activity in zebrafish embryos exposed to binary mixtures of
carbazole and carbazole photoproducts.
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Figure 5-10 (Cont.) Pericardial edema (bars) and EROD activity (lines) in zebrafish
embryos exposed to carbazole (1000 μg/L) and one of 4 carbazole photoproducts (2MI at
1000 μg/L, 3MI at 1000 μg/L, I2CA at 1000 μg/L, and indigo at 100 nM. There was no
significant embryotoxicity in any of the treatments (p>0.05). Both hypoxia and
carbazole eliminated induction of EROD activity by the photoproducts
(oxygen*carbazole*2MI: p<0.002; oxygen*carbazole*I2CA: p<0.0001;
oxygen*carbazole*indigo: p=0.05). Induction of EROD by 2MI was only non-
significantly elevated in these experiments (p>0.05). Abbreviations: C=carbazole;
2MI=2-methyl indole; 3MI=3-methyl indole; I2CA=indole-2-carboxylic acid;
IG=indigo. Error bars are ± standard error. Treatments not sharing a letter are
significantly different from one another in post hoc testing (p<0.05).
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Figure 5-11: Pericardial edema and EROD activity in zebrafish
embryos exposed to simulated photo-exposed carbazole solutions.

Photo-exposed carbazole solutions were simulated by adding each of the quantified
components at the appropriate concentration. There was no change in pericardial area
(bars) with any treatment (p=0.06). EROD activity was inhibited by each of the
simulated mixtures (p<0.0001) and also by hypoxia (p<0.0001). Error bars are ±
standard error. Treatments not sharing a letter are significantly different from one
another in post hoc testing (p<0.05).
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Table 5-1: Primer sequences.

Primer Sequences for Quantitative Real Time PCR

Gene Forward Primer Reverse Primer

β-actin 5’-AAGATCAAGATCATTGCTCCC-3’ 5’-CCAGACTCATCGTACTCCT-3’

CYP1A 5’-AGGACAACATCAGAGACATCACCG-3’ 5’-GATAGACAACCGCCCAGGACAGAG-3’

GSTp2 5’TCTGGACTCTTTCCCGTCTCTCAA-3’ 5’-ATTCACTGTTTGCCGTTGCCGT-3’

GcLc 5’-AAGTGGATGAGGGAGTTTGTTGCC-3’ 5’-CTTGTGGAGCAGGTCGTAGTTGAT-3’

GPx 5’-AGATGTCATTCCTGCACACG-3’ 5’-AAGGAGAAGCTTCCTCAGCC-3’

CuZnSOD 5’-CGCATGTTCCCAGACATCTA-3’ 5’-GAGCGGAAGATTGAGGATTG-3’

MnSOD 5’-CTAGCCCGCTGACATTACATC-3’ 5’-TTGCCCACATAGAAATGCAC-3’
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Table 5-2: GC/MS Identification parameters of compounds identified
in photo-exposed solutions of carbazole.

GC/MS identification parameters of compounds identified in photo-exposed solutions of carbazole.

Peak/
Structure

Compound Name Identifying Ionsa Internal Standard for
Quantitation

Identification support

1 Indole 117, 90, 63 d8-naphthalene Comparison to authentic standard

2 2-aminobenzoic acidb 151, 119, 92 d8-naphthalene 97% match to spectral libraryc

3 2-methyl indole 131, 130, 103, 77 d8-naphthalene Comparison to authentic standard

4 3-methyl indole 131, 130, 103, 77 d8-naphthalene Comparison to authentic standard

5 Benzoxazinone 161, 146, 117 d8-naphthalene 93% match to spectral libraryc

6 Indole carbaldehyde 145, 144, 116, 89 d8-naphthalene 97% match to spectral libraryc

7 3-acetylindole 159, 144, 89 d8-naphthalene Comparison to authentic standard

8 Carbazol-9-yl methanol 197, 167, 139 d10-phenanthrene 94% match to spectral libraryc

9 Indole-2-carboxylic acid 161, 143, 115 d10-phenanthrene Comparison to authentic standard

10 Indole-3-carboxylic acid 161, 143, 115 d10-phenanthrene Comparison to authentic standard

11 Isatin 147, 119, 92 d10-phenanthrene Comparison to authentic standard

12 Methyl carbazole 181, 180, 152 d10-phenanthrene 96% match to spectral libraryc

13 Carbazole 167, 166, 139 d10-phenanthrene Comparison to authentic standard

14 Methoxycarbazole 197, 182, 154 d10-phenanthrene 95% match to spectral libraryc

15 Hydroxycarbazole 183, 154, 127 d10-pyrene 95% match to spectral libraryc

16 10H-phenothiazine 199, 157 d10-pyrene 97% match to spectral libraryc

17 9-acridone 195, 167, 139 d10-pyrene 95% match to spectral libraryc

18 Indigo 262, 234 d10-pyrene Comparison to authentic standard

19 Indirubin 262, 234 d10-pyrene Comparison to indirubin synthesized in the
laboratory (Moon et al., 2006)

20 9,9’-bis-9H-carbazole 336, 166 d12-benzo[a]pyrene 98% match to spectral libraryc

21 9-(carbazol-9-ylmethyl)carbazole 346, 180, 173 d12-benzo[a]pyrene 97% match to spectral libraryc

abc

a Molecular ions (M+) in bold; quantifying ion is underlined; additional quantifying ion(s) in standard type.
b Compounds detected as methyl esters after derivatization with diazomethane.
c Comparison of compound electron impact scan spectra to NIST 2005 spectral library (NIST 2005).
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Table 5-3: Mortality in zebrafish embryos exposed to carbazole or
photo-exposed carbazole.

Average percent mortality by vial of zebrafish embryos dosed with hypoxia or normoxia
and carbazole or carbazole previously exposed to sunlight (CD or CA). There was no
significant mortality in embryos exposed to carbazole (oxygen*carbazole interaction:
p=0.3). Mortality was induced by the combination of hypoxia and carbazole stocks
previously exposed to sunlight (CD) in embryos treated with CD from a single day
exposure on 10-21-09 (oxygen*CD interaction: p<0.0001), CD from a two day exposure
on 10-21-09 and 10-20-09 (oxygen*CD interaction: p<0.0001), and CD from a single day
exposure on 2-26-10 (oxygen*CD interaction: p<0.02). There was no significant
mortality in embryos exposed to a carbazole dosing solution that had exposed to sunlight
for a single day (CA) (oxygen*CA interaction: p=0.2). Values not sharing a letter are
significantly different from one another in post hoc testing (p<0.05).
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Table 5-3 (Cont.)

Carbazole (C) Normoxia Hypoxia

DMSO 0.0 ± 0.0a 0.0 ± 0.0a

100 0.0 ± 0.0a 0.0 ± 0.0a

500 0.0 ± 0.0a 0.0 ± 0.0a

1000 6.7 ± 6.7a 16.7 ± 16.7a

2000 4.4 ± 2.9a 22.2 ± 10.2a

Percent Mortality (± SE) of Zebrafish Embryos Dosed with Hypoxia or
Normoxia and Carbazole or Carbazole previously exposed to sunlight (μg/L)

10-21-09 1-day sunlight
exposure (CD)

Normoxia Hypoxia

DMSO 0.0 ± 0.0a 0.0 ± 0.0a

100 0.0 ± 0.0a 4.4 ± 2.9a

500 0.0 ± 0.0a 75.6 ± 14.4c

1000 0.0 ± 0.0a 40.0 ± 20.0b

2000 8.9 ± 4.8ab 100.0 ± 0.0c

10-21-09 & 10-20-09 2-
day sunlight exposure

(CD)
Normoxia Hypoxia

DMSO 4.4 ± 2.9a 4.4 ± 2.9a

100 2.2 ± 2.2a 6.7 ± 4.7a

500 4.4 ± 4.4a 62.2 ± 11.3b

1000 26.7 ± 8.2a 73.3 ± 7.5b

2000 17.8 ± 10.2a 73.3 ± 10.0b

2-26-10 1-day sunlight
exposure (CD)

Normoxia Hypoxia

DMSO 0.0 ± 0.0a 3.3 ± 3.3ab

100 6.7 ± 4.2ab 3.3 ± 3.3ab

500 3.3 ± 3.3ab 60.0 ± 23.1c

1000 0.0 ± 0.0a 40.8 ± 14.4bc

2000 19.2 ± 9.2abc 43.3 ± 15.9bc

2-26-10 1-day sunlight
exposure of dosing

solution (CA)
Normoxia Hypoxia

DMSO 0.0 ± 0.0a 3.3 ± 3.3a

100 3.3 ± 3.3a 0.0 ± 0.0a

500 3.3 ± 3.3a 3.3 ± 3.3a

1000 0.0 ± 0.0a 6.7 ± 4.2a

2000 6.7 ± 4.2a 0.0 ± 0.0a
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Table 5-4: Mortality in zebrafish injected with AhR2-mo and exposed
to carbazole or photo-exposed carbazole.

Average percent mortality by vial of zebrafish embryos dosed with hypoxia or normoxia
and 2000 μg/L carbazole (C), carbazole DMSO stocks exposed to sunlight on 10-21-09
(CD) or a carbazole dosing solution exposed to sunlight on 3-20-10 (CA). There was a
significant carbazole*morpholino interaction (p<0.0003) and a significant
oxygen*carbazole interaction (p<0.0001), but no significant
carbazole*oxygen*morpholino interaction (p=0.5). There was a non-significant decrease
in mortality in zebrafish embryos injected with AhR2-mo prior to being dosed with CD
compared to CD alone. Values not sharing a letter are significantly different from one
another in post hoc testing (p<0.05).

Percent Mortality (± SE) of Zebrafish Embryos Dosed with Hypoxia or Normoxia and Carbazole or
Carbazole previously exposed to sunlight (μg/L) and injected with AhR2-mo

Carbazole Morpholino Normoxia Hypoxia

DMSO N 1.2 ± 1.2a 1.2 ± 1.2a

DMSO Y 6.3 ± 3.0ab 20.0 ± 8.9abc

C2000 N 0.0 ± 0.0abc 37.1 ± 16.0abcd

C2000 Y 28.6 ± 13.0abcd 48.6 ± 18.4cd

CD2000 N 32.7 ± 11.8abcd 98.2 ± 1.8e

CD2000 Y 7.3 ± 4.1abc 65.9 ± 10.3de

CA2000 N 0.0 ± 0.0abc 43.3 ± 12.0abcd

CA2000 Y 16.7 ± 8.0abc 46.7 ± 19.1bcd
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Table 5-5: Quantified photoproducts of carbazole exposed to ambient sunlight under various conditions.

Exposures are: 10-21-09 1 day: CD exposed on October 21, 2009 for 8 hours; 10-21-09 2 day: CD exposed on October 20 and 21, 2009
for 8 hours each day; 2-26-10 1 day: CD exposed on February 26, 2010 for 8 hours; 2-26-10 Aq: CA exposed on February 26, 2010 for
8 hours; 2-26-10 dosing sol: dosing solution made with CD from February 26, 2010 and incubated at 28°C for 72h.

Quantified Photoproducts of Carbazole Exposed to Ambient Sunlight under Various Conditions

Product 10-21-09 1 day (ng/mL) 10-21-09 2 day (ng/mL) 2-26-10 1 day (ng/mL) 2-26-10 Aq (pg/mL)
2-26-10 dosing sol (pg/

mL)

Indole 1067 1560 114 nd nd

2-methyl indole 13 35 23 nd 93

3-methyl indole 48 106 81 nd 153

Acetylindole 5034 5625 27833 nd 1144

Indole-2-carboxylic acid 84068 201856 70735 354 684

Indole-3-carboxylic acid 14004 4846 3148 3997 20697

Isatn 1250 2402 15105 3518 3535

Indigo 111 157 88 127 285

Indirubin 449 895 361 nd nd

Exposure
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Table 5-6: Pericardial edema and EROD activity in zebrafish embryos
exposed to individual carbazole photoproducts.

None of the photoproducts examined induced significant toxicity to embryos. Of the
products tested, only 2-methyl indole, 3-methyl indole, indole-2-carboxylic acid, and
indigo induced EROD activity. EROD activity was decreased with indirubin. Hypoxia
reduced EROD activity in all cases. Treatments not sharing a letter are significantly
different from one another in post hoc testing (p<0.05).
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Table 5-6 (Cont.)

Oxygen Photoproduct EROD Edema Oxygen Photoproduct EROD Edema

Normo xia DMSO 100.4 ± 6.3a 100.0 ± 0.6a Normoxia DMSO 100.1 ± 6.4a 100.0 ± 1.2a

Normo xia 2MI 176.5 ± 20.6b 98.0 ± 2.8a Normoxia ISATIN 99.9 ± 8.3a 99.8 ± 2.0a

Hypoxia DMSO 54.2 ± 4.9c 104.6 ± 1.2a Hypoxia DMSO 59.8 ± 4.4b 115.1 ± 7.7a

Hypoxia 2MI 74.6 ± 4.9ac 102.5 ± 3.8a Hypoxia ISATIN 47.6 ± 6.1b 107.4 ± 3.8a

Normo xia DMSO 100.0 ± 5.9a 100.2 ± 1.4a Normoxia DMSO 100.0 ± 5.2a 100.0 ± 1.7ab

Normo xia 3MI 159.5 ± 18.4b 94.9 ± 1.4a Normoxia INDOLE 107.9 ± 16.2a 98.9 ± 2.7b

Hypoxia DMSO 54.7 ± 3.6c 118.0 ± 7.7b Hypoxia DMSO 59.1 ± 5.0b 123.1 ± 10.0a

Hypoxia 3MI 64.8 ± 6.6ac 102.2 ± 4.6ab Hypoxia INDOLE 52.0 ± 4.2b 98.9 ± 5.2b

Normo xia DMSO 100.9 ± 7.3a 100.0 ± 0.9a Normoxia DMSO 99.4 ± 5.8a 99.8 ± 1.5a

Normo xia 3AI 96.4 ± 13.0a 101.6 ± 2.6a Normoxia INDIGO 159.1 ± 19.1b 96.9 ± 1.9a

Hypoxia DMSO 50.4 ± 7.7b 105.7 ± 1.0a Hypoxia DMSO 71.3 ± 9.9a 107.3 ± 4.8a

Hypoxia 3AI 63.9 ± 8.5ab 99.4 ± 2.9a Hypoxia INDIGO 59.2 ± 5.1a 107.6 ± 4.0a

Normo xia DMSO 101.1 ± 10.5a 100.1 ± 0.8a Normoxia DMSO 99.4 ± 5.8a 99.9 ± 1.5a

Normo xia I2CA 426.9 ± 46.3b 102.2 ± 2.5a Normoxia INDIRUBIN 68.0 ± 2.7b 95.5 ± 2.2a

Hypoxia DMSO 48.4 ± 7.4a 102.0 ± 2.3a Hypoxia DMSO 71.3 ± 9.9b 107.3 ± 4.8a

Hypoxia I2CA 95.6 ± 10.5a 96.8 ± 2.1a Hypoxia INDIRUBIN 56.1 ± 3.6b 104.6 ± 3.6a

Normo xia DMSO 100.0 ± 5.2a 100.0 ± 1.7a Abbreviations: 2MI (2-methylindole), 3MI (3-methylindole), 3AI (3-acetylindole),
I2CA (indole 2-carboxylic acid), I3CA (indole 3-carboxylic acid)

Normo xia I3CA 106.9 ± 13.0a 110.1 ± 3.1ab

Hypoxia DMSO 59.1 ± 5.0b 123.1 ± 10.0b

Hypoxia I3CA 61.8 ± 7.3b 105.6 ± 4.2ab

All compounds were dosed at 1000 μg/L except for indigo and indirubin, which were
dosed at 100 nM. Results presented as mean ± standard error.
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6 Conclusion

6.1 Summary and conclusions

This dissertation focused on interactions between polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons (PAHs) and physical stressors (hypoxia and solar radiation) to induce

developmental toxicity in zebrafish (Danio rerio). Two hypotheses were addressed: (1)

that the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) and hypoxia-inducible factor 1α (HIF1α)

compete for the shared dimerization partner, aryl hydrocarbon receptor nuclear

translocator (ARNT), and interfere with one another’s action, resulting in decreased

induction of both pathways and increased PAH developmental toxicity under coexposure

to PAHs and hypoxia; and (2) that PAHs that have been previously exposed to sunlight

exhibit greater embryotoxicity than their parent PAHs and that this effect is exacerbated

by hypoxia.

In order to address the first hypothesis, I first examined the potential for

AhR/HIF1α crosstalk via competition for ARNT in a fish cell line (PLHC-1) (Chapter 2).

This work revealed unidirectional crosstalk between the two pathways in which

activation of AhR had no effect on induction of HIF1α under hypoxia, but hypoxia

inhibited induction of AhR by several agonists (benzo[a]pyrene (BaP),

benzo[k]fluoranthene (BkF), and polychlorinated biphenyl 126 (PCB126)). The

hypothesis that the mechanism of HIF1α/AhR interactions is competition for a shared

pool of ARNT was supported, as overexpression of ARNT reversed the effect of hypoxia

on AhR induction. This work also revealed an inhibitory effect of BaP on HIF1α activity

(both basal and induced) which was not seen with the other agonists and may be a result

of increased HIF1α degradation caused by a BaP metabolite.
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In an attempt to confirm these results in vivo, zebrafish embryos were exposed to

hypoxia and BaP and the expression of AhR- and HIF1α-inducible genes was determined

(Chapter 3). The results did not support the hypothesis of crosstalk between AhR and

HIF1α; there was no effect of BaP on expression of hypoxia-inducible gene expression

(VEGF and LDHa) and CYP1A induction was either unaffected or further increased by

hypoxia, depending on the timepoint examined. Experiments in Chapter 4 with BkF and

pyrene (PY) and slightly higher oxygen concentrations showed no effect of hypoxia on

CYP1A expression. The interactions between AhR and HIF1α in vivo appear to be much

more complex than mere competition for ARNT and may vary with the AhR agonist

used, the level of oxygen used, the developmental stage of the organism, and/or the

length of exposure.

The developmental consequences of co-exposure to AhR agonists and hypoxia

were also examined (Chapter 4). Hypoxia interacted synergistically with BaP and BkF to

induce developmental deformities in zebrafish. This was in contrast to PCB-126, which

did not interact with hypoxia. The developmental toxicity caused by PY was reversed by

hypoxia. Knockdown of CYP1A produced similar results, protecting from PY toxicity

while exacerbating BkF toxicity, suggesting that inhibition of CYP1A activity may be

important to hypoxia/PAH interactions. Interestingly, hypoxia did not interact with

these PAHs in the same way as chemical CYP1A inhibitors, which led to the hypothesis

that hypoxia may be impacting PAH metabolism more globally than an inhibitor that

targets only CYP1A, resulting in similar, but not identical in scale, developmental effects.

As a result of the recent discovery in the laboratory that CYP1A inhibitors fluoranthene

(FL) and α-naphthoflavone (ANF) interacted synergistically with hypoxia to induce

developmental deformities in zebrafish (Matson et al. 2008), zebrafish embryos were
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treated with hypoxia and several other CYP1A inhibitors (dibenzothiophene, carbazole,

2-aminoanthracene); however, none of these interacted with hypoxia. Furthermore,

hypoxia was found to severely exacerbate the toxicity of several binary and

environmentally relevant complex PAH mixtures, indicating that the interactions of

hypoxia with PAHs are of concern for proper environmental risk assessment.

The second hypothesis was addressed by exposing a variety of PAHs to ambient

sunlight and testing for developmental effects in zebrafish. Of the PAHs tested, only

carbazole (a nitrogen-substituted PAH) resulted in altered toxicity following

photomodification. Photo-exposed carbazole exhibited developmental toxicity including

cardiac malformations, edema, and craniofacial malformations and these effects were

exacerbated by hypoxia. These effects appear to be mediated through the AhR, as

knockdown of AhR by morpholino rescued the toxicity. It also appears that one or more

of the photomodification products of carbazole acts as a potent AhR agonist as CYP1A

expression is induced by photo-exposed carbazole to a similar degree as it is induced by

TCDD. It is possible that the toxicity seen is a result of synergism between the

photoproduct(s) inducing AhR and carbazole (a CYP1A inhibitor). Attempts were made

to identify the photoproduct(s) involved in the AhR agonism and/or developmental

toxicity. However, treatment with the identified products, even in combination, failed to

replicate the effects of photo-exposed carbazole.

6.2 Future research directions

While the hypothesis that AhR and HIF1α compete for ARNT was supported in

vitro, further in vivo evidence is necessary to determine the importance of results.

Proper response to hypoxia is necessary for tumor growth and the hypoxia pathway is
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commonly altered in cancers, so while work in immortalized cell lines is a quick and

convenient first step, any results found regarding the action of HIF1α will need to be

confirmed in “normal” cells. Attempts were made to conduct the work in Chapter 2 in

primary hepatocytes from Atlantic killifish (Fundulus heteroclitus), however repeated

attempts to transfect the cells failed. While there are a number of transfection reagents

available for transfection of primary cells, they are optimized in mammalian cell lines

and translation of those protocols to the CO2-independent killifish hepatocytes proved

difficult. It may be useful at some point to revisit this work using primary hepatocytes if

a transfection protocol becomes available for primary fish cells or using an alternate

transfection method such as electroporation.

Furthermore, there is room for expansion on the in vivo assessment of

AhR/HIF1α crosstalk in zebrafish. Our results in Chapter 3 did not support a hypothesis

of pathway competition, but rather showed further induction of CYP1A by BaP under

hypoxia. This result was not seen in Chapter 4 using BkF or PY and Dr. Cole Matson, a

member of the laboratory (personal communication) saw the opposite effect (inhibition

of CYP1A induction under hypoxia) using BNF as an agonist. Each of these experiments

was performed using a different agonist and slightly different hypoxia exposure

conditions, leaving multiple possible explanation for the differences. Additionally, the

experiments performed by Dr. Matson used a different strain of zebrafish (AB* as

opposed to the Ekkwill zebrafish used in my work), opening the possibility for strain

differences as well. The further induction of CYP1A under hypoxic conditions in Chapter

3 was only seen at one timepoint (24 h of exposure) and not at earlier (12 h) or later (48

h) timepoints. In order to fully characterize the effects of coexposure to AhR agonists

and hypoxia on the activities of the AhR and HIF1α pathways, it will be necessary to
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examine gene expression at a number of timepoints, using several agonists and a range

of hypoxia exposure conditions. There is also the possibility that changes in the

interactions between the two pathways are a result of developmental changes occurring

in those pathways over time. In preliminary range finding experiments, LDHa

expression was found to change within the window of exposure, indicating that the

responsiveness of the hypoxia pathway is still changing in zebrafish at these early stages

of development. These experiments were performed with embryos because our hypoxia

exposure protocol was designed for embryonic exposures, however adaptation of the

protocol to allow for the use of older larvae or adults may help illuminate the cause of

differences between timepoints. Additionally, if evidence of potential AhR/HIF1α

crosstalk is found in vivo, ARNT overexpression by mRNA microinjections may reveal

whether competition for ARNT is occurring in vivo.

In Chapter 4, the effects of hypoxia on developmental toxicity of BkF and PY were

similar to effects of morpholino knockdown of CYP1A. However, it appears that the

effects of hypoxia on PAH toxicity are not solely a result of CYP1A inhibition. While BaP

was found to interact with hypoxia at higher concentrations in studies described

inChapter 4, previous studies by Matson et al. (2008) observed that 10 μg/L BaP failed

to interact with hypoxia to induce embryotoxicity. The same concentration of BaP

interacted synergistically with CYP1A inhibitor FL, indicating that the mechanisms of

exacerbation for hypoxia and chemical CYP1A inhibitors may be slightly different. Here,

I propose that chemical or morpholino knockdown of CYP1A targets only CYP1A and

may shift metabolism to other enzymes, resulting in production of more toxic

metabolites. Meanwhile, hypoxia likely limits activity of other enzymes as well,

decreasing rates of phase I metabolism and possibly of conjugation and elimination as
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well; I propose that the exacerbation of BaP and BkF toxicity seen under hypoxia may be

a result of increased half-life of toxic metabolites as opposed to a shift from one enzyme

to another. Previous experiments looking at BaP metabolism showed no difference in

the concentration of BaP or its metabolites in killifish (Fundulus heteroclitus) embryos

exposed to BaP or BaP/FL (Wills et al. 2009). However many of the metabolites tested

for could not be detected, leaving the question of how CYP1A inhibition affects PAH

metabolism unanswered. Further experimentation examining the metabolism of BaP

and/or BkF in zebrafish in combination with chemical CYP1A inhibitors, CYP1A

knockdown by morpholino, and hypoxia may help to elucidate the mechanisms involved

in the toxicity and explain the differences in toxicity seen when CYP1A activity is

decreased by these different mechanisms. The detection problems encountered in

killifish embryos may be best addressed by using zebrafish for these studies as the more

frequent and often more plentiful egg production would allow for greater numbers of

eggs to be pooled.

Related to the role of altered metabolism in interactions between AhR agonist

PAHs and CYP1A inhibition and/or hypoxia, the role that oxidative stress plays in this

toxicity remains to be determined. Co-treatment with AhR agonist BNF and CYP1A

inhibitor ANF resulted in synergistic induction of several antioxidant genes, and

knockdown of the antioxidant response element transcription factor NRF2 exacerbated

ANF/BNF toxicity (Timme-Laragy et al. 2009), indicating a role for oxidative stress in

the toxicity caused by AhR agonist/CYP1A inhibitor combinations. Additionally, hypoxia

has been shown to exacerbate the oxidative stress caused by BaP or

diethyldithiocarbamate in orange spotted grouper (Epinephelus coioides) liver explants

(Yu et al. 2008). No oxidative stress parameters were examined in Chapter 4, however it
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seems likely that oxidative stress may play a role in the exacerbated toxicity seen with

BaP and BkF. The same may be true of the environmental mixtures used in these

studies. There is also a possibility that oxidative stress would be further exacerbated

during reoxygenation in a manner similar to ischemia-reperfusion injury. Future

examination of the role of oxidative stress in hypoxia-PAH interactions may prove

fruitful.

Another potential direction for future research lies with the population of killifish

from the Atlantic Wood Industries Superfund site, Elizabeth River, VA. Fish at this site

are resistant to the developmental effects of PAHs, but several trade-offs for this

resistance have been demonstrated. Fish from this site are more susceptible to the

phototoxic effects of FL and less resistant to acute and subchronic hypoxia (Meyer and

Di Giulio 2003). Originally, this dissertation was to include experiments examining the

nature of the increased susceptibility to hypoxia, and addressing the hypothesis that this

susceptibility was related to interactions between AhR and HIF1α. We were unable to

find a reliably hypoxia-inducible gene for use in these experiments, so the project was set

aside. However, as more molecular tools become available in the killifish, it would be

worth revisiting this hypothesis. Experiments measuring expression of hypoxia-

inducible genes under normoxia and hypoxia and with and without concurrent PAH

treatment may reveal the nature of their susceptibility, whether it be related to

interference between the AhR and HIF-1α pathways, direct alteration of the hypoxia

response, or some other mechanism.

Lastly, in Chapter 5, photomodification of carbazole was shown to convert

carbazole from a CYP1A inhibitor to a likely AhR agonist that causes severe

developmental deformities. In these studies, carbazole stocks were made in DMSO, a
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solvent often used as a carrier in toxicology studies (Hallare et al. 2006), and exposed to

ambient sunlight. The environmental relevance of this phenomenon remains in

question; it is possible that the DMSO played a role in the formation of the relevant

photoproducts or that organic matter or other components of natural waters would

interfere with their formation. Repetition of these experiments with carbazole added to

natural waters and/or sediments would resolve the issues of environmental relevance.

Additionally, experiments involving longer exposures would be informative as to

whether the relevant photoproducts are subject to further degradation and would be

short-lived or if they are likely to accumulate over time.

We were unable to identify the carbazole photoproduct(s) involved in the

embryotoxicity and the induction of CYP1A. Because such a small amount of carbazole

was photomodified in these experiments, the carbazole peak may have been masking the

peaks of relevant photoproducts from identification. Perhaps exposing carbazole at

much lower concentrations or for longer periods of time would result in identification of

more photoproducts. If photoproducts were identified that appeared to be involved in

the strong induction of CYP1A by photomodified carbazole, these products should be

directly tested for AhR agonism in vitro to confirm the assumption that they are serving

as AhR agonists. Given that exposure of fish to PAH photomodification products may be

increased by their increased solubility compared to intact PAHs (Lampi et al. 2000), the

discovery of an environmentally relevant PAH photoproduct capable of inducing AhR

activity and developmental deformities so potently would be of great concern.

Often, PAH photoproducts are more accessible than the parent compound;

exposure of organisms in the water column to the compounds is increased because they
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are more water soluble than parent PAHs, yet still lipophilic enough to accumulate in

biological membranes

6.3 Implications

Current risk assessment of PAHs assumes additivity (Barron et al. 2004b),

however there is evidence that PAHs do not always behave additively in mixtures

(Wassenberg and Di Giulio 2004a; Wassenberg et al. 2005; Hodson et al. 2007),

reviewed in (Billiard et al. 2008). Additionally, organisms are exposed to a variety of

environmental stressors in addition to chemical stressors with considerable overlap

between stressors (Halpern et al. 2008). While guidelines have been issued by the

United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for assessing risks in populations

exposed to multiple stressors (USEPA 2003), there have been few attempts to conduct

risk assessments that take into account the totality of the physical and chemical stressors

impacting a population (Munns 2006). The research in this dissertation has revealed

two cases in which risk of PAH-exposed populations of fish would be drastically

underestimated based on current risk assessment conventions. Hypoxia was shown to

severely exacerbate the toxicity of two environmentally relevant PAH mixtures

(Elizabeth River Sediment Extract and Coal Tar Extract) (Chapter 4). Risk of

developmental toxicity for each of these mixtures may have already been underestimated

based on the presence of individual PAHs that interact synergistically. In waterways

impacted by hypoxia, this risk is further increased and may not be accounted for by the

customary uncertainty factors. Hypoxic events are a very common environmental

concern occurring throughout coastal areas and are predicted to increase in frequency

and severity with global climate change (Schiedek et al. 2007; Diaz and Rosenberg
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2008). Therefore the increased toxicity of PAHs under hypoxic conditions presents a

very real and critical danger to populations inhabiting PAH polluted waterways.

We have also shown that exposure to natural sunlight greatly increased the

toxicity of carbazole to developing zebrafish (Chapter 5). This presents another case

where conventional risk assessment techniques may underestimate the toxicity of

polluted waters. Although further research is needed to assess the likelihood of the

formation of these specific toxic photoproducts in natural waters, these results present

another example where assessing risks of chemicals in the absence of other physical

stressors may not be sufficient to protect the populations. The work in this dissertation

underlines the importance of understanding how other common environmental stressors

impact chemical toxicity and of applying this knowledge to risk assessment and chemical

regulation.
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